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(House, No. 5864 of 1978)

Ordered, That the Legislative Research Council is directed to make
a study and investigation of legislative carry-over procedures, so
called, of Congress and of the various state legislatures, and of alterna-
tives to such procedures; and that the said Council shall file its statisti-
cal and factual report hereunder with the Clerk of the House not later
than the last Wednesday in January in the year Nineteen Hundredand
Seventy-Nine.

Adopted:
By the House of Representatives, May 30, 1978
By the Senate, in concurrence, June I, 1978

(Unnumbered House Order of 1979)

Ordered, That the time be extended to the first Wednesday of April
in the current year whereby the Legislative Research Council is to
report on its investigation and study relative to (1) carry-over proce-
dures of Congress and state legislatures (see House, No. 5864 of 1978),
and (2) a proposed initiative constitutional amendment imposing
limits on state revenues, expenditures and borrowing, and state man-
dated government costs (see House, No. 6109 of 1978).

Adopted:
By the House of Representatives, February 15, 1979
By the Senate, in concurrence. February 20, 1979

tJli)e Commontoealtf) of fWasßacbußctta

ORDERS AUTHORIZING STUDY
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To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives:

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN: In conformity with the joint
order, House, No. 5864 of 1978, the Legislative Research Council
submits herewith a report prepared by the Legislative Research Bureau
relative to legislative carry-over procedures followed in the United
States Congress and in state legislatures, and alternatives to such
procedures.

The Legislative Research Bureau is limited by law to “statistical
research and fact-finding.” Accordingly, this report contains only
factual information, without recommendations by either the Legisla-
tive Research Council or its Bureau. This report does not necessarily
reflect the opinions of the undersigned members of the Legislative
Research Council.

Respectfully submitted.

Sen. ANNA P. BUCKLEY of Plymouth, Chairman
Rep. MICHAEL J. LOMBARDI of Cambridge, House Chairman
Sen. JOSEPH B. WALSH of Suffolk
Sen. JOHN F. PARKER of Bristol
Sen. ROBERT A. HALL of Worcester
Rep. ARTHUR M. KHOURY of Lawrence
Rep. WILLIAM P. NAGLE, JR., of Northampton
Rep. BRUCE N. FREEMAN of Chelmsford
Rep. CHARLES N. DECAS of Wareham
Rep. WILLIAM Q. MacLEAN, JR., of Fairhaven
Rep. IRIS K. HOLLAND of Longmeadow
Rep. SHERMAN W. SALTMARSH, JR., of Winchester

®be CommontoeaUf) of iflaftsacfntfictte

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL TO THE
SENATE AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MEMBERS OF THE LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH COUNCH
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To the Members of the Legislative Research Council:

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN: Under the terms of the legislative
directive. House, No. 5864 of 1978, the Legislative Research Council is
required to study legislative carry-over procedures of Congress and of
other state legislatures, and alternative procedures thereto, and to
report its findings to the 1979 General Court. Legislative carry-over
procedures, which may be established by constitutional provisions,
statutes, or legislative rules, authorize the “carry-over” of bills under
legislative consideration from the first to the second year of each
two-year legislative cycle of legislatures which sit annually; and these
procedures may be accompanied by limitations upon the types of bills
which can be introduced into the second annual session of a legislative
body. There are many variations on this theme. Generally, such legisla-
tive carry-over practices are not found in states whose legislatures hold
biennial sessions.

The Legislative Research Bureau submits herewith a report relative
to legislative carry-over procedures and their alternatives, in com-
pliance with the foregoing joint order of the General Court. Its scope
and content are limited to factual and statistical information only,
without recommendations by the Legislative Research Council or this
Bureau. The preparation of this report was the responsibility of James
H. Powers of the Bureau staff.

Respectfully submitted,

DANIEL M. O’SULLIVAN
Director, Legislative Research Bureau.

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL TO THE
LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH COUNCIL
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&fje Commontoealtf) of iflafigacfjusictts:

Study Directive

This report on legislative carry-over procedures and alternatives
thereto is submitted by the Legislative Research Council in com-
pliance with a joint order adopted by the House of Representatives on
May 30, 1978, and by the Senate, in concurrence, on June 1,1978. This
study directive was proposed by the House Chairman ofthat Council,
Representative Michael J. Lombardi of Cambridge, and deals with a
subject which has spawned a total of 22 specific proposals in the
General Court since 1958 for revisions of that body’s Joint Rules
which would establish legislative carry-over procedures.

Description and Use Elsewhere of Legislative Carry- Over Procedures
Essentially, legislative carry-over procedures permit unfinished

business, or certain unfinished business, remaining on the agenda of
one legislative session, when it adjourns sine die, to be resumed on the
agenda of the next legislative session immediately following. Under
this approach, a legislature is regarded as having a continuous life,
which begins when the legislature convenes for the first time following
the regular state election at which all or some of its members were
elected, and lasting until a new legislature is convened in regular
session after the nevt regular state election. Normally, unfinished
business may be carried over from adjournment of the first annual
session to the second annual session ofa legislature which holdsregular
annual sessions. In states where biennial sessions of the legislature are
required by the state constitution, a form of carry-over may be prac-
ticed where such a session in the first year following the state election
recesses to a time certain in the second year. In some states, legislative
carry-over of unfinished business from a regular annual or biennial
legislative session to a special session occurring prior to the expiration

LEGISLATIVE CARRY-OVER PROCEDURES
AND ALTERNATIVES

SUMMARY OF REPORT
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of the “continuous life” of the legislature is permitted. As a general
rule, no carry-over of unfinished business is allowed from an outgoing
legislature to its successor legislature after an intervening regular state
election.

Usually, legislative carry-over procedures are established by the
rules of the legislative body, in the exercise of its constitutionalauthor-
ity to adopt its own rules of procedure. Under the state constitution,
the power to include carry-over provisions in the legislature rules may
be implied only, as in most jurisdictions, or it may be specifically
authorized as occurs in eight states (Ga., Ha., Kan., Mich., Mo., Neb.,
N.J., and Va.). Most commonly, legislative carry-over occurs instates
and territories whose legislatures hold their regular sessions annually.
In at least five states with biennial sessions a form of carry-over may
apply where a biennial session recesses from one calendar year to the
next, with adjournment sine die occurring only in the latter year
(Minn., N.C., Tenn., Wash., and Vt.).

In 13 states and four territories, the legislative carry-over is used in
conjunction with a restriction upon the length of the regular sessions of
the legislature (Del., Calif., Ga., Ha., Kan., Minn., Mo., Neb., Okla.,
R.1., Tenn., Va., and Wash.; and A.S., P.R., T.T., and V.1.). A four-
teenth state, Ohio, combines the carry-over with restrictions limiting
the agenda of the second regular session to budgetary matters, bills
carried over from the previous year, and certain other measures.

Legislative carry-over procedures are in force in both houses of
Congress, and in the legislatures of 25 states and all six territories
(Alas., Calif., Del., Ga., Ha., 111., lowa, Kan., Mich., Minn., Mo.,
Neb., N.J., N.Y., N.C., Ohio, Okla., Pa., R. 1., S.C., Tenn., Va., Wash.,
Wis., and Vt.; and A.S. Gu., N.M.1., P.R., T.T., and V.1.). To be
workable in bicameral legislatures, such rules apply in both houses.
Bicameral legislative bodies prevail in all these jurisdictions except
Guam, Nebraska, and the Virgin Islands, which have unicameral
legislatures.

The primary purposes of these legislative carry-over procedures are
(1) to keep the legislative workload within manageable proportions,
especially in states with limitations upon the lengths of their sessions,
and (2) to enable standing committees, legislative councils, and ad hoc
committees of the legislature to utilize the interim between thefirst and
second sittings of the same legislature to collect and analyze additional
information, and to conduct further political negotiations, on legisla-
tive proposals before them.
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Constitutional Requirements re Legislative Sessions in Massachusetts
Legislative Procedure. No legislative carry-over provisions are in

effect in the Massachusetts General Court, which holds its regular
sessions annually without constitutional limits on the length thereof.
In broad terms, the Constitution of the Commonwealth empowers
each branch of the General Court to adopt its own “rules of proceed-
ings”, and further permits the General Court to regul ite its administra-
tion and procedure by law (Part 11, c. I; s. I, Art. IV; s. 11, Art. VII; s.
111, Art. X). Certain special procedural requirements are imposed on
the General Court by provisions of the Constitution relating to the
initiative (Amend. Art. XLVI1I), executive branch reorganization
plans submitted by the Governor (Amend. Art. LXXXVII), petitions
for special local laws (Amend. Art. LXXXIX), and fiscal measures
(Part 11, c. I, s. 111, Art. VII; and Amend. Arts. LXII and LXXXIV).

Right ofFree Petition. Of cardinal importance is the Right of Free
Petition enshrined in four companion articles of the Declaration of
Rights (Part 1) of the Massachusetts Constitution, adopted in 1780,
which read in part as follows:

All power residing originally in the people, and being
derived from them, the several magistrates and officers of
government, vested with authority, whether legislative,
executive, or judicial, are their substitutes and agents, and
are at all times accountable to them (Art. V).

Each individual of the society has a right to be protected
by it in the enjoyment of his life, liberty and property,
according to standing laws...(Art. X).

Every subject of the commonwealth ought to find a
certain remedy, by having recourse to the laws, for all
injuries or wrongs which he may receive in his person,
property, or character. He ought to obtain right and justice
freely, and without being obliged to purchase it; completely,
and without any denial; promptly, and without delay; con-
formably to the laws (Art. XI).

The people have a right, in an orderly and peaceable
manner, to assemble to consult upon the common good;
give instructions to their representatives, and to request of
the legislative body, by way of addresses, petitions, or re-
monstrances, redress of the wrongs done them, and of the
grievances they suffer (Art. XIX).
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The Right of Free Petition is curbed in only modest degree by
provisions of the Municipal Home Rule Amendment of 1966, which
mandate that special laws relative to individual cities and towns (other
than laws creating or uniting municipalities or changing their fron-
tiers) may be enacted only: (1) on a petition filed or approved by the
voters of that city or town; (2) on a petition filed or approved by the
town meeting of such town, or by the mayor and legislative body of
such city; or (3) upon recommendation of the governor, followed by
enactment by two-thirds affirmative majorities in each branch of the
General Court (Amend. Art. 11, s. 8, as revised by Amend. Art.
EXXXIX).

In the esercise of its statutory powers, the General Court has
imposed certain procedural restrictions on the filing ofpetitions rela-
tive to individual corporations (G.L. c. 3, ss. 5-7).

The length of regular sessions of the General Court has grown over
the years, as the population of the Commonwealth has increased, and
as the state has evolved from an economy based primarily on agricul-
ture, the sea, and commerce, to an urban economy emphasizing manu-
facturing, finance, and service enterprises. Industrialization,
immigration, urbanization, and their aftermaths have generated
numerous problems, with powerful social and economic stresses,
which have added to the volume, complexity, and political import of
measures presented to the General Court by citizens exercising their
Right of Free Petition.

Since 1841, the average length of regular sessions of the General
Court has increased from 95 days, during the decade 1841-50, to 281
days during the present decade beginning in 1971. The average length
of such sessions in such decades of this 138-yearperiod had doubled by
1931-40, from 95 days to 187 days. For the first timein history, in 1965,
a regular session of the General Court lasted year-long, that session
being prorogued (adjourned sine die) automatically by the Constitu-
tion due to the advent of the first W ednesday ofJanuary for beginning
the nett regular annual session. This experience, which resulted in a
session of 364 days, was repeated again by the 1967 GeneralCourt. On
a third occasion, in 1975, the annual session lasted for a record 371

Length of legislative Sessions in Massachusetts
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days, from January 1, 1975 to January 6, 1976. Since then, there has
been a fourth year-long session, that of the 1977 General Court which
occupied 363 days. No regular session of the General Court held after
1930 has endured for fewer than 144 days.

Within the 30-year period 1949-78, the volume of petitions, reports,
and orders presented for the consideration of the General Court
fluctuated from a “low” of3,336 documents in 1952 to a “high” of 9,974
documents by 1973. The average annual workloadof 3,589 documents
experienced in the first five years (1949-53) of this period grew by
149.4% to 8,952 for the most recent five-year segment (1974-78).
Between 1949 and 1978, the total numbered Senate documents filed in
each session ranged from as few as 676 in 1952 to as many as 2,178 in
1975. On the five-year basis, the average annual introductions of
numbered Senate documents, 756 per year in the period (1949-53),
swelled 150%to 1,891 per year for the final five-year interval (1974-78).
On the House side, that chamber's volume of numbered House
documents dropped to as few as 2,629 in 1952, while reaching a
"ceiling” of 7,897 in 1973. The average annual count of numbered
House documents, 2,808 per year in the five-year era (1949-53),
increased 128.8% to 6,425 per year in the most recent five years (1974-
78). Thus, numbered House documents have increased further
numerically than Senate documents, but a lower rate of increase in
terms of percentages.

The above counts of numbered Senate and House documents
include both “original” measures and their “rewrites.” It is estimated
that between 11%and 15%of the House documents, and between 20%
and 30% of the Senate documents, at each regular session are prints of
revised or amended original measures.

The legislative output in terms of statutes (including acts and
resolves), whether vetoed successfully or not, ranged from a minimum
of 609 enactments in 1976 to a record 1,436 enactments in 1973.
However, the statutory “production” of the General Court has
increased less rapidly than the influx of measures to be considered. On
the basis of five-year averages, the average annual output of
enactments increased gradually by 34.9%, from 845 enactments per
year in the initial five years (1949-53), to a high of 1,140 enactments per
year in the five-year period (1969-73), and then declined to 855
enactments annually for the most recent five years (1974-78).

Workload of Regular Legislative Sessions in Massachusetts
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Legislative Carry-Over Proposals in Massachusetts
Origin and Number. Interest in the legislative carry-over concept in

Massachusetts was first manifested in 1958 when Senators John E.
Powers and Silvio O. Conte proposed such a system through a Senate
Order. Including that measure, a total of 22 proposals to institute a
legislative carry-over procedure have been introduced into the General
Court to date. All proposals sought to achieve their objectives through
revisions of the Joint Rules alone, without recourse to statutes or
constitutional amendments. And all of them originated in the Senate,
which has a longer history of active support for the legislative carry-
over concept than the House of Representatives. None of these carry-
over measures were adopted by the two branches.

Early Series Proposals of 1958-74. The first group of legislative
carry-over measures, hereinafter referred to as the “Early Series,”
consists of 13 measures, including the above original Powers-Conte
proposal and 12 substantially identical bills introduced subsequently
by various Senators.

In general, carry-over measures of the “Early Series” would have
added a Joint Rule providing that the unfinished business of the first
session would be taken up in the second session at that stage of the
legislative process it occupied on the termination of the first session. T o
implement that policy, Joint Rule 10 would have been revised (a) to
eliminate the requirement that measures referred to joint standing
committees during each annual session of the General Court must be
reported to the floor of that same session by given deadlines, and (b) to
substitute a requirement that such deadlines apply only in the second
annual session of the biennium, as to matters assigned to those
committees in either year of the biennium.

“Early Series” carry-over proposals would have rewritten Joint Rule
12 to prohibit the filing of new legislation at the start of the second
annual session of the biennium, except for (a) bills brought in by
messages of the governor, legislative committees, and special
commissions and (b) new petitions for legislation which are admitted
by the exacting requirement of a four-fifths affirmative majority vote
in each of the two branches of the General Court. The intent of Joint
Rule 12, as so revised, was to protect the General Court from the
necessity of acting, in the second (or election) year of thebiennium, on
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a combination of both unfinished business carried over from the
previous odd-numbered year and the usual volume of legislation now
filed annually in the even-numbered year.

Under “Early Series” measures, the individual joint standing
committees would have been given the authority to determine which
measures assigned to them during the first annual session were to be
carried over to the following second session or to an mfervening special
session. Such a committee decision would prevail, unless successful!)
challenged during the first annual session by a motion to suspend Joint
Rule 10 in order to discharge a given measure to the floor, for which a
four-fifths affirmative majority vote of each branch would be
necessary. The “Early Series” carry-over proposals thus followed, with
certain variations, the practice of Congress, Georgia, and other
jurisdictions with the “in place” type of legislative carry-over system.

Late Series Proposals of 1972-78. The second or “Late Series" group
of legislative carry-over proposals is composed of nine measures w hich
are far more complex than the “Early Series” bills. They may, with
justification, be called also the“Rules CommitteesSeries” of the carry-
over measures, as all of them are products of those committees, acting
concurrently, or are “repeats” of bills proposed by the Rules
Committees which were refiled by individual members of the Senate
who, in most instances, were also members of the Senate Rules
Committee.

The most recent of the "Late Series” legislative carry-over proposals.
Senate, No. 1641 of 1978 introduced by Senator William L. Saltonsfall
of Essex and Middlesex, is a complex measure, which would have
authorized the carry-over of first annual session bills to the second
annual session by the affirmative vote of two-thirds of the total
membership of the standing committee to which such bills were
referred. A standing committee which decided to carry over first
session measures would have been required to report its action to the
two branches by the first Wednesday of March during that session.
During the following ten-day period, a member of the legislature could
move to discharge from the committee concerned any measure
originating in his branch which the committee had voted to carry over.
A vote to discharge such a bill would not require concurrent action by
the other branch of the General Court.
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In addition. Senate, No. 1641 of 1978 would have allowed the carry-
over from the first to second annual session of any other first session
measure which had not been disposed of finally in that session, with
two exceptions. Measures which were in the Committee on Bills in
Third Reading in either house when prorogation occurred would
revert to the substantive standing committee which last considered
them. And any conference committee sitting when prorogation took
place would be dissolved, and the measure or measures before it
referred subsequently to a new conference committee formed after
December 1 immediately preceding the second annual session.

finder Senate, No. 1641 of 1978, only the following business would
have been included on the agenda of the second annual session: (a)
bills carried over from the first annual session; (b) gubernatorial
messages and proposals; (c) reports of legislative committees author-
ized by the orders and rules of the Legislature; (d) measures filed per
statutory mandates (mostly, reports of state officers and agencies); (e)
petitions of municipalities or their voters for special local laws; (f)
measures filed without subject-matter restrictions by a provision
allowing each legislator to file up to seven petitions ofwhich he was the
“initial sponsor”; and (g) new business other than the foregoing
admitted under a suspension of rules by a four-fifths vote of each
branch following a favorable recommendation by the two Rules
Committees. Not mentioned in Senate, No. 1641 were initiative
petitions, which would have to be admitted under the Constitution.

Several legislative carry-over proposals of the “Late Series” also
would have authorized standing committees to conduct their own
continuing studies, and to originate their own “committee bills” on
subjects falling within their respective topical jurisdictions, whether
or not based on a petition previously referred to those committees.
Such “committee bills” would have been admissible to the second
annual session. Not included in Senate, No. 1641 of 1978, this
provision was proposed separately by Senator William L. Saltonstall
in Senate, No. 1640 of 1978.

In Massachusetts, past debates on the carry-over concept have
centered on the Legislature’s burgeoning workload, the Right of Free

Arguments For and Against Legislative Carry-Over in Massachusetts
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Petition, and interest group and partisan political advantage in the
legislative process.

Proponents wish to shorten the length of the regular sessions of the
Legislature, and reduce its workload, which they feel is getting out of
hand. Noting shorter legislative sessions in other populous industrial
states, they object to the tendency of recent sessions of the General
Court to occupy most or all of the calendar year (year-long sessions
occurred in 1965, 1967, 1975 and 1977). And they cite, as evidence of a
“run-away” workload, the increase in the number of bills considered
annually from 4,694 in 1964 to 7,844 in 1978.

Disputes over the Right of Free Petition are sparked by those
provisions in legislative carry-over measures proposed in
Massachusetts which would limit the kinds of matters which could
come before the second annual session of the General Court.
Proponents regard such a restriction as reasonable, in that the General
Court has a two-year constitutional life; they feel that the Right ofFree
Petition is served adequately, by allowing “open access” to the first
annual session. They see no reason for requiring consideration in the
second annual session of measures already heard by committees and
debated and disposed of by the same General Court in its first session.
They emphasize that “worthy” measures could be reintroduced by the
Governor, or by committees as “committee bills,” or under suspen-
sions of the rules, in the second annual session.

Opponents decry the legislative carry-over as doing “violence” to the
Right of Free Petition as traditionally construed in Massachusetts.
They blame legislative procrastination and “politicking” on a handful
of key measures in each session for the dragging out of the length of the
session. Opponents contend that most committees, except for Rules,
Ways and Means, and Third Reading have cleared their dockets by
May. Hence, the critics of a legislative carry-over oppose any
“tinkering” with the Right of Free Petition except as a last resort.

Finally, opposition to the legislative carry-over has been voiced, on
occasion, by interest groups which feel their legislative proposals
would prosper better in the second annual session, which is an election
year. Organized labor opposed the carry-over proposals of the 1950s
and 1960s for this reason. The Republican leadership in the House of
Representatives has opposed the carry-over in recent years because of
its fear that such a rule would affect adversely the ability of the
Minority Party to offer its own “legislative program” in election years.
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Limiting Length of Legislative Sessions. The length of legislative
sessions may be curtailed in three other ways: (1) establishing a fixed
period for the session such as 60 days, or a specific adjournment date;
(2) restricting second session business to budgetary, fiscal, or other
specific and emergency matters; and (3) a biennial session.

Proponents of such session limitations allege that without them the
legislature sits too long, legislates too much, and incurs substantial
costs. They assert that the essential legislative business can be
transacted within a “reasonably designed” session limitation.
Unlimited legislative sessions are condemned as inviting the filing of
trivial petitions for laws, and undesirable meddling by the legislature in
the affairs of localities and in the economy.

Opponents of session limitations respond that such restrictions are
“grossly inappropriate” as applied to populous industrial states which
have complex social, economic, developmental, and fiscal problems
requiring a continuing state response, and thus more by way of
legislative action. Furthermore, flexibility for state legislative sessions
is viewed as doubly important in states having a long tradition of
strong central government, and lacking strong county governments
entrusted with functions normally thought of as “state” or “municipal”
in this Commonwealth.

Filing Fees. Among various proposals to reduce the increasing
annual volume of bills in practically every legislature, filing fees—-
usually small in amount—have been considered for many years as a
possible approach. Most of the measures would impose filing fees by
statute but some proposals call for constitutional action. Filing fees are
justified on the ground that they are both a reasonable regulation of the
right of petition and a demonstration of the petitioner’s sincerity.

But filing fees also have many disadvantages. They place the sincere
petitioner and the proponent of unworthy legislation on the same
plane and hence they may retard the filing of worthwhile legislative
proposals. And it is not reasonable to expect a small fee to deter the
filing of weird or trivial legislation.

To be effective the fee would have to be assessed against members of
the Legislature as well as against the private petitioner. Otherwise,
members would probably file under their exclusive sponsorship
proposals which originated from other sources.

Alternatives to Legislative Carry-Over
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Even with a small filing fee, financial burdens would fall on some
legislators, especially legislators residing near the State House. The
availability of these Greater Boston legislators not only to their
constituents but to legislative counsels of private organizations would
undoubtedly subject then to more frequent requests for introduction of
bills. Such members may be reluctant to ask the petitioners for the
filing fees and will assume the cost themselves.

However, the focus of the attack against a filing fee requirement is
the charge that it would abridge the constitutional guarantee of the
right of petition. The Massachusetts judiciary has not decided this
question, but a former Attorney General has expressed the opinion
that such a fee would not be unconstitutional.

Multiple Signature Requirement. To reduce the number of bills
introduced annually, some advocates press a type of proposal
requiring petitions for legislation to be signed by a number of persons.
Advocates ofthis type ofproposal argue that a petition should carry on
its face some semblance of public support before General Court
consideration is justified.

On the other hand, opponents argue that busy legislators should not
be required to obtain signatures which are a worthless gesture since the
public will sign almost anything. Moreover, this requirement would
discourage single reformers who have not yet been able to convince
others of the merits of their proposals.

Limiting Number of Petitions Filed per Legislator. Another idea to
ease legislative workloads is to limit the number of petitions which a
single legislator may file. Such a bill was adopted by the Senate in 1914,
but was rejected by the House. Since that time it has been rarely
introduced. The legislative carry-over proposal. Senate, No. 1641 of
3978, would limit each legislator to seven new petitions in the second
annual session.

The reasoning in support of this suggestion is that such a quota
limitation would require legislators to be more selective and thus they
would introduce only the more important measures for consideration
by the General Court. The chief drawback to this proposal is lack of
agreement as to what constitutes important legislation. Measures of
major concern and interest to one group of legislators may stimulate
little or no concern to other groups. Moreover, this restriction would
handicap the objective of having individual legislators formulate the
complete legislative program which they sincerely feel is called for.
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QTfje dCommontoEaltfj of jflafisacbusctta

The joint order. House, No. 5864 of 1978, introduced by Represent-
ative Michael J. Lombardi of Cambridge, House Chairman of the
Legislative Research Council, mandated the submission of this Coun-
cil report relative to “legislative carry-over procedures, so called, of
Congress and of the various state legislatures, and alternatives to such
procedures.” Adopted by the House of Representatives on May 30,
1978, and by the Senate, in concurrence, on June 1, 1978, following a
favorable recommendation by the Committees on Rules of the two
branches, acting concurrently, this is the fifth study of the feasibility of
legislative carry-over procedures to be ordered by the General Court
since 1959.

A total of 22 specific proposals for legislative carry-over amend-
ments to the Joint Rules of the General Court have been introduced
unsuccessfully during the past two decades.

These measures, discussed at greater length in Chapter IV, made
their first appearance in an unnumbered Senate order introduced by
Senator John E. Powers of Suffolk, then Senate Minority Leader,' and
Senator Silvio O. Conte of Berkshire, 2 as co-sponsors, on January 10,
1958. A similar unnumbered Senate order was proposed on January 6,
1960 by Senator Robert P. Cramer of Berkshire, followed a year later
by a third legislative carry-over proposal co-sponsored by Senate
President John E. Powers of Suffolk, Senator Cramer, and Senator
Mario Umana of Suffolk. 3Another 11 legislative carry-over measures
were presented between 1964 and 1975 by Senator John J. Conte of

LEGISLATIVE CARRY-OVER PROCEDURES AND
ALTERNATIVES

CHAPTER 1.
INTRODUCTION

Legislative Background
Legislative Study Directive

I. Senator John E. Powers subsequently served as President of the Senate(1959-64), and has been Clerkof the
Supreme Judicial Court (Suffolk County) since 1964.

2. Subsequently, Senator Conte was elected to the United States House of Representatives, in which he has
represented a congressional district embracing western counties of the state since 1959.

3. Senate, No. 427 (1961).
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Worcester.' Other legislative carry-over proposals sponsored by indi-
vidual legislators included one introduced by Senate President Kevin
B. Harrington of Essex in 1973,2 and three proposed by Senator
William L. Saltonstall of Essex in 1974, 1975, and 1978, respectively. 3

By two joint orders, the General Court required studies of legislative
carry-over procedures to be undertaken by the Committees on Rules of
the two branches, acting concurrently, in 1958 and 1959,4 while no
reports were rendered subsequently in response to those legislative
directives, the Committees on Rules later submitted four legislative
carry-over proposals of its own between 1972 and 1976,5 based on its
own initiative or upon consolidations and revisions of carry-over
proposals of individual legislators. Another two joint orders, adopted
in 1964 and 1978, called for studies of legislative carry-over procedures
by the Legislative Research Council, 6 which submitted the first of its
two reports on that subject to 1965,2 followed by this report in 1979;
no legislative action pro or con has been advocated by that Council
in either document, in keeping with the established Council policy.
Finally, a joint order of 1965referred the first of those two Legislative
Research Council reports to the Joint Special Committee on the
Practices of the General Court, for further study and a report; 8 how-
ever, that ad hoc Committee, chaired by Senator Kevin B. Harrington
of Essex and by Representative Robert H. Quinn of Boston, subse-
quently took no position for or against legislative carry-over proce-
dures, but opted for other methods of reducing the workload of the
legislature.9

In addition to the above 21 specific legislative carry-over proposals,
there was the petition, in 1963, of Teamster Joint Council No. 10 and
Representative Joseph A. Langone of Boston, which proposed crea-
tion of a special commission to study the feasibility of legislative
carry-over procedures, a unicameral legislature, and certain other

1. Senate Nos. 564(1964), 784(1965), 653 (1966), 931 (1967), 874 (1968), 675 (1969), 1227(1970), 1265(1971),
766(1973), 1461 (1974), and 1681 (1975).

2. Senate, No. 1481 (1973).
3 Senate, Nos. 1453 (1974), 1748 (1975), and 1641 (1978)
4. House, No. 2909 (1958); Senate, No. 567 (1959).
5. Senate Nos 1488 (1972), 1510 (1973), 1577 (1974), and 1375 (1976).
6. Senate, No. 871 (1964); House, No. 5864 (1978).
7 Mass Legislative Research Council, Reduction of Workload of the Genera! Court, Senate, No. 990(1965),86 pp.; legislative carry-over procedures are discussed in Chapter IV thereof, at pp. 52-60.
8 House, No. 3967 (1965).
4. Joint Special Committee Established to Investigate and Study Present Practices of the General Court andMethods for Improvement Therein: First Report. House, No. 3975 (1966), 20 pp. Second Interim Report

House, No. 4341 (1967). 10 pp.
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matters. 1 This resolve was rejected by the House of Representatives,
following an adverse report by the Committees on Rules, acting
concurrently.

Legislative Carry-Over Procedures Defined
Essentially, legislative carry-over procedures permit unfinished busi-

ness, or certain unfinished tmsiness, remaining on the agenda of one
legislative session, when it adjourns sine die, to be resumed on the
agenda of the next legislative session immediately following. Under
this approach, a legislature is regarded as having a continuous life,
which begins when the legislature convenes for the first time following
the regular state election at which all or part of its members were
elected, and lasting until a new legislature is convened in regular
session after the next regular state election. Normally, unfinished
business may be carried over from adjournment sine die of the first
annual session to the second annual session of a legislature which holds
regular annual sessions; and in jurisdictions where biennial sessions of
the legislature are required by the state of territorial constitution, a
form of carry-over may be practiced where such a session in the first
year following the state election recesses to a time certain in the second
year. In some states, legislative carry-over of unfinished business from
a regular annual or biennial legislative session to a special session
occurring prior to the expiration of the “continuous life” ofthe legisla-
ture is permitted. As a general rule, no carry-over of unfinished busi-
ness is allowed from an outgoing legislature to its successor legislature
after an intervening regular state election, other than by the device of
referring particular matters to interim (recess) committees or commis-
sions for study.

Legislative carry-over procedures are usually established by the
rules of the legislative body, in the exercise of its constitutional author-
ity to adopt its own rules of procedure. Under the state constitution,
the power to include carry-over provisions in the legislative rules may
only be implied, as in most jurisdictions, or it may be specifically
authorized as occurs in eight states (Ga., Ha., Ran., Mich., Mo., Neb.,
N.J., and Va.). Most commonly, legislative carry-over occurs in states
and territories whose legislatures hold their regular sessions annually,
and occasionally appear within a context of constitutional restrictions
upon (a) the length of such sessions, or (b) the subject matter which

I. House. No. 2838 (1963)
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may be introduced for consideration in the second annual session, or
(c) both. In at least five states with biennial sessions a form of carry-
over may apply where a biennial session recesses from one calendar
year to the next, with adjournment sine die occurring only in the latter
year (Minn., N.C., Tenn., Wash., and Vt.)

As will be developed later in this report, legislative carry-over rules
are in force in both houses of Congress, and in the legislatures of 25
states and all six territories (Alas., Calif., Del., Ga., Ha., 111., lowa,
Kans., Mich., Minn., Mo., Neb., N.J., N.Y., N.C., Ohio, Okla., Pa.,
R.1., S.C., Tenn., Va., Wash., Wise., and Vt.; and A.S., Gu., N.M.1.,
P.R., T.T. and V.1.). To be workable in bicameral legislatures, such
rules must apply in both houses. Bicameral legislative bodies prevail in
all these jurisdictions except Guam, Nebraska, and the Virgin Islands,
which have unicameral legislatures. The primary purposes of these
legislative carry-over procedures are (1) to keep the legislative work-
load within manageable proportions, especially in states with limita-
tions upon the lengths of their sessions, and (2) to enable standing
committees, legislative councils, and ad hoc committees of the legisla-
ture to utilize the interim between the first and second sittings of the
same legislature to collect and analyze additional information, and to
conduct further political negotiations, on legislative proposals before
them.

No carry-over procedures are authorized in the Massachusetts Gen-
eral Court, which holds annual sessions, without constitutional limita-
tions on the length of those sessions, or on measures admissible thereto
(other than “home rule” and certain other procedural restrictions
relative to petitions for special laws affecting individual counties,
municipalities and corporations). 1 However, as the volume of business
before each session of the General Court has grown, and legislative
sessions have increased in length in consequence, interest has grown in
the legislative carry-over concept and other methods of improving
legislative operations. In addition, some proposals for such legislative
changes have been motivated by a desire to inhibit the passage of
various types of laws perceived as “undesirable” by theauthors of those
proposals.

Length of Regular Legislative Sessions in Massachusetts
Frequent legislative sessions, and easy access of petitioners to the

General Court, have been a political and constitutional hallmark of
I Mass. Const.. Amend. Art. II (1821). as revised by Amend. Arts. I.XX (1926) and LXXXIX (1966) re;

Municipalities; G.L. c. 3. ss. 5-7 (recodifying laws dating from the 1830’s), re corporations and certain other
organizations; Joint Rules 7A-9, implementing the foregoing.
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Massachusetts since the founding of the Massachusetts Bay Colony in
1630.

In early Colonial times there was no real concept of “regular” vi
“extraordinary” or “speciaT’sessions of the General Court. The Massa-
chusetts Bay Charter of 1629authorized the holding of “Foure Create
and Generali Courts” each year. When the Colony was transferred into
a Province by the Massachusetts Bay Charter of 1692, the General
Court was required to hold one regular annual session, beginning on
the last Wednesday in May, with such additional or special sessions as
might be desired. This latter practice was incorporated into the Consti-
tution of 1780. 1 A constitutional amendment, ratified by the voters in
1831, initiated the present practice of commencing each regular legisla-
tive session on the first Wednesday of January. 2 Massachusetts has
been an “annual legislative session” jurisdiction since 1692, save for a
brief experiment with biennial sessions between 1939 and 1944, when
the latter were instituted as the result of an initiative constitutional
amendment.3

The length of regular sessions of the General Court has grown over
the years, as the population of the Commonwealth has increased, and
as the state has evolved from an economy based primarily on agricul-
ture, the sea, and commerce, to an urban economy emphasizing
manufacturing finance, and service enterprises. Industrialization,
immigration, urbanization, and their aftermaths have generated
numerous problems, with powerful social and economic stresses,
which have added to the volume, complexity, and political import of
measures presented to the General Court by citizens exercising their
Right of Free Petition.

Table 1 below reveals the impact of these developments on the length
of annual legislative sessions (and biennial legislative sessions between
1939 and 1943) during the 138-year period from 1841 to 1978. During

the interval, the population of Massachusetts increased nearly seven-
fold, from a level ofabout 738,00 in 1841 to over 5.7 million in 1975; the
number of municipalities rose from 305 to 351,4 and the count of such
municipalities with city charters increased from three to 43, including

I. Mass. Const., Part 11, c. 1, s. I, Art. I

2. Mass. Const., Amend. Art. X (1831); superseded by Amend. Art. LXIV (1918), s. 2.
3. Mass. Const., Amend. Art. LXXII, based on House, No. 305 (1935), the initiative petition of Anna C. Bird

of Walpole, el ai. agreed to by legislative constitutional conventions of theGeneral Court held in 1936and
1937, and ratified by the voters in 1938. It was repealed by Amend. Art. LXXV, a legislative constitutional
amendment agreed to by legislative constitutional conventions of theGeneral Court held in 1941 and 1943,
and ratified by the voters in 1944

4. Includes (a) creating of 57 municipalities and (b) the abolition of 11 municipalities.
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“town council” municipalities with a council-manager form of city
government.

Since 1841, the average length of regular sessions of the General
Court has increased from 95 days during the decade 1841-50, to 281
Table I. Length of Regular Sessions of Massachusetts Genera! Court

1840-1978 (Special Sessions Omitted) ]

Longest
Annual Session

Decade 2 Year No. of Days

1841-1850 1848 127
1851-1860 1856 158
1861-1870 1869, 1870 170
1871-1880 1874 175
1881-1890 1833 206
1891-1900 1900 196
1901-1910 1902 179
1911-1920 1911, 1919 206
1921-1930 1928 204
1931-1940 1 93 8 232
1941-1950 1941 305
1951-1960 1960 324
1961-1970 1965, 1967 364
1971-1978 1975 371“

Shortest Average Length
Annual Session of Sessions in

Year No. of Days Decade (Days)'
1842 58 95
1858 81 125
1861 100 140
1880 109 136
1881 129 162
1899 151 165
1940 143 167
1917 144 168
1927 114 149
1937 144 187
1943 158 206
1954 157 250
1961 144 250
1972 187 281

I. Special sessions occurred in the following years (the number of days of the special session being shown in
parenthesis):

1842 (9) 1861 (10) 1916 (3) 1933 (27) 1954 (1)
1848 (3) 1863 (8) 1919 (36) 1938 (3) 1960 (3)
1857 (18) 1872 (30) 1920 (16) 1942 (6) 1966 (24)
1859 (113) 1881 (10) 1930 (1) 1944 (15) 1973 (6)
1860 (14) 1901 (7) 1931 (46) 1952 (6) 1978 (2)

2. From 1939 to 1943, inclusive, biennial sessions were in effect in odd-numbered years. This table measures the
length of sessions from their original convening to their adjournment sine thus counting
intervening Saturdays, Sundays, holidays, and other days on which the General Court did not meet to trans-
act business.

3. Rounded off to nearest whole number.
4. This session convened on January 1, 1975, and was prorogued automatically on January 6, 1976.

Sources: The Manual of the General Court; the Acts and Resolves of the Massachusetts General Court,
1977-78.
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days during the present decade beginning in 1971. The average length
of such sessions in such decades of this 138-year period had doubled by
1931-40, from 95 days to 187 days. For the first time in history, in 1965,

a regular session of the General Court lasted year-long, that session
being prorogued (adjourned sine die) automatically by the Constitution
due to the advent of the first Wednesday of January for beginning the
next regular annual session. This experience, which resulted in a
session of 364 days, was repeated again by the 1967 General Court. On
a third occasion, in 1975, the annual session lasted for a record 371
days, from January 1, 1975 to January 6, 1976. Since then, there has
been a fourth year-long session, that of the 1977 General Court which
occupied 363 days. No annual or biennial session of the General Court
held after 1930 has endured for fewer than 144 days.

Workload of the Massachusetts General Court
The following Table 2 presents statistics of the workload processed

by the General Court in both annual and special (extraordinary)
sessions each year from 1949 through 1978.

The second and third columns report the numbers of “numbered
legislative documents” originating in each chamber of the General
Court, in the sense that they were printed by such chamber with a
Senate or House document number, as the case may be. Such num-
bered Senate and House documents include: (a) all bills, resolves and
numbered orders based upon petitions filed in those chambers; (b)
reports of the Legislative Research Council, Senate Counsel, House
Counsel, standing or ad hoc committees of the General Court, special
(recess or interim) commissions, required to be filed with either branch
of the General Court by the General Laws or by acts or resolves ofthe
General Court, or by orders adopted by either or both branches
thereof, and directed to be printed as numbered legislative documents;
(c) state administrative agency reports filed with the General Court,
and printed on numbered Senate or House documents, pursuant to the
General Laws or to acts and resolves of the General Court; (d) guber-
natorial messages; (e) revisions and substitute versions of bills,
resolves, and orders reprinted as newly-numbered Senate and House
documents; and (f) advisory opinions of the Supreme Judicial Court or
of the Attorney General, submitted in response to orders adopted by
either or both branches of the General Court.

“Other documents,” in the fourth column, are comprised of (a)
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unnumbered orders introduced into either branch of the General
Court, (b) rare instances of legislative committee or special commis-
sion reports which are acted upon in mimeographed or multilithed
form without being printed more formally as numbered Senate or
House documents, and (c) certain non-legislative documents which
come before the General Court for action under the provisions of the
General Laws or occasional acts and resolves.

Unnumbered orders, while not printed as numbered Senate or
House documents, are published in the journals of those branches and
in the calendars for the daily sittings of the Senate and House at which
they are to be considered. The count of “unnumbered orders” does not
include congratulatory resolutions or routine procedural motions, but
only orders for studies or for amendments to the legislative rules. In the
main, the only non-legislative document to be considered annually by
the General Court is the annual report of the Judicial Council, which
presents that body’s findings and recommendations as to certain “law”
and court-related matters referred to it by resolves of the General
Court (Public Doc. No. 144). Only rarely do other reports of the Public
Document Series, or of other official but non-legislative origin find
their way onto the legislative agenda.

The final three columns indicate the legislative output in terms of the
numbers of statutes (acts and resolves) passed, whether or not vetoed
by the governor.

Within the 30-year period 1949-78, the volume of petitions, reports
and orders presented for the consideration of the General Court fluctu-
ated from a “low” of 3,336 documents in 1952 to a “high” of 9,974
documents by 1973. The average annual workload of 3,589 documents
experienced in the first five years (1949-53) of this period grew by
149,4% to 8,952 for the most recent five-year segment (1974-78).

Between 1949and 1978, the total numbered Senate documents filed in
each session ranged from as few as 676 in 1952 to as many as 2,178 in
1975. On the five-year basis, the average annual introductions of
numbered Senate documents, 756 per year in the period (1949-53),
swelled 150%to 1,891 per year for the final five-year interval (1974-78).
On the House side, that chamber’s volume of numbered House docu-
ments dropped to as few as 2,629 in 1952, while reaching a “ceiling” of
7,897 in 1973. The average annual count of numbered House docu-
ments, 2,808 per year in the five-year era (1949-53), increased 128.8%
to 6,425 per year in the most recent five years (1974-78). Thus num-
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bered House documents have increased faster numerically than Senate
documents, but at a lower rate of increase in terms of percentages.

The counts of numbered Senate and House documents appearing in
Table 2 include both “original” measures and their “rewrites.” A bill
introduced as Senate, No. 712 may be reprinted in amended form as
Senate, No. 1000, and again as House, No. 5933, before it is finally
passed or defeated. A “spot check” of the year 1972reveals that, ofthe
1,537 numbered Senate documents of that year, 472 (30.7%) were
“rewrites,” while the 6,367 numbered House documents included 752
“rewrites” (11.8%); for the two branches together, their total of 7,904
numbered documents embraced 1,224 rewrites (15.5%). Time does not
permit this tedious check of other years. With due allowance for such
variables as the problems of bill-drafting presented by measures intro-
duced, the effects of compromise efforts, and lower counts of Senate
introductions as compared with the House (which rejects more meas-
ures numerically), it is perhaps fair to estimate the percentages of
“rewrites” annually at roughtly 20% to 30% in the Senate and 10% to
15% in the House of Representatives.

The legislative output in terms of statutes (including acts and re-
solves), whether vetoed successfully or not, ranged from a minimum of
609 enactments in 1976to a record 1,436 enactments in 1973. However,
the statutory “production” of the General Court has increased less
rapidly than the influx of measures to be considered. On the basis of
five-year averages, the average annual output of enactments increased
gradually by 34.9%, from 845 enactments per year in the initial five
years (1949-53), to a high of 1,140 enactments per year in the five-year
period (1969-73), and then declined to 855 enactments annually for the
most recent five years (1974-78).

Scope of Study
House, No. 5864 of 1978, the joint order upon which this study is

based, seeks information as to both legislative carry-over procedures
and “alternatives to such procedures.” This report focuses primarily
upon the first of these subjects, and deals only summarily with the
latter which embraces a broad spectrum of possibilities, each of which
could be the topic of a report of its own. Accordingly, the following
five chapters discuss (a) present Massachusetts bill-handling practices,
(b) legislative carry-over procedures of other jurisdictions, (c) past
legislative carry-over procedures in Massachusetts, (d) arguments for

Study Scope and Procedure
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Table 2. Workload, in Documents, of
Massachusetts General Court, 1949-78

(Annual and Special Sessions Combined)
Numbered No. of Acts& Resolves Passed

Legislative Documents Other Became Veto Not
Year Senate House Documents Total Law Overridden 1 Total
1949 790 2,803 19 3,612 891 891
1950 725 2,842 24 3,591 913 2 915
1951 790 2,883 28 3,701 895 2 897
19522 676 2,629 31 3,336 743 3 746
1953 801 2,885 22 3,708 776 1 777
19542 844 3,016 20 3,880 813 1 814
1955 869 3,176 24 4,069 933 8 941
1956 834 3,296 3 3 4,163 904 14 918
1957 807 3,387 24 4,218 932 1 933
1958 877 3,297 3 3 4,207 843 1 844
1959 761 3,146 26 3,933 744 13 757
19602 783 3,432 37 4,252 943 3 946
1961 696 3,209 12 3,917 755 7 762
1962 901 3,961 13 4,875 944 9 9533,961 13 4,875 944 9 953
1963 1,094 3,776 13 4,883 1,013 4 1,017
1964 957 3,730 7 4,694 858 30 8883,730 7 4,694 858 30 888
1965 1,265 4,490 18 5,773 1,048 24 1,072
19662 1,039 4,086 16 5,141 847 21 8684,086 16 5,141 847 21 868
1967 1,568 5,428 28 7,024 1,073 27 1,100
1968 1,228 4,928 22 6,178 900 40 9404,928 22 6,178 900 40 940
1969 1,574 5,740 16 7,330 1,012 35 1,047
1970 1,627 6,193 10 7,830 978 41 1,0196,193 10 7,830 978 41 1,019
1971 1,667 6,488 9 8,164 1,203 31 1,234
1972 1,537 6,367 5 7,909 906 62 968
19732 2,065 7,897 1 2 9,974 1,394 42 1,436

1974 1,898 6,638 3 8,539 949 37 986
1975 2,178 6,922 4 9,104 963 10 973
1976 1,688 5,472 2 7,162 579 30 609
1977 2,012 6,939 1 8,952 1,042 19 1,061
19782 1,683 6,158 3 7,844 605 43 648
I- Includes; (a) measures which were vetoed by the governor while the Legislature was in session, such veto

. \—— /
w niiiun "'••v. rviv/vu ms. gwrvmv.

........ o .

being sustained by the Senate or House; and (b) measures “pocket vetoed” by the governor alter the
prorogation of the Legislature.

2. Includes measures introduced into special legislative sessions held in this
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and against a legislative carry-over system in Massachusetts, and (e)
alternatives to legislative carry-over.

Sludv Procedure
In the preparation of this Council report, the Legislative Research

Bureau staff have drawn heavily on information gathered in connec-
tion with the compilation of two other earlier reports of the Council,
namely:

(a) Reduction of Workload ofthe General Court, which exam-
ined (1) the introduction of legislative proposals, (2) methods of
reducing the number of bills proposed, (3) legislative carry-over
systems, (4) private claims procedures, and (5) local legislation
(Senate, No. 990 of 1965. 86 pp.) ; and

(b) Legislative Committees in Massachusetts and other
Selected States, which analyzed {1) the Massachusetts legislative
committee system, (2) characteristics of 24 other state legisla-
tures, (3) standing committee systems of those legislatures, (4) the
appointment of such standing committees, (5) subcommittee
organization, (6) the staffing of standing committees, (5) sub-
committee organization, (6) the staffing of standing committees,
(7) the interim authority of standing committees, (8) nationwide
studies of state legislative committees, (9) state studies of legisla-
tive committee systems elsewhere, and (10) the Congressional
committee system (Senate, No. 1032 of 1966, 107 pp.) .

The above information has been updated and expanded through the
responses of the legislative research and reference agencies of the other
49 states, and of two territories, to a questionnaire mailed to them by
the Legislative Research Bureau in June of 1978.

In Massachusetts, the legislative carry-over concept is largely an
esoteric one which has attracted little public attention or interest
outside the General Court itself, and the“inner circles” of civic organi-
zations interested in legislative reform. Thus, except for the above
cited Legislative Research Council reports, the literature on the prob-
lems, pros and cons of a legislative carry-over system in the General
Court, is rather sparse. Hence, in its research, the Legislative Research
Bureau staff attached particular importance to soliciting the views and
information of legislative leaders, and of legislator-sponsors of legisla-
tive carry-over proposals, as well as of the Senate Clerk. House Clerk
and other legislative staff.
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i.

Legislative procedures in the Massachusetts General Court are
governed by provisions of the Constitution of 1780, as amended, by
supplementing judicial case law, and by three centuries of tradition.
This body of law is summarized next under the seven topical headings
of (1) legislative sessions, (2) legislative rules, (3) legislative continuity,
(4) the Right of Free Petition, (5) population legislation, (6) fiscal
measures, and (7) executive branch reorganization plans. Within the
four corners of this constitutional context, the General Court regulates
its proceedings by legislative rules, for the most part, and to a lesser
degree, by statute.

Frequency and Regularity of Sessions. Deeply embedded in
Anglo-American constitutional traditions is the principle, enunciated
in the Declaration of Rights of the Massachusetts Constitution, that

The legislature ought frequently to assemble for the redress of
grievances, for correcting, strengthening and confirming the laws,
and for making new laws, as the Common good may require. l
The Constitution now mandates annual legislative sessions, and

permits special legislative sessions, on the following basis:
The political year shall begin on the first Wednesday of

January... and the general court shall assemble every year on the
said first Wednesday of January, and shall proceed at that session
to make all the elections, and do all the other acts which are by the
constitution required to be made and done at the session., .and
the general court shall be dissolved on the day next preceding the
first Wednesday of January, without any proclamation or other
act of the governor. But nothing herein contained shall prevent
the general court from assembling at such other times as they shall
judge necessary, or when called together by the governor 2

The... senators and representatives shall be elected
biennially The terms of senators and representatives shall
begin with the first Wednesday in January succeeding their

CHAPTER 11.
PRESENT MASSACHUSETTS BILL-HANDLING PRACTICES

Constitutional Requirements

Legislative Sessions

Mass. Const.. Part I. Art. XXII (1780).
Mass. Const.. Amend. Art. X (1831). See also Mass. Const., Amend. Art. LXIV. s. 2(1918) which repealsIhe requirement that the general court shall assemble annually on the first Wednesday of January.
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election and shall extend to the first Wednesday in January in the
third year following their election and until their successors are
chosen and qualified. 1

The governor, with advice 0f... (the executive)... council, shall
have full power and authority... to ca 11...(the general
court)... together sooner than the time to which it may be
adjourned or prorogued, if the welfare of the commonwealth
shall require the same —

2

The Supreme Judicial Court has ruled that the independent
constitutional power of the General Court to convene itself in a special
session implies authority to determine how that is to be done. Hence,
by a joint resolution or jointrule, the General Court, while sitting, may
order the holding of a subsequent special session so long as the latter
takes place within the two-year constitutional life of that General
Court. In like manner, the General Court may establish procedures
whereby a majority of its members may request and secure a special
session at a time certain iftheir body is not sitting to call one. However,
the General Court may not delegate this power of reconvening itself to
its presiding officers. 3

Historic and Constitutional Relationship ofFrequent Sessions and
the Right of Petition. The principle of frequent, regular sessions ofthe
Legislature to act upon the grievances and concerns of the people, and
upon public matters generally, was established only after a long, bitter
struggle between English monarchs and their Parliament, which
carried over into the American Colonies and became a key issue
between colonists and their royal governors. This history has had a
profound effect upon the tradition of free petition in Massachusetts
and upon Massachusetts legislative processes.

Fearing Parliamentary criticism of, and opposition to, his domestic
and foreign policies, the Stuart monarch Charles 1(1625-49) contrived
to govern his realm, including the American Colonies, for eleven years
(1629-40) without calling Parliament into session, while he utilized
royal prerogatives, and old regulatory and tax statutes, to rule by
decree in ways which generated fierce public opposition and eventually
civil war. Following the overthrow of Charles I, the Lord Protector
Oliver Cromwell maintained a Puritan theocratic military dictatorship

1. Mass. Const., Amend. Art. LXIV, s. I (1918) as revised by Amend. Art. LXXX(I9SO).

2. Mass. Const., Part 11, c. 11, s. 1, Art. V (1780).

3. Opinion of the Justices. 294 Mass. 623 (1936).
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for eleven years (1649-60), reducing Parliament to impotence, and
convening and dissolving Parliament as he saw fit.

After the restoration of the Stuart Dynasty in 1660, Parliament
moved promptly, in the Triennial Act of 1664, to require sessions of
that body at least once every three years a forerunner of the biennial
legislative session concept. When another troublesome Stuart king,
James 11 (1685-89), sought to circumvent Parliament and to
undermine its powers, Parliament instituted annual legislative sessions
from 1688 on, by the device of “sunsetting” certai i key military and
revenue laws annually, thereby forcing the king to assemble
Parliament to continue the armed forces and tax revenues for another
year. This practice continues to thepresent day. With the deposition of
James II in 1689, his successors, William 111 (1689-1702) and Mary II
(1689-1694), were obliged to give their assent to the British Bill of
Rights which, among other things, requires frequent sessions of
Parliament to redress grievances and to amend, strengthen, and
preserve all laws. 1

As the British Government strengthened its control over
Massachusetts Bay and and its other colonies in North America after
the overthrow of James 11, giving most of them royal “provincial”
charters in place of their original charters, it systematically vested the
royal governors with the power to convene and adjourn the colonial
legislatures at will. These governors invoked this authority with
increasing frequency to forestall legislative action of which they
disapproved, as the struggle between the colonies and Parliament over
British mercantile laws and taxation of the colonies intensified after
1764. When the New York Provincial Legislature refused to
appropriate funds to pay for the supplying of British garrisons as
required by the Quartering Act, Parliament resorted in 1767 to the
extraordinary expedient of suspending the New York Provincial
Legislature until it agreed to a settlement of the controversy. 2

To such British actions, the Virginia House of Burgesses responded
by declaring in 1774 that

The original constitution of the American colonies possessing
their assemblies with the sole right of directing their internal
policy, it is absolutely destructive of the end of their institution
that their legislatures should be suspended, or prevented, by hasty

I-1 Will, ill & Mar. 11. Sess. 2, c. 2, Clause 13.
2. Restraining Act of 1767.
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dissolutions, from exercising their legislative powers. l
The Continental Congress, addressing the several colonies as well as

authorities in London, further stressed in that same year that—-
. the foundation of English liberty, and ofall free government, is

a right in the people to participate in their legislative
council... where their right of representation can alone be
preserved...(and)...they have a right peaceably to assemble.
consider of their grievances, and petition the King. . . , 2

With the outbreak of the American Revolution on April 19, 1775,
the Continental Congress adopted, in July of that year, a declaration
citing the reasons for armed resistance to British authority, among
which was the grievance that Parliament and the British Ministry had
suspended the legislature of one of the colonies (New York, in 1767)
and had altered “fundamentally the form of government established by
charter, and secured by acts of its own legislature solemly confirmed by
the crown.” 3 In the Declaration of Independence, drafted by Thomas
Jefferson, John Adams, Benjamin Franklin, Roger Sherman, and
R. R. Livingston, and adopted by the Continental Congress on July 4,
1776, the Continental Congress declared that

The history of the present King of Great Britain is a history of
repeated injuries and usurpations, all having in direct object the
establishment of an absolute Tyranny over these States. To prove
this, let Facts be submitted to a candid world..

He has refused to pass... Laws for the accommodation of large
districts of people, unless those people would relinquish the right
of Representation in the Legislature, a right inestimable to them
and formidable to tyrants only

He has dissolved Representative Houses repeatedly, for
opposing with manly firmness his invasions of the rights of the
people.

He has refused for a long time, after such dissolutions, to cause
others to be elected

He has combined with others... For taking away our Charters,
abolishing our most valuable Laws, and altering fundamentally

1. “Virginia Instructions to the Continental Congress. August I. 1774,” Documents ofAmerican History, ed.
Henry Steele Commager. 3rd Ed.. F. S. Crofts & Co.. New York, N.Y.. 1944. p. 79.

2. “Declaration and Resolves of the First Continental Congress,” Documents ofAmerican Historv. supra.
p. 83.

3. “Declaration of the Causes and Necessity of Taking Up Arms.” Documents ofAmerican Historv. supra, p.
93.
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the Forms of our Governments.. .(and)... For suspending our
own Legislature
Authors of the Massachusetts Constitution of 1780, with the

Revolution raging about them, were thus determined to assure
"frequent” sessions of the General Court on an annual basis, as an
essential ingredient of their scheme of balanced legislative, executive
and judicial powers, and as a supporting cornerstone of the Right of
Free Petition. This concept was embodied in the Constitution of the
United States, ratified in 1788, which requires annual sessions of the
Congress, 1 and in the constitutions of the 50 states which mandate
either annual or biennial regular legislative sessions.

Recesses and Prorogation. To prevent a recurrence of past abuses,
to preserve the independence of the General Court, and to facilitate the
functioning of that body, the Massachusetts Constitution ordains
that

The governor, with the advice of the...(executive)...council.
shall have full power and authority, during the session of the
general court to adjourn or prorogue the same to any time the two
houses shall desire; and, in the recess of the said court, to
prorogue the same from time to time, not exceeding ninety days in
any one recess; and to call it together sooner than the time to
which it may be adjourned or prorogued, if the public welfare of
the commonwealth shall require the same. (Part 11, c. 11, s. I, Art.
V of 1780).

In cases of disagreement between the two houses, with regard
to the necessity, expediency or time of adjournment, or
prorogation, the governor, with advice of
the...(executive)...council shall have the right to adjourn or
prorogue the general court, not exceeding ninety days, as he shall
determine the public good shall require. 2

Thus, except for recesses of up to 90 days called by the governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, and for automatic proroga-
tions (adjournments sine die) caused by a legislature’s sitting until the
end of the political year, the General Court may not be recessed or
adjourned without its consent. The Supreme Judicial Court has inter-
preted the word “recess” to mean the interval between regular (annual)
sessions of the General Court, a period referred to in other states as the
"legislative interim.” 3

*• U.S. Const.. Art. I, s. 4.
2. Mass. Const., Part 11, c. IT, s. 1. An vi(!7«9)
3 Opinions of the Justrips. 303 Mass. 664 (1939).
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The Constitution further states that
The general court, by concurrent vote of the two houses, may

take a recess or recesses amounting to not more than thirty days. l
By judicial construction, the preceding constitutional provisions

relative to recesses, prorogations, and adjournments of the General
Court do not limit or circumscribe the exercise, by that body, of its
independent power to convene itself in special sessions. 2 Moreover, the
Constitution grants to each branch of the Legislature a power to
adjourn itself for no more than two days any time during the legislative
session, without the consent of the other legislative branch or of the
governor. 3

Legislative Rules
In general terms, the Massachusetts Constitution authorizes the

General Court implicitly to regulate its organization, administration
and proceedings by “orders” and “laws” not repugnant to that Consti-
tution. 4 More specifically, other constitutional provisions empower
each branch of the legislature to adopt its own “rules of proceedings.”s
In interpreting these constitutional clauses, the Supreme Judicial
Court has stressed that

... Nothing in the Constitution prescribes the manner in which the
General Court must exercise its rule-making power. It has
exercised this authority through the adoption of separate sets of
rules regulating the proceedings in the respective legislative
branches, as well as joint rules regulating proceedings in both
houses. However, it has also done so through the legislative
process. See, for example ~..(statutes)...regulating travel
expenditures incurred by special commissions and by special or
standing committees of the General Court,.. , 6 requiring joint
committees of the General Court and the committees on ways and
means to include a fiscal note when reporting favorably on most
bills,.. ,

7 requiring the committee on ways and means in each
branch or the joint committee on ways and means to hold public

1 Mass- Const., Amend. Art. LII (1918), as revised by Amend. Art. Cll (1974)
2. Opinions of the Justices. 303 Mass. 664 (1939).
3. Mass, Const., Part 11, c. I, s. 11, Art. VI (1780) (the Senate); s. 111, Art. VIII (1780) (the House of

Representatives).
4. Mass. Const., Part 11, c. I, s. I, Art. IV (1780), as amended by Amend. Art. CXII (1978).
5. Mass. Const. Part 11, c. I, s. 11, Art. VII (1780) re the Senate; s. 111, Art. X (1780) re the House of

Representatives.
6. G.L. c. 3, s. 32A.
7. G.L. c. 3, s. 38A.
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hearings on certain matters, ... 1 and . . . establishing a Senate art
committee. .

. ,

2 This legislative practice reinforces our view that
the General Court is free to exercise its constitutional
rule-making power through the legislative process. Thus, even
if...(a)...1aw would in some respect affect proceedings in the
General Court, it would not intrude upon the right of the Senate
and House to determine their own rules.

Our conclusion would be the same whether the measure were
passed by vote of the General Court or by vote of the people, for,
except as to matters expressly excluded, the scope of the power to
enact laws directly...(under the initiative provisions of the
Constitution). ..

3 is as extensive as that of the General Court. The
matter of regulating legislative proceedings is not excluded from
the initiative process. . .

,

4

The Supreme Judicial Court has declined to intervene in legislative
procedural matters, in the absence of evidence of an abuse or denial of
a protected constitutional privilege or right. The Court has held that
each of the two branches of the Legislature have exclusive authority to
decide whether a matter before such branch is within its jurisdiction or
not. 5 Thus, whether any bill can be ruled out of order before the
enactment stage is a matter of procedure entirely within the control of
the legislative chamber and is not one upon which the opinion of the
Supreme Judicial Court will be ventured. 6 However, the Supreme
Judicial Court does accept jurisdiction over legislative procedural
issues which arise in respect to initiative petitions for state constitu-
tional amendments or laws, but only to the extent that such procedures
are specified in the initiative provisions of the Constitution itself. 7

The federal judiciary have applied similar criteria in acting upon
complaints concerning legislative procedures of Congress and the state
legislatures. It will intrude into state legislative procedural questions
only where plaintiffs can show that those procedures have been so
applied or misapplied as to violate the mandate of the Fourteenth
Amendment of the United States Constitution that forbids state enact-

1. c. 3, s. 388.
2. G.L c. 3, s. 65.
3. Mass. Const., Amend. Art. XLVIII (1918).
4. Opinions of the Justices, 376 N.E. 2d. 810 (1978).
5. Coffin v. Coffin. 4 Mass. I (1808).
6. Opinions of the Justices, 323 Mass. 764 (1948)
7 Horton v. Attorney-General, 269 Mass. 503 (1930); Opinions of the Justices. 291 Mass. 578 (1935), 309

Mass. 571 (1941), 318 Mass. 793 (1945), 334 Mass. 745 (1956), and 376 N.E. 2d. 810 (1978).
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ments or actions which (a) abridge the privileges and immunities of the
United States, (b) deprive any person of life, liberty or property,
without due process of law, or (c) deny to any person within state
jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws. Thus, a legislative rule or
procedure will be invalidated only if it clearly affects private rights or
raises questions as to an invasion ofrights protected by the Federal Bill
of Rights and the Fourteenth Amendment. 1

Ordinarily, the federal courts will not look behind the fact of certifi-
cation that standards requisite for the enactment of laws or the adop-
tion of constitutional amendments have been met, beyond interpreting
what the applicable constitutional standards are. 2 Persons adversely
affected by a specific state law cannot challenge its validity on the
grounds that the legislative body or one of its committees failed to give
prior notice of the proposed legislation, held no hearings on the
measure, or gave no consideration to particular points of view.3

Legislative Continuity
The Constitution of the Commonwealth makes no specific mention

of the subject of legislative continuity, aside from Continuity of
Government Amendment of 1964 which empowers the General Court
to provide for prompt and temporary succession to the powers and
duties of public offices, whether filled by election or appointment,
whose incumbents are incapacitated by enemy attack, and to adopt
other appropriate measures to insure continuity of the state and local
governments. 4

Hence, in Massachusetts and other states in like circumstances, the
state courts have tended to follow the precedents established by the
United States Supreme Court in defining the continuity of the two
branches of Congress. In general, the latter Court has ruled that where
the members of a legislative body are elected on a staggered term basis,
as in the instance of the United States Senate, such a body must be
regarded as a continuing one without interruption. In contrast, if
members of a legislative body are all elected together at the same

1. Bi-Metallic Co. v. Colorado. 239 U.S. 441 (1915); Braun v. Weaver 251 U.S. 57(1919); U.S. v. Smith, 286
U.S. 6 (1932); Gibson v. Florida Legislative Investigating Committee, 372 U.S. 539 (1963); DeGregory v.
Attorney-General. 383 U.S. 825 (1966). U.S. Const., Amends. I-IX of 1791, as applied to the states by
Amend. XIV, s. I (1868).

Coleman v. Miller. 307 U.S. 433 (1939), et al.
3. Bi- Mettalic Co. v. Colorado. 239 U.S. 441, 445 (1915); Bragg v. Weaver, 251 U.S. 57 (1919)
4 Mass. Const.. Amend. Art. LXXXIII (1964).
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election for the same term, then the continuity of that body is cotermi-
nous with that term. 1

Specific reference to this federal precedent appeared in an advisory
opinion of the Supreme Judicial Court in 1921:

... From theadopting of theConstitution ..
. (in 1780). . . until

the year nineteen hundred and twenty,. .
. (legislators) ..

. were
elected annually for a term expiring on the day preceding the first
Wednesday of the second January after the annual state election
at which they were chosen. . . .

The ratification and adoption of Art. LXIV of the Amend-
ments ...

(in 1918).. . changed this. The term of office ofeach
..

.

(legislator)... is two years in place of one year as theretofore. The
official life of the . . . legislative body is thereby lengthened to two
years instead of being limited to the one year previously estab-
lished. The provision in s. 3, Art. LXIV of the Amendments that
“The General Court shall assemble every yeai,” does not break
the continuity of the . .

. legislative body. It simply asures two
sessions of one legislative body. In this particular the two
branches of the General Court now resemble the House of Repre-
sentatives of the Congress of the United Stales, which although
required by Art. I, s. 4, of the Constitution to “assemble at least
once in every year,” is nevertheless a single continuous legislative
body during the two years for which by s. 2 of the same article its
members are chosen . . . 2

This judicial interpretation of legislative continuity was restated in
substantially identical terms in opinions rendered in 19353 and 1960.4

Right of Free Petition
British Legal Background. Among the most cherished of Massachu-

setts constitutional traditions is that of the Right ofFree Petition, which
has its roots in England’s Magna Carta of 1215. In that historic
document, rebellious barons wrung from a begrudging King John I a
right to petition the monarch for the “laying over” and “redress” of

!. U.S. v. Bullin. 144 U.S. I (1892); McGrain v. Daugherty. ITS U.S 135. 181-182 (1927).
2. Opinions of the Justices. 239 Mass. 603 (1921).
-t Opinions of the Justices. 291 Mass. 578 (1935).
4 human v. Secretary of the Commonwealth, 341 Mass. 264 (I960)
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grievances. l For many centuries, this “right” was effective or ineffec-
tive, depending upon the relative strengths and attitudes of monarchs,
their councils and Parliaments. King Edward I (1272-1307) standard-
ized procedures for petitioning the “King in Council” for the redress of
grievances or other desired legislation, and these procedural require-
ments were refined by his successors.

The first known instance of the House of Commons itselfpetitioning
the King occurred in 1327, when a petition of 41 articles was presented
to the King, establishing the precedent of the legislative branch propos-
ing laws for the monarch’s assent. The principal political and legal
weapon used by Parliament to induce that royal assent was the threat
to withhold monies sought by the Crown. Between 1400 and 1500,
Parliament established its right to “assent” to amendments of laws by
the King-in-Councii, and to review these laws as to their compliance
with the petitions upon which they were based. However, the “right” to
petition the King, and thus Parliament, remained a “right” in name
only for many years, as an unwelcome petition could generate a harsh
response from a powerful sovereign. Not until the enactment,of the Bill
of Rights in 1689 was the right of subjects to petition the Crown and
Parliament, freely, secured to them as a constitutional matter. 2

Evolution of Right ofFree Petition in Massachusetts. In Massachu-
setts and many other colonies of British North America, the tradition
developed whereunder local voters, convening in town meetings or
other assemblies, adopted resolutions instructing the legislator or
legislators, who represented them in the Colonial or Provincial Legis-
lature, upon given matters. In response to such local resolutions, those
legislators introduced appropriate petitions for legislation into the
Legislature for its consideration. By the mid-I7oo’s, the practice was
well established in Massachusetts that these petitions had to be consid-
ered by the General Court.3

These practices came to be regarded by the colonists as an extension
of the “Rights of Englishmen” to the New World, rights which were
reinforced in Massachusetts by clauses of the Province Charter of 1691
which required towns to elect legislators to “serve for and represent”

I. Magna Carta, s. 61
I Will. 11l & Mar. 11, Sess. 2, c. 2, Clause 5.

3. Merrill Jensen, The Founding ofa Nation A History of the American Revolution. 1763-1776. Oxford
University Press, New York, N.Y., 1968, 748 pp.; at p. 83.
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those communities in the General Court. These valued rights were
threatened mortally by the Massachusetts Government Act of 1774,
one of the five repressive “Intolerable Acts” enacted by Parliament in
the wake of the Boston Tea Party. This statute limited the warrants
(agendas) of town meetings to the election of local officers and of
representatives in the General Court, and for acting on certain purely
local fiscal and administrative matters; no other subject could be
placed before a town meeting without the consent of the Royal Gover-
nor. The legislative process itself was suborned by provisions in this
statute replacing elected members of the Governor’s Council with
royal appointees, enhancing the Governor’s ability to block legislation
by the General Court.

Such actions by the British Government made the restoration of the
Right of Free Petition a cardinal objective of the leaders of the Ameri-
can Revolution and of the colonists who followed them.

Massachusetts Constitutional Provisions. Accordingly, the Consti-
tution of 1780 enshrined the Right of Free Petition in four companion
articles which proclaim that

All power residing originally in the people, and being derived
from them, the several magistrates and officers of government,
vested with authority, whether legislative, executive, or judicial,
are their substitutes and agents, and are at all times accountable
to them. 1

Each individual of the society has a right to be protected by it in
the enjoyment of his life, liberty and property, according to
standing laws 2

Every subject of the commonwealth ought to find a certain
remedy, by having recourse to the laws, for all injuries or wrongs
which he may receive in his person, property, or character. He
ought to obtain right and justicefreely, and without being obliged
to purchase it; completely, and without any denial; promptly, and
without delay; conformably to the laws.3

The people have aright, in an orderly and peaceable manner, to
assemble to consult upon the common good; give instructions to

I Mass. Const.. Part I, Art. V (1780).
2. Mass. Const., Part I, Art. X (1780).
3. Mass. Const., Part I. Art. XI (1780).
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their representatives, and to request of the legislative body, by
way of addresses, petitions, or remonstrances, redress of the
wrongs done them, and of the grievances they suffer. l

While granting thepeople a Right ofFree Petition, the Constitution,
by implication, obligates the General Court to receive petitions, but
specifically requires that body to act only on petitions introduced by
the initiative process. 2 The General Court, in the exercise of its author-
ity to enact “wholesome and reasonable” laws, 3 and to adopt its own
rules, may subject the exercise of the Right ofFree Petition to “reason-
able” controls. 4 The right to petition the General Court for the redress
of grievances does not include authority to participate in any way in the
actual process of legislation. s

Although the General Court may be petitioned on any subject, its
power to grant those petitions, by way of legislation, is circumscribed
by other constitutional requirements.

The Constitution specifies that all “money bills” shall originate in the
H ouse of Representatives, but reserves to theSenate theright topropose
or concur with amendments thereto.6 The Supreme Judicial Court has
construed the phrase “money bill” to mean only a measure which
transfers money or property from the people to the state, and not mere
appropriation bills which may originate in either legislative branch. 7

The Constitution does not say that petitions for money bills may not be
filed in the Senate, but implies that the resulting bill, if any, must
“originate” in the House, by way of a committee report to that branch
or otherwise.

Special local laws relating to the government, property and affairs of
an individual city or town may be enacted only (a) on petition of the
voters ofthat municipality or upon a petitionapproved by them, (b) on a
petition filed or approved by the mayor and legislative body ofthatcity,
or the town meeting of the town, or (c) by a two-thirds majority vote of
each branch of the General Court following a recommendation by the
Governor. 8 A constitutional provision authorizing theGeneral Courtto

1. Mass., Const., Part I, Art. XIX (1780).
2. Mass. Const., Amend. Art. XLVIII (1918).
3. Mass. Const.. Part 11, c. 1, s. 1. Art. IV (1780)
4. 2 Op. Ally. Gen. 1925, p. 632.
5. I hid.
6. Mass. Const., Part 11, c. I, s. 111, Art. VII (1780)

Opinions of the Justices. 126 Mass. 557 (1878).

8. Mass. Const. Amend. Art. 11, s. 8, as appearing in Amend. Art. LXXXIX (1966).
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suspend laws in “particular cases” by other enactments 1 has been
construed judicially to forbid the suspension of the operation ofa law in
order to benefit a single person or particular persons within a class
governed by given laws.2 Otherwise, the ability of the General Court to
receive and act upon petitions for special laws is on equal footing with its
power to act by general laws.

Finally, the Legislature’s authority to act upon petitions is
delineated by the Separation of Powers Article of the Constitution,
which mandates that

In the government of this commonwealth, the legislative
department shall never exercise the executive and judicial powers,
or either of them; the executive shall never exercise the legislative
and judicial powers, or either of them: the judicial shall never
exercise the legislative and executive powers, or either of them: to
the end it may be a government of laws and not of men. 3

Except as to initiative petitions, the General Court has more or less
exclusive jurisdiction over the question as to theadmission of petitions
for consideration by it, and is initially responsible for determining
whether a given petition relates to matters or to exercises of power
legitimately within the purview ofthe legislative branch.

Federal Constitutional Aspects of the Right of Free Petition. The
First Amendment of the United States Constitution prohibits the
enactment by congress of any law “abridging... the right of the
people... to petition the Government for a redress of grievance.” In a
guarded fashion, the United States Supreme Court has extended this
Right of Free Petition in a very limited, indirect way to the states
through provisions of the Fourteenth Amendment forbidding any state
to “make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or
immunities of citizens of the United States,” to “deprive any person of
life, liberty, or property without due process of law,” or to “deny to any
person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of thelaws.”4 This has
been accomplished over the years by gradually fusing the Freedom of
Petition, Peaceable Assembly, and Speech into a larger Freedom of
Expression protected by the Fourteenth Amendment. However, in so

Mass. Const., Part I, An. XX (1780).
2 Holden v. James. II Mass. 396(1814); Rice v. Parkman. 16 Mass. 326(1820); Dickenson v. New' England

Power Co.. 257 Mass. 108 (1926); Opinions of the Justices. 366 Mass. 734 (1975).
3. Mass. Const.. Part I, Art. XXX (1780).
4. U.S. Const., Amend. XIV, s. I.
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doing, the Court has not yet had occasion to deal specifically or
directly with the access of petitioners to state legislatures as such.

In general, the Court has given much weight to “settled usages and
modes of proceedings” carried over into American law from pre-
Independence British common and statutory law, in defining that “due
process of law” which is protected by the Fourteenth Amendment.'The
Right of Petition has been defined by the United States Supreme Court
as a “primary right” which cannot be denied without violating those
fundamental principles of Liberty and Justice which lie at thebase ofall
civil and political institutions, and which the Fourteenth Amendment
embodies in the general terms of its Due Process Clause; in the Court’s
view, central to the very idea of a republican form of government is the
right ofits citizens to meet peaceably for consultation in respect to public
affairs and to petition for a redress of grievances. 2

The United States Constitution obligates the Federal Governmentto
assure a “Republican Form of Government” in every state. 3

Popular Legislation 4

“Popular legislation” is authorized by AmendmentArticle XLVIIIof
the Massachusetts Constitution, as amended, known more commonly
as the “I&R Amendment.” 5

Initiative Provisions. The I&R Amendment established an indirect
form of initiative procedure whereby a given number of petitioning
voters may propose constitutional amendments or laws to the General
Court and to the electorate ataregular state election if the General Court
does not act favorably.

An initiative constitutional amendment may be proposed on petition
of three percent of the voters, and must be placed on the ballot if, in
legislative constitutional conventions (joint sessions) held by two suc-
cessive General Courts with a state election intervening, the proposal
wins the support of at least 25 percent (50) of the 200 legislators (40
Senators and 160 Representatives) sitting jointly as a unicameral

1. Hurtado v. California. 110 U.S. 516< 1884); Brown v. New Jersey. 175 U.S. 172(1899); Twiningv. New Jersey
211 U.S. 78 (1908); Anderson National Bank v. Luckett. 321 U.S. 233 (1944).

2. U.S. v. Cruikshank. 92 U.S, 542(1876); Dejongev. Oregon. 299 U.S. 353 (1937); Herndon v. Lowry. 301
U.S. 242 (1937); Hague v. CIO. 307 U.S. 496 (1939).

3. U.S. Const., Art. IV, s. 4.
4. This section reprints, in updated form, excerpts from the Legislative Research Council report Revising

Statewide Initiative and Referendum Provisions ofthe Massachusetts Constitution. House, No. 5435 (1975),
180 pp.; at pp. 12-14.

5. Mass. Const., Amend. Arts. LXVIII (1922), LXXIV (1944), LXXXI (1950), and CVIII (1978).
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legislative constitutional convention, convened not later than the
second Wednesday of May.

An initiative law may also be proposed on petition of three percent of
the voters. If it is not enacted by each branch ofthe GeneralCourt before
the first Wednesday of May, the petitioners may force it to the ballot by
collectingand filing the signatures of an additional '/$ of 1 percent ofthe
electorate with theSecretary ofthe Commonwealthby thefirst Wednes-
day of July.

When the Senateand Housearesittingjointlyasalegislativeconstitu-
tional convention, they may amend a pending initiative constitutional
amendment only by a three-fourths affirmative majority vote. Initiative
petitions for laws are acted upon separately by each branch and may not
be amended by them; however, they may be amended by a majority of
the first ten signers of the petition after the proposed law has been
rejected by the General Court and before the first Wednesday in June
of that session. The General Court may formulate proposals of its own,
to be grouped on the ballot with initiative measures as alternative
choices thereto.

Initiative petitions for constitutional amendments or for statutes,
supported by therequisite numbers of certified voter signatures, must be
filed with the Clerk of the House of Representatives not later than thefirst Wednesday ofDecember immediately preceding the opening ofthe
annual session of the General Court which is to consider such a
proposal.

Legislative Carry-Over of Initiative Measures. Initiative proposals
for statutes must be acted upon by the General Court in that annual
session in which they are introduced. In contrast, the Supreme JudicialCourt has indicated in a 1935 opinion that an initiative proposal for aconstitutional amendment may be carried over from thefirst to second
annual sessions of the same General Court, so long as the legislative
constitutional convention in each such year gathers not later than theprescribed deadine of the second Wednesday of May. The Court drew
this conclusion, based on (a) the principle that the General Court as abody has a two-year life, and (b) I&R Amendment provisions specifyingaction on proposed constitutional amendments by two successivetwo-year General Courts. 1

I Opinion oflhe Justices, 291 Mass. 578(1935).
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Referendum Provisions. The referendum provisions of the l&R
Amendment define procedures whereby a given number of petitioning
voters who dislike a recent enactment of the General Court may force
that law to the ballot at the next regular state eletion. If the petition
requests that the law be suspended until its fate is decided at that
election, it must be signed by two percent of thevoters. If thereferendum
is sought on an emergency law (which is not suspendable) or on a law
whose suspension is not requested, the required signature percentage
drops to 1 / 2 percent.

All voter signature percentages under the Massachusetts l&R
Amendment are computed as percentages of the total vote cast for all
candidates for all candidates for Governor at the last state election at
which such an officer was elected.

Subjects Excludedfrom l&R. The Massachusetts l&R Amendment
contains a long list of “excluded matters” which may not be made the
subject of initiative or referendum petitions. In general, these excluded
measures are those relative to religion, the judiciary, individual locali-
ties or areas within the state, appropriations, certain provisions of the
Bill ofRights, and the excluded listsitself. Fewerexclusionsexistforthe
referendum than for the initiative. The Massachusetts enumeration and
scope of exclusions far exceed those prevailing in all other l&R states.
This is attributed to political compromises in the Popular Constitu-
tional Convention in 1918.

Recent decisions of the United States Supreme court have rendered
many of these exclusions legally obsolete.

Aside from the previously-mentioned procedures relative to money
bills, the Massachusetts Constitution imposes no other procedural
requirements on the handling of fiscal measures than (a) a prohibition
against the passage of special appropriation bills prior to final legisla-
tive action on the annual general appropriation bill, unless the gover-
nor so recommends, 1 and (b) requiring the affirmative votes of
two-thirds of the members present and voting for passage, by the

Senate and House, of bills authorizing state borrowing or the pledging
of the state’s credit. 2

Fiscal Measures

1. Mass. Const. Amend. Art. LXII, s. 4 (1918).
2. Mass. Const.. Amend. Art. LXII, s. I (1918), as amended by Amend. Art. LXXXIV (1964); Amend. Art.

LXII, s. 3 (1968).
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Executive Branch Reorganization Plans
Modeled on procedures long followed by Congress, Amendment

Article LXXXVII, added to the Massachusetts Constitution in 1966,
establishes special procedures for the introduction, and for legislative
consideration, of executive branch reorganization plans, which are to
become effective unless vetoed by either house of the General Court;

SECTION I. For the purpose of transferring, abolishing, con-
solidating or co-ordinating the whole or any part of any agency,
or the functions thereof, within the executive department of the
government of the commonwealth, or for the purpose of author-
izing any officer of any agency within the executive department
of the government of the commonwealth to delegate any of his
functions, the governor may prepare one or more reorganization
plans, each bearing an identifying number and may present such
plan or plans to the general court, together with a message in
explanation thereof.

SECTION 2. (a) Every such reorganization plan shall be
referred to an appropriate committee, to be determined by the
Clerks of the Senate and the House of Representatives, with the
approval of the President and Speaker, which committee shall
not later than thirty days after the date of the Governor’s presen-
tation of said plan hold a public hearing thereon and shall not
later than ten days after such hearing report that it approves or
disapproves such plan and such reorganization plan shall have
the force of law upon expiration of the sixty calendar days next
following its presentation by the governor to the general court,
unless disapproved by a majority vote of the members of eitherof
the two branches of the general court present and voting, the
general court not having been prorogued within such sixty days.

(b) After its presentation by the governor to the general court,
no such reorganization plan shall be subject to amendment by the
general court before expiration of such sixty days.

(c) Any such reorganization plan may provide for its taking
effect on any date after expiration of such sixty days and every
such reorganization plan shall comply with such conditions as the
general court may from time to time prescribe by statute regard-
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ing the civil service status, seniority, retirement and otherrights of
any employee to be affected by such plan
By statute, all reorganization plans must be presented in bill form. 1

Under Joint Rule 23A, any such plan is to be referred by the Clerks of
the Senate and House of Representatives, to the Committees on Rules
of the two branches, “acting jointly,” within five days following the
governor’s “presentation” of that plan. Those committees must then
hold the hearings, and make the report required by the constitutional
article, within the prescribed time frame. The report of recommenda-
tions and findings by the Rules Committees, including majority and (if
any) minority reports, must be filed with the Senate Clerk. Joint Rule
23 A also defines the procedure for calling the proposed reorganization
plan up for a vote in the General Court conformably to the require-
ments of the above constitutional provisions.

Manifestly, given the precise time schedule dictated by Amendment
Article LXXXVII, it would not be possible, without a further constitu-
tional amendment, to adopt legislative rules or a statute authorizing
the carry-over of an executive branch reorganization plan proposed
under that article, from the first to the second annual sessions of a
General Court.

Introduction of Petitions
Pre-Filing Rule. In Massachusetts, between 85 percent and 90 per-

cent of all documents introduced annually for the consideration of the
General Court are based upon petitions filed by individual legislators
on their own initiative, or as co-sponsors with others, or on petition of
local governments in their districts, or on petition of other individuals
and organizations. The residue include (a) gubernatorial messages, (b)
certain annual reports of legislative, executive and judicial agencies
required by statute, (c) special reports of such agencies required by
resolves, (d) reports of special (interim or recess) commissions created
by resolves or acts to make particular studies, (e) special reports of
standing committees and special committees of either or both branches
of the General Court required by legislative orders, and, occasionally,
(f) initiative petitions. 2

Requirements of Legislative Rules

I. G.L. c. 4, s. lA.

2. Mass. Legislative Research Council. Reduction of the Workload of the General Court. Senate, No. 990
(1965), 86 pp.; at pp. 32-33.
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With certain exceptions, the legislative rules require that all petitions
for legislation shall be deposited with the Clerk of either branch of the
General Court by 5:00 p.m. of the first Wednesday in December
immediately preceding the annual session of the General Court which
is to consider the same. l After that deadline, such petitions may be
admitted only by four-fifths affirmative vote of the members of each
branch of the General Court voting thereon, following a favorable
recommendation by the Committees on Rules of those branches acting
concurrently. 2 A petition may be accepted for consideration by a
special session of the General Court only if it is germane to any subject
specified in the call for that session, unless an exception is made by a
like four-fifths vote.3 All petitions for legislation must be accompanied
by drafts of bills or resolves embodying the subject matter to be acted
upon,and must bear the endorsement of the legislator through whom,
or by whom, it is being filed. 4 Traditionally, legislators rarely decline to
file a petition presented to them, and follow the practice of filing “on
request” those petitions of which they disapprove, a fact printed on the
face of the bill, resolve, or order involved.

The regular or special reports submitted by legislative, executive and
judicial officers, committees, or agencies must be filed by the deadlines,
and in that branch of the General Court, specified by the statutes,
resolves, or orders requiring such reports. No deadlines control the
filing of gubernatorial messages (other than the budget) or of requests
by cities and towns for special local laws.5

Referral to Committee. With the approval of the presiding officer of
his branch, the Senate Clerk or House Clerk, as the case may be, refers
each petition or document to the appropriate committee for hearings,
consideration, and a report. In the instance ofmeasures referred tojoint
committees, they are sent to the other chamber for concurrence by the
presiding officer and Clerk thereof in that referrence. Late-filed mea-
sures must be referred to the Committees on Rules of the two

1. Joint Rule 12.
2. Ibid.
3. Joint Rules 12 and 26A.
4. Senate Rules 18 and 20; House Rules 25 and 29.
5. Joint Rules 7B and 12.
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branches, acting concurrently, except in the instance of gubernatorial
messages, and of proposals for special laws re cities and towns
requested or approved by the municipal governing body concerned.
References of petitions and other documents by the Clerks of the
branches may be changed by vote of the Senate or House (or both
chambers re references to joint committees). 1

Public Hearings. By tradition, rather than by specific mandates of
the rules of the General Court, a public hearing is held on each
legislative proposal before the committee to which it is first referred,
except in the instance of measures assigned initially to the Committees
on Rules. In recent years, some committees of the House, and some
joint committees, have formed subcommittees within their ranks and
have delegated their public hearing responsibility thereto in respect to
particular bills; but these arrangements are “internal” decisions not
regulated specifically by the legislative rules. From time to time, public
hearings on a bill have been held by a committee ofsecond reference, or
by the Committees on Rules separately or together, when warranted in
the opinion of those committees or of the legislative leadership.

To ease their workloads, joint standing committees of the General
Court have adopted, in recent years, the practice of waiving oral
testimony at public hearings on petitions or measures referred to them
in one year which are substantially identical to petitions or measures
on which the committee took such testimony during the year imme-
diately preceding. In such instances, parties interested pro and con 'm
this legislation are asked to file written presentations in lieu of oral
testimony, in the second year. Normally, joint committees hold these
“paper public hearings” in the second year of a General Court in
respect to matters they heard orally during the first year of that same
General Court. In 1978, these practices were followed by nine joint
committees. 2

Requirements re Committee Reports. Joint Rule 10 ordains that
joint committees, and the Committees on Rules acting concurrently,
shall make a final report not later than the fourth Wednesday of April

Committee Action

Senate Rule 20; House Rule 24 (I), and Joint Rule 12.
2. The Joint Committees on: (1) Commerce and Labor. (2) Counties, (3) Government Regulations. (4) Insur-

ance, (5) the Judiciary, (6) Local Affairs, (7) Natural Resources and Agriculture. (8) Public Safety, and (9)
Public Service.
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upon all matters assigned to them prior to April 15, and within ten

days upon all matters referred to them after the latter date. Joint Rule 4
authorizes, but does not require, joint committees to submit their
favorable reports on measures other than money bills, and their
adverse reports on subjects of legislation other than petitions, to either
branch, with a view to an equal division of the workload between the
two branches. However, that latter rule requires such committee
reports on money bills to be made to the House of Representatives,
while adverse reports upon matters based on petitions must be filed in
the branch in which the petition was originally introduced. Commit-
tees may group, in one adverse report, two or more measures ofsimilar
subject matter, so long as that report does not embrace simultaneously
(a) petitions originating in more than one house, or (b) petitions and
other subjects of legislation. 1

Further, if a measure has been referred subsequently to still another
joint committee, the report thereon by the latter must be entered in the
branch which required that subsequent reference.

If a joint committee or the Committees on Rules, acting concur-
rently, desire additional time in which to make a report upon a matter
subject to Joint Rule 10, they may request adoption by the two
branches of a joint order granting that request to a time certain. Or,
they may report the measure out, contriving its recommittal for
another ten-day study period.

Upon the expiration of a reporting deadline prescribed by Joint
Rule 10, all matters remaining unreported in a joint committee or in
the Committees on Rules, acting concurrently, are discharged automat-
ically with an adverse report. In the instance of motions or orders
referred to the Committees on Rules, acting concurrently, proposing to
authorize jointcommittees to travel or to employ stenographers, or to
authorize studies by special commissions or by joint committees, this
adverse report must be made to the branch m which that reference
originated. In the case of all other measures, that adverse report must
be entered in the branch in which the “matter” (i.e., the petition or
measure) originated. Such adverse reports are placed subsequently.in
the orders of the day of the branch concerned by the Clerk thereof. This
automatic adverse report procedure does.not apply to late-filed peti-

1 Joint Rule 10,
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tions which have been referred to the Committees on Rules, acting
concurrently, under Joint Rule I2

The preceding reporting deadlines do not apply to the separate
committees of each branch of the General Court. The House Rules
require the House Committee on Ways and Means to report the
general appropriation bill to the floor of that chamber by the second
Wednesday of May.2 No other matter before that committee and no
matter before other Senate standing committees in each chamber is
subject to a standing automatic reporting deadline.

Discharge Rules. A Senate committee, other than the Senate Com-
mittee on Bills in Third Reading, may be forced to discharge a bill only
under a suspension of the Senate Rules voted affirmatively by two-
thirds of the members of the Senate present and voting. Unanimous
consent of the Senate membership present and voting is necessary to
compel discharge of a bill from the Senate Committee on Bills in Third
Reading. 1

In the House of Representatives, discharge of a measure may be
forced from the House Committees on Counties, Local Affairs, and
Ways and Means by a simple majority vote of the House 45 days after
that measure was referred to such committee; a measure which has
been in such a committee for at least seven days, but less than 45 days,
may be forced to the floor by the affirmative votes of two-thirds of the
House membership present and voting; unanimous consent of the
House is needed to compel discharge of a measure sooner. 4 Similarly,
the House Rules Committee and the House Committee on Bills in
Third Reading need not relinquish a bill to the floor sooner than ten
days following its referral to them, unless so mandated by unanimous
vote of the House membership present and voting; but a two-thirds
affirmative majority vote of the House members present and voting
may force discharge of a measure from those committees after that ten
days. s Except for certain petitions or proposals for special laws relative
to counties and municipalities which have been referred to the House

1. Joint Rules 10 and 12.
2. House Rule 27.
3. Senate Rule 63,
4. House Rule 28.
5. House Rule 27.
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Rules Committee, motions to discharge a bill from any House standing
committee may carry by a simple majority vote of the House during the
last week of a session of the General Court. 1

Legislative Committee Structure2

Standing Committees
In common with other states, the Massachusetts General Court

currently utilizes legislative committee systems based primarily on
“permanent” or “standing” committee supplemented from time to time
by “temporary” or ad hoc special committees and special commissions
created to consider specific problems as the need arises. Unlike most
states, Massachusetts had long stressed joint committees as the pre-
dominant feature of its committee system, including standing commit-
tees, special committees, and special commissions.

With the exception of the Legislative Research Council and the
Senate Art Committee,3 which were created by statute, the standing
committees of the General Court are established by the Senate Rules, 4

House Rules, 5 and Joint Rules 6 adopted for a two-year period in the
opening days of the first annual session of each newly-elected General
Court. Four types of standing committees, shown in the following
Table 3, are provided for in these legislative rules and statutes.

Except for the Committees on Ethics in each branch, all members of
standing committees and the chairman thereof are named by the
presiding officer of the branch within and for whom such members are
chosen. The House Rules require the Speaker to appoint at least two
nominees of the House Minority Leader to the House Committees on
Rules and Ways and Means, and at least one nominee of the Minority
Leader to “all other committees.”7 Direct appointments of minority

I. House Rule 27; Joint Rules 7A and 78.
2. This section reprints in updated summary form excerpts from the Mass. Legislative Research Council report

Legislative Committees in Massachusetts and Other Selected States. Senate, No. 1032 (1966), 107 pp.; at
pp. 28-38.

3. G.L. c. 3, ss. 56 and 65.
4. Senate Rules 12, I2A and 27.
5. House Rules 16, 17 and 28.
6. Joint Rule 1.
7. House Rule 18.
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party members by the Minority Leader to the Committees on Ethics of
each branch are authorized by the legislative rules. 1 Except as afore-
said, minority party members are named to committees by the presid-
ing officer of their branch, who, as a matter of courtesy, consults the
Minority Leader without being bound by the latter’s recommenda-
tions. A practice followed in some state legislatures whereby the
minority party is entitled to a specific number of committee “slots”
equal to the proportion of the total membership in each branch that its
membership represents is not in force in the Massachusetts General
Court.

Except for the Senate Art Committee which includes both legislator
and non-legislator members, all standing committees are composed of
legislators 0n1y. 2

Form of Study Assignments
Although the Massachusetts General Court lacks a legislative carry-

over procedure, it accomplishes part of the objective of such a proce-
dure through its practices in referring measures, for interim study, to
legislative committees, the Legislative Research Council, special com-
missions, and agencies of the executive and judicial branches of the
state government. Such referrals are made by study directives which
identify the bills or petitions assigned for study, or outline the subject
to be studied if no specific bills or petitions are cited, and prescribe the
date and branch for the filing of the final report.

Legislative Committees. Study assignments to standing or special
legislative committees invariably take the form of joint orders, when
the committee is a joint committee, or when bills are being referred to
the Committees on Rules acting concurrently, or when measures are
referred for study to the Senate Committee on Ways and Means or the
House Committee on Ways and Means. On less frequent occasions,
the Senate or the House of Representatives may adopt an order,
without concurrence of the other branch, authorizing a study by one of
its own separate committees; usually, such orders relate to internal
disciplinary, administrative, or procedural concerns of the chamber
requiring the study, and much less frequently to other types of subject
matter.

Methods of Continuing Consideration of Measures
From One Session to Another

1. In the case of the Senate Committee on Ethics, the Senate President names three, and the Senate Minority
Leader two. of theCommittee’s five members (Senate Rule 12Ay, in the House, the Speaker appoints seven,
and the House Minority Leader four, of the 11 members of the HouseCommittee on Ethics (House Rule 16).

2. G.L. c. 3, s. 65
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Table3. Standing Committees ofMassachusetts General Court in 1979
(All Established by Legislative Rules Except as Otherwise Indicated)

A. Five Separate Senate and House Administrative Committees
Not Sitting Jointly

Senate No. of House No. of
Committee Members Committee Members
Bills in Third Bills in Third
Reading 3 Reading 3

Ethics 5 Ethics 11
Art 1 2 Sens., 7 Others2 Sens., 7 Others
B. Two Committees Which Sit Concurrently(One Voteper Committee)

Senate No. of House No. ofNo. of House No. of
Committee Members Committee Members
Rules 11 Rules 25

C. Three Joint Committees Whose Members Also Sit as Separate
Committees of the Senate or House for Certain Purposes
Joint No. of Members

Committee Senate House
Counties 6 11
Local Affairs 6 11
Ways & Means 14 25

D. Twenty Other Joint Standing Committees
Nineteen Joint Committees With Six Senate and

Eleven House Members
Banks and Banking
Commerce & Labor
Education

The Judiciary
Natural Resources& Agriculture
Post Audit & Oversight
Public Safety
Public Service

Election Laws
Energy

State Administration
Taxation

Federal Financial Assistance
Government Regulations

Transportation
Urban Affairs

Health Care
Human Services & Elderly Affairs
Insurance
One Joint Committee With Four Senate and Eight House Members

Legislative Research Council 2

I Statutory committee with two Senate members, plus seven “other persons" named by Senate President
(including non-legislators). (G.L. c. 3, s. 65).

2. Statutory committee (G.L. c. 3, s. 56). The Council is empowered to “determine allpolicies with respect toa
legislative research program,” and to create and supervise aprofessional legislative Research Bureau which
must carry out the Council’s “program of statistical research and fact-finding."
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A standing committee, whether separate or joint, which desires more
time in which to consider one or more measures previously referred to
it, and on which it has not yet reported, may subsequently propose a
joint order authorizing it to sit during and after the legislative session
to investigate and study the subject matter of such a measure or
measures, and to report its findings and recommendations to the
General Court by a given date. Alternatively, it may propose an order
or resolve, as the case may be, referring these matters to another source
for study. On the motion of a member of either branch of the General
Court, duly made when the matter is before his chamber, a study
directive of any of these types may be substituted for a report by a
standing committee recommending enactment (with or without
changes) or rejection of a given measure.

Legislative Research Council. Joint orders are normally used to
refer specific bills or other documents to the Legislative Research
Council for study, or to require that body to report upon a given
subject without specific referrals of bills or documents. During thefirst
few years of the Council’s existence (1955-57), resolves were sometimes
used to authorize Council studies; however, this procedure has been
discontinued. 1 Only once did a single chamber the House of Repre-
sentatives adopt by itself an order “requesting” the Legislative
Research Council to study a certain matter. 2 Normally, reports sub-
mitted by that Council in conformity with these study directives are
then referred to appropriate standing committees for a public hearing
and legislative recommendations.

On infrequent occasions, the Legislative Research Council has
availed itself of its statutory authority to initiate studies on its own
authority, and to report to the General Court thereon “from time to
time” by filing those reports with the House Clerk, 3 or it has caused
such special reports to be admitted into the Senate under special
orders. Such reports have discussed particular general subjects, includ-
ing related measures then pending before either branch of the General

I. Resolves: 1955, cc. 130 and 135; 1956, cc. 24, 86 and 109; 1957, c. 3
2. House, No. 3741 (1962), Basis of the Legislative Research Council report County Governmentin Massachu-

setts. House, No. 3131 (1963), 167 pp.
3. G.L. c. 3, ss. 57 and 61
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Court. 1 Procedurally, reports of this category have been accepted by
the branch in which they were filed, and have been ordered printed as
numbered Senate or House documents for the information of the
General Court, without being referred to any committee for further
action

Special Commissions and Other Study Groups. Resolves, and very
rarely acts, are used in referring measures or subjects to special com-
missions, state administrative agencies, the Judicial Council, or other
non-legislative bodies, for study, findings, and the formulation of
legislative recommendations.

Unless other provision is made by law, special commissions estab-
lished or continued in the first annual session of a General Court must
report not later than the last Wednesday of January in the second
annual session of that General Court; and a special commission
created or continued during the second annual session of a General
Court must report by the last Wednesday in December of that same
even-numbered year. Such special commissions have the option of
filing their reports with the Clerk of either branch of the General
Court, unless filing with but one of these officers is specified in the
resolve authorizing the study.2

Requirements re Legislative Studies and Reports
Reports rendered by standing committees and special committees of

the Legislature, by the Legislative Research Council, and by special
commissions, are subject to certain criteria which have evolved over
the years through interpretations of the rules of the General Court by
the Senate President and the Speaker of the House ofRepresentatives.

General Requirements. In general, it has been held that legislative
committees must confine their reports to the subjects referred to them
for consideration or study. 3 A report of a legislative committee made
without authorization by the Legislature or either branch thereof may
not be considered by the Senate or House of Representatives. 4 Just
how much latitude a legislative committee has in proposing legislation

I. See the reports of the Legislative Research Council relative to: The Fairness of the State Subsidy Formula
for Local School Construction. Senate, No. 672 (1959), 59 pp.; The Printin': and Sale ofState Documents.
House, No. 2696 (1959), 29pp.; State Tax and Other Relief for Commuter Railroads. Senate. No. 535(1961),
99 pp. ; Involvement ofHospitals and Educational Institutions in Urban Renewal Programs. Senate.No. 729
(1963), 50 pp.; Higher Education for Greater Boston, Senate, No. 864 (1964), 62 pp.. and Senate. No. 827
(1965), 6 pp.; Taxation of Leased Business Equipment. House, No. 3297 (1965), 64 pp.. Legislative Com-
mittees in Massachusettsand Certain Other SelectedStales, Senate, No. 1032(1966), 107 pp., and Legislative
Post Audit, House, No. 6056 (1971), 67 pp.

2. G.L. c. 4, s. 2A.
3. Manual of the General Court. 1977-78. at pp. 772-773; House Journal, 1952. at p. 895
4. House Journal, 1892. at p. 877
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without exceeding the scope of its study mandate is not absolutely
clear, since there may be a wide “twilight zone” in certain
circumstances. Rulings of the presiding officers of the two branches
have stressed repeatedly that a proposed bill will be laid aside on a
point of order, seasonably raised, if thatbill is found to be broader than
the scope of the petition “or other matter” on which it was reported. 1
However, a legislative committee to which a report of a state officer or
agency has been duly referred may recommend legislation on any
matter discussed therein. 2

A legislative committee may elect to report “in part” upon matters
referred to it for study, but it may propose legislation at that time only
where clearly related and confined to the “part” of the subject matter
reported upon. However, where a legislative committee has referred to
it several petitions on the same subject, or various papers involving
either directly or indirectly the same subject, and it reports as to any
one subject involved in them, then that committee has entirely
exhausted its authority to report further on that subject. 3

Study Assignments to Legislative Research Council. Special prob-
lems attach to measures or subjects assigned for study to the Legisla-
tive Research Council, which is unique among the joint standing
committees of the General Court in that it limits its reports to histori-
cal, technical, legal, and other factual and statistical information,
without recommending or offering legislation (except as to matters
relating to its own organization, finances, and duties).

This practice, not expressly mandated by statute,4 was instituted by
the Legislative Research Council, with the informal approval of the
Legislative Leadership, when the Legislative Research Council was
organized in 1954-55, in order to avoid possible political and
jurisdictional conflicts between that Council and the traditional
standing committees (some of whose members feared that the Council
might become a “super-committee”). It was also felt that the
preparation of research reports for the Council by its Legislative
Research Bureau staff would be expedited if the Council did not have
to formulate legislative recommendations. No formal definition of this
policy has been attempted in the Joint Rules of the General Court,
which are silent on the subject of the Legislative Research Council and

House Journals: 1930. at pp. 387 and 691: /Vi/, at p 568: 1933.at pp. 847 and 1408; /947,atp. 1601: /V4«.at
p. 917; 1950. at p. 1856.

2, Manual of the General Court. 1977-7S. at p, ”7; Senate Journal. 1945. at p. 810; House Journal, 1922. at

Ma 'a/ Court. 1977-7H. at pp. 774-776.
G 954
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the status of matters referred to it for study and a report.
Reports of the Legislative Research Council on matters assigned to

it for study are comprehensive, without being confined narrowly to the
language of bills specifically referred to it for study. These Council
reports, where required by legislative orders or resolves, are
customarily referred, after their submission, to an appropriate
standing committee for a public hearing and the formulation of
recommendations for legislative action. Usually, due to the amount of
research required to complete them, these Council reports are filed in
the interval between mid-December and the end of February
immediately following, well after the passing of the first Wednesday of
December deadline for the filing of petitions for legislation under Joint
Rule 12.

At the outset of Legislative Research Council operations in 1955,
petitioners and others with an interest in measures or matters referred
for study to that Council expressed concern on several points. First,
they expressed fear that, as the Council would not propose legislation,
their petitions or bills would be entombed in a “graveyard study
assignment” which would do violence somehow to their Right of Free
Petition. There was also voiced the objection that findings and data
presented in a Council report, filed after the regular first Wednesday of
December annual filing deadline, might damage the interests of
petitioners who had to formulate and file petitions with bills prior to
that deadline without knowing what the Council report was going to
contain. Ofspecial interest on this score is the matter of the “scope” of a
report submitted by the Council, and whether that “scope” will be wide
enough to permit standing committees to draft bills of sufficient
breadth to deal adequately with the problems discussed in that report.

In the first decade of Legislative Research Council activity, most of
these criticisms were allayed by the view, expressed by the then Senate
and House Clerks that a standing committee, to which a report of the
Legislative Research Council had been referred, had authority to
report a bill on any matter discussed in that report which is reasonably
related to the subject, broadly defined, which the Council was ordered
to study. This view was based on (1) the informal understanding of the
role the Legislative Research Council was to play, (2) the premise that
the General Court could not predict what a Council study was going to
uncover, and (3) the belief that the General Court would hardly order a
study without the intent of being able to act upon its results. There was
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also a hope that this policy would induce parties to abstain from filing
bills on the subject, and wait until the related Council report appeared
and was referred to a standing committee which could then entertain
proposals for bills based on that report.

In later years, however, there has been some uncertainty in the minds
of legislative standing committees and Senate and House Clerks as to
just how much latitude those committees have to act on Council
reports. Thus, it has been said that a bill may be reported by such a
committee only if based on a bill referred to the Legislative Research
Council for study, but not otherwise. Yet many study directives to that
Council involve no specific petitions or specific bills.

The above situation would be addressed at least partially in a
provision appearing in legislative carry-over proposals considered by
the General Court since 1973, which, among other things, would add
the following new Rule 3B to the Joint Rules of the General Court:

All matters contemplating legislation shall be founded upon
petition, excepting that a joint standing committee or the
committees on Rules of the two branches, acting concurrently,
may, upon the written and signed report of two-thirds of all
members appointed to said committees, report a bill or other
form of legislation, without said legislation being founded upon
petition, provided, however, matters so reported shall be germane
to the subject matters regularly referred to said committee, and
the bill or other form of legislation so reported shall be placed in
the Orders of the Day by the Clerk of the respective branch
wherein it is reported or referred to a standing committee of said
branch, under the rules. Committees to whom messages from the
Governor, reports of state officers, boards, committees,
commissions and others authorized to report to the legislature,
may report by bill or otherwise such legislation as may be
germane to the subject-matter referred to them.'

The above proposed rule is intended to authorize those
standing committees to initiate their own studies and legislative
proposals based thereon, in conjunction with provisions
permitting those committees to carry unfinished business before
them over from the first to the second annual sessions of a
General Court. Envisaged by its sponsors is a larger role for the
Committees on Rules, acting concurrently, and for joint

1. Senate, No. 1513 (1973): Senate, No. 1577(1974); House, No. 6583 (1974); Senate, No. 1681 (1975); Senate,
No. 1748 (1975); Senate. No. 1375 (1976); and Senate, No. 1640 (1978).
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committees, than merely reacting in a narrowly-defined way to
legislative proposals of others:

Parliament of Great Britain 1

The proceedings of the House of Lords and of the House of
Commons in the Parliament of Great Britain are governed by
both “unwritten” and written rules. The “unwritten” or
“constitutional” rules of those bodies consist of traditional,
ancient usages and conventions which have evolved since the
Fourteenth Century, and have acquired much of the force of
Common Law. The latter written rules include (a) standing
orders, which are permanent rules which continue from
Parliament to Parliament, subject to repeal or amendment, and
(b) sessional orders which expire at the end of each session. The
life of each Parliament, which may not exceed five years, and
which may be ended sooner through dissolution by the Monarch
on recommendation of the Prime Minister, is divided into
sessions. Each of these sessions, normally though not necessarily
of a year’s duration, is ended by prorogation. In the course of a
session, either House may adjourn itself, on its own motion, to
such date as it pleases.

In Parliament, matters not disposed of automatically expire at
the end of the session. On occasions, the House of Lords or the
House of Commons have adjourned rather that prorogued in an
effort to keep pending business alive. However, this device has
proven awkward and ineffective, causing procedural reformers to
seek alternatives.

British interest in the legislative carry-over concept appeared
over a century ago, but insufficient support developed to bring
about its adoption by Parliament. In 1890, a major study
endorsed the carry-over principle, but a proposed standing order
establishing such a procedure in the House of Commons was
rejected at the urging of the Liberal Party Leader, William E.
Gladstone.

CHAPTER 111.
LEGISLATIVE CARRY-OVER PROCEDURES

OF OTHER JURISDICTIONS

I- Sources in part: Legislative Research Council report Reduction ofWorkloadof the Genera! Court, Senate,
No. 990 (1965), 86 pp.; at pp. 52-53 (text revised and up-dated); British Information Services, The British
Parliament. R.F.P. 5448/68, London, U.K., 44 pp., 1968.
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In 1914, a majority of a Select Committee on Procedure of the
House of Commons recommended that bills reaching committee ora
later stage should be subject to non-debatable motions to carry them
over to the next session. Prime Minister Herbert H. Asquith, also a
Liberal, was among the supporters of this measure; however, the
Committee split ranks over the legislative stage to be required before a
measure was to be subject to carry-over. Sir Courtenay llbert, in
opposition, stated that by the time of the next session, bills would have
to be amended, thus requiring reintroduction, and hence only small
savings in time would be realized.

Interest in some form of legislative carry-over procedure has con-
tinued among members of Parliament. In 1967, and again in 1971,
Select Committees on Procedure of the House of Commons recom-
mended a very limited form of carry-over of non-controversial bills
from one session of Parliament to the next. While these proposals did
not prevail, the present House of Commons (elected in 1974) adopted
an alternative course of authorizing the appointment of most major
select committees for the life of the Parliament, instead of for one
session at a time. This latter step was taken to avoid the annual delay in
reappointing committees at the beginning of every new session of the
same Parliament, and the consequent break in their work programs. 1

Traditionally, the major parties in the House of Commons have
approached questions of procedural reform cautiously, with a careful
regard for the preservation of British representative institutions and
the major functions of the (a) Government, or Majority Party, which
alone is responsible for governing the country and proposing public
policy and legislation to implement the same, and (b) Her Majesty's
Loyal Opposition, or the Minority Party, whose sole function is to
scrutinize, criticize, and oppose, until the incumbent majority is turned
out at an election.

On this score, the late Sir Winston S. Churchill, addressing the
House of Commons on the subject of legislative procedural reform in
1934, observed

It seems to me to be absolutely essential that people should not
try to shape our procedure as if perfection would be attained
when legislation was most easy. Most Bills, 1 believe, cost money,
lose votes, create officials and worry the public. .. . 2

1. Letter to the Director of the Mass. Legislative Research Bureau, fromSir Richard D. Barlas. K.C.8., 0.8 I
Clerk of the House of Commons. June 12. 1978.

2. 293 H.C. Deb., col. 2183, November 15. 1934. Cited in Griffith, J.A.G.. Parliamentary Scrutiny ofGoven
ment Bills, Aldcn & Mowbray, Ltd.. Oxford. 1974. 285 pp., at p. 7.
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Similar views were recorded by Lord Maybray-King, who told the
Select Committee on Procedure in 1971 that

When you strive for greater efficiency, you are interfering with
the right of an Opposition, which is to delay. To achieve a balance
between the two is beyond anyone’s comprehension Most of
the delays that we complain about are the rightful delays of free
people in a free society using the instruments that we fashioned
for them (a) to get the business through swiftly ... (0r)... (b) to
get it through as unswiftly as possible. l
Hence, to win adoption, proposed procedural changes must be

perceived as something likely to do no serious violence to the funda-
mental role of Parliament as described above.

Legislative Carry-Over Procedures of the
United States Congress 2

Legislative Carry-Over Rules of Congress
The Congress of the United States is composed of a 100-member

Senate and a 435-member House of Representatives, elected by the
voters of their respective states. 3 In addition, the latter chamber
includes four non-voting delegates or resident commissioners, one
each being elected popularly from the District of Columbia, Guam,
Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands.4

The Federal Constitution authorizes each chamber to adopt its own
rules of procedure. s The United States Supreme Court has held that in
exercising this rule-making power, the two branches of Congress may
not

... ignore constitutional restraints or violate fundamental rights,
and there should be a reasonable relation between the mode or
method of proceeding established by the rule and theresult which
is sought to be attained. But within these limitations ... (the)...
power to make rules... (is)... absolute and beyond the challenge
of any other body or tribunal. . . . 6

1. H.C. 538 of 1970-71 Q 340-345; cited in Parliamentary Scrutiny of Government Bills, supra., at p. 254
2. This text updates portionsof the Legislative ResearchCouncil report Reduction ol M orkloaJof the Genera

Court. Senate. No. 990 (1965). 86 pp.; at pp. 53-54.
3. U.S. Const., Art. I. ss. 2-3; XVII Amendment
*•B4 U.S. Stat. 845. 86 U.S.
5. U.S. Const.. Art. I. s. 5 (2).

C United States v. Hullin. 144 U.S. I. 5 (1892).
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Since Senators serve a six-year term with a third of the Senate being
elected every two years, it is a continuing body with continuing rules, 1
namely, (a) Standing Rules, which regulate procedure and the duties of
Senate officers and employees, and (b) Standing Orders, which regu-
late administrative procedures and facilities and the work of certain
committees. Legislative carry-over is mandated by section 1 of Senate
Standing Rule XXXII which provides, in part, that

At the second or any subsequent session of a Congress the
legislative business of the Senate which remained undetermined
at the close of the next preceding session of that Congress shallbe
resumed and proceeded with in the same manner as if no adjourn-
ment of the Senate had taken place; and all papers referred to
committees and not reported upon at the close of a session of
Congress shall be returned to the office of the Secretary of the
Senate, and be retained by him until the next succeeding session
of that Congress, when they shall be returned to the several
committees to which they had previously been referred

An entirely new membership of the House of Representatives is
elected every two years, and hence its rules must be adopted anew at the
beginning of the first session of each Congress, to last only for the
biennial “life” of that chamber. 2 However, within that two-year con-
text, a House rule continues the unfinished business at the end of the
first session of the biennium to the second year thereof. Unlike the
Senate, the House of Representatives has only one set of basic rules.

In the early meetings of Congress after the adoption of the Federal
Constitution, it followed the British precedent of allowing business to
die at adjournment. In 1818, relying on a joint committee investiga-
tion, Congress adopted a joint rule prescribing that those House bills
remaining undisposed of at the end of one annual session should be
continued in the next session for a six-day period. 3 However, this rule
did not affect House bills sent to the Senate, and this omission was
corrected in 1848. The six-day limitation hampered the effectiveness of
legislative carry-over procedures in Congress, and in 1890this limita-
tion was removed. However, the rule redraft was so sweeping that
important provisions were inadvertently omitted in the pertinent Rule
XXVI of the House of Representatives, which reads as follows:
I. U.S. Const., Art. I. s. 3; XVII Amendment; McGrain v. Daugherty. 273 U.S. 135, 181-182 (1927); U.S.

Senate, Standing Rule XXXII, s. 2.
McGrain v. Daugherty. 273 U.S. 135, 181-182 (1927).

3. Congress made use of joint rules until 1876, to given matters requiring concurrent action.
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All business before committees of the House at the end of one
session will be resumed at the commencement of the next session
of the same Congress in the same manner as if no adjournment
had taken place.

The omission from this rule of provisions re legislative stages other
than the committee stages has not been questioned, and the practice
of carry-over as it existed prior to the 1890 amendments has been fol-
lowed. Moreover, the business of conference committees of the two
branches of Congress is not interrupted by the adjournment sine dieof
the first session; and requests for conferences between the branches
made in the first session may be accepted in the other branch in the
second session. l
Experience With Legislative Carry-Over Rules of Congress

Data is not immediately available to indicate precisely the numbers
of bills and other matters carried over from one session to another in
the Senate, or from the first to the second sessions of a biennium of the
House of Representatives. Identification of matters carried over, in the
real sense of the legislative carry-over concept, is made difficult by the
Congressional practices whereby, for practical reasons, many mea-
sures are “pigeonholed” in committees without intent of positive
action; in these latter instances, such measures die in committee unless
there be a change of heart on the part of the committee chairman, or
until discharge procedures can be invoked successfully on the floor of
the Senate or House of Representatives, as the case may be.

However, in discussions with the Legislative Research Bureau staff,
Mr. Benjamin J. Guthrie, Assistant to the Clerk of the United States
House of Representatives, has indicated that very extensive bona fide
use is made of legislative carry-over procedures by the two branches of
Congress. In the two-year biennium, about one-third of the measures
referred to committees and reported by them are disposed of during the
first year, while upwards of two-thirds of the matters referred to
committees and so reported are disposed of in the second session. A
substantial portion of the Congressional “production” of laws occurs
in the final two weeks of the second session.

Thus, congressional committees work intensively during the first
session of a biennium, and during the recess between the first and
second sessions thereof, to solve political, technical, and legislative

I. Hinds' Precedents of the House of Representatives. Vol. V, pp. 6260-6262, 6286.
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problems surrounding measures under serious consideration, in order
to clear these measures to the floor for definitive action early in the
second session. With good committee work, a legislative leadership
determined to bring issues to a head seasonably, and good luck, the
members of Congress can hope to conclude their agenda and return to
their districts in time to campaign for reelection.

Legislative Carry-Over Procedures of Other States and Territories
General Background

Currently, as shown in the following Table 4, the legislatures of 37
states (including Massachusetts) and five territories hold their regular
sessions annually. One territorial legislature, in American Samoa,
holds two regular semi-annual session of 30 days each during every
year. Finally, biennially-based regular sessions, which convene de
novo but once in two years, are in effect for 13 other state legislatures,
12 of which begin those sessions in the odd-numbered year while one
Kentucky does so in the even-numbered year. At least four of the
foregoing state legislatures with biennial sessions have made them
“annual” in effect, by recessing or adjourning those sessions to a time
certain in the even-numbered year (Minn., N.C., Tenn., and Vt.).
Except as to these last four states, it is obvious that legislative carry-
over procedures are impractical in biennial session states.

Legislative carry-over procedures, in the usual sense, are operative
in 19 state legislatures and six territorial legislatures (Alas., Calif.,
Del., Ga., Ha., 111.. lowa, Kan., Mich., Neb., N.J., N.Y., Ohio., Okla.,
Pa., R. 1., S.C., Va., and Wis.; and A.S., Gu., N.M.1., P.R., T.T., and
V.1.). A twentieth state, Missouri, has a carry-over rule, which is
inoperative because of the Senate’s unwillingness to utilize it; and in
four biennial session states which interrupt that session in the first year
of the legislature’s two-year life and resume that session in the second
year, a de facto carry-over practice is in effect though not officially
labeled as such or necessarily provided for in the rules ofthe legislature
(Minn., N.C., Tenn., and Vt.); a fifth biennial session state allows
carry-over from the regular biennial session to an immediately-
following special session only (Wash.). Among these 31 states and
territories with legislative carry-over procedures are nine jurisdictions
whose constitutions specifically authorize such practices (Calif, Ga.,
Ha., Kan., Mich., Mo., Neb., N.J., and Va.); in the remaining 21
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jurisdictions, the legislature has authorized legislative carry-over
procedures in the exercise of its broad constitutional (or in certain
territories, federal statutory) authority to adopt its own rules of pro-
ceeding. Three states have statutory provisions relative to the carry-
over of business from one regular legislative session to the next (Alas.,
Ohio, and Wis.). In most of the 31 jurisdictions, details of the legisla-
tive carry-over are spelled out in the rules of the legislature, within the
four corners of the enabling constitutional provision.

Of the 31 “legislative carry-over” jurisdictions, 15 have
constitutional provisions limiting the length of their legislative sessions
(A.S., Del., Ga., Ha., Kan., Minn., Mo., Neb., Okla., P.R., Tenn.,
T.T., Va„ V.1., and Wash.).

At least seven states with annual legislative sessions designate the
second annual session of their legislature as a “budgetary” or “fiscal”
session, narrowly restricting the kinds of measures which may be
introduced into the latter (Colo., Conn., Me., N.M., Ohio, Utah, and
Wyo.). Only one of these is a “carry-over” state (Ohio). Such “budge-
tary” session provisions are set forth in the constitutions of all of these
states except Ohio, where they are statutory only.

In all seven of these jurisdictions, the subjects admissible to the
“budget session” include the state budget and its implementing appro-
priation bills, and either expressly or by implication revenue and
borrowing measures necessary to finance the same. Four states of the
group permit the governor to introduce measures on any subject into
the second session (Colo., Me., N.M., and Ohio). Two of these states
allow emergency bills to be admitted by specified procedures (Conn,
and Me.), while three others authorize measures on any subject to be
admitted either by simple majority vote (Ohio) or by a two-thirds
majority vote (Utah and Wyo.) of the legislative branches. Other
admissible subjects include (a) legislative study committee reports and
indirect initiative proposals (Me.), and (b) measures correcting techni-
cal errors in statutes (Conn.). One state. New Mexico, provides for the
reintroduction into its “budgetary” annual session of measures enacted
by the immediately previous “general” annual session, which were
vetoed by the governor.

As will be indicated later in this chapter, two state legislatures have
abandoned legislative carry-over procedures after using them tor a
short period of time. Unsatisfactory experiences with the system insti-
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tuted by the Florida Legislature caused the legislative carry-over to be
dropped after a four-year trial period. And Montana’s Legislature
dropped its legislative carry-over procedure in 1974 when voters
amended the state constitution to substitute biennial legislative ses-
sions for annual legislative sessions. Proposals for a legislative carry-
over rule have been rejected in another seven states since 1958 (Colo.,
Conn., Ida., Ind., Mass., W.Va., and Wyo.). Louisiana has a constitu-
tional provision which forbids legislative carry-over procedures by
requiring that “a bill or resolution not finally passed in any session
shall be withdrawn from the files of the legislature.” 1 And a resolution
adopted in 1967 by the Arkansas Legislature, which holds biennial
sessions, has declared null and void all items pending on the calendar
of that body when its regular session adjourns or recesses.
I. La. Const., Art 111, s. 1(B).

Table 4. Regular Sessions of State and Territorial Legislatures

State Type of Limit on Length Restricted Legislative
Territory 1 Session of Session 2 Agenda Carry-Over
Alabama Annual 30Linl05C No No
Alaska Annual None No Yes
Arizona Annual None No No
Arkansas Odd Year 60C3 No No
California Annual Nov. 30 ofEven Year No Yes

Colorado Annual None 2nd Yr. (Fiscal) No
Connecticut Annual Alternating4 2nd Yr. (Fiscal) No
Delaware Annual June 30 No Yes
Florida Annual 60C No No
Georgia Annual 40L No Yes

Hawaii Annual 60L 3 No 5 Yes
Idaho Annual None No No
Illinois Annual None No Yes
Indiana Annual Odd Year: 61L or No No

April 30
lowa Annual None No Yes

Kansas Annual Even Year: 90C3 No Yes
Kentucky Even Year 60L No No
Louisiana Annual 60L in 85C Ist Yr. (Non-Tax)6 No
Maine Annual None 2nd Yr. (Fiscal) No
Maryland Annual 90C 3 No No

Massachusetts Annual None No No
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State Type of Limit on Length
of Session 2

Restricted Legislative
Agenda Carry-Over

None
120L

Michigan Annual
Minnesota Odd Year
Mississippi Annual

No Yes 7

Odd Year: 90C
Even Year; 125 C
Odd Year: June 30
Even Year: May 15

No No

AnnualMissouri No Yes

Montana Odd Year 90L No
No

No
Nebraska8 Annual Odd Year: 90L 3

Even Year: 60L 3

600

Yes

Nevada Odd Year
New Hampshire Odd Year
New Jersey Annual

New Mexico Annual

No
No
No

No
No90 days or July 1 10

None Yes
No2nd Yr. (Fiscal)Odd Year: 60C

Even Year: 30C
None YesNew York Annual

North Carolina Odd Year
North Dakota Odd Year
Ohio Annual

No
No
No

2nd Yr. (Fiscal)

Yes 7

No
None
SON

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

None
90L No

No
No
No

Oklahoma Annual
Oregon Odd Year
Pennsylvania Annual
Rhode Island Annual

None
None
6OL 9 .' 0

None No
No

South Carolina Annual
South Dakota Annual Odd Year: 45L

Even Year: 301
90L9 ’ 10 Yes 7

No

NoTennessee Odd Year
Texas Odd Year No

2nd Year (Fiscal)
I4OCOdd Year

NoOdd Year: 60C
Even Year: 20C
None

Utah Annual

Yes 7

Yes

No
No

Odd Year

Annual
Vermont
Virginia Odd Year: 30C 3

Even Year: 60C 3

60C Yes"
No

No
No
No

2nd Yr. (Fiscal)

Washington Odd Year
West Virginia Annual
Wisconsin Annual
Wyoming Annual

60C3

None Yes
NoOdd Year: 40L

Even Year: 20L
Yes
Yes

No
No

Amer. Samoa Semi-Annual
Guam Annual

No Yes

Territory 1 Session

30L
None
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State Type of Limit on Length Restricted Legislative
Agenda Carry-OverTerritory 1 Session of Session 2

Northern
Marianas Annual None No

No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Puerto Rico Annual April 30
Trust Territory Annual 50C
Virgin Islands Annual 75L

I. Legislature is bicameral unless otherwise indicated
Key: L - Legislative day; C Calendar day; N "Natural" da

3. Legislative session may be extended beyond this limit under certain conditions, by extraordinarymajority
vote of each chamber.

4, In theodd-numbered year, the first Wednesday after the first Monday in June; in theeven-numbered year,the first Wednesday after the first Monday in May.

5. Biennial state budget is enacted in odd-numbered year, per constitutional mandate.
6. Tax measures may not be introduced or enacted in first year.

Legislative carry-over achieved by device of adjourning thebiennialsession in the first year to a lime certain
in the second year of its life.

8. Unicameral Legislature.
9. Legislature may sit longer, but without salary

10. Legislature may sit longer, but without expense allowance.
11. Bill carry-over to special sessions by resolution.

Sources: Council of State Governments, Book ofthe Stales, 1978-1979, Vol. 22, Lexington, Ky„ 1978,654pp.,
at pp. 34-35,48; replies of stale and territorial legislative research and reference agencies to question-
naire of the Mass. Legislative Research Bureau.

Legislative Carry-Over After Adjournment Sine Die
of Annual Legislative Session in 21 Jurisdictions'

Alaska
Legislative Carry-Over Provisions. Upon achievement of statehood

in 1959, the Legislature of Alaska began unlimited annual sessions on
the basis of a general legislative reorganization act. 2 This statute,
recommended by the Alaska Legislative Council, includes the follow-
ing legislative carry-over provision:

A bill introduced but not receiving final action in the first
regular session of a legislature carries over in the same reading or
status into the second regular session of the same legislature. 3

Under another statutory provision, this carry-over procedure ap-
plies also to joint resolutions proposing constitutional amendments,
which are treated as “bills.” 4 Such jointresolutions may be adopted by

1. This text updates portions of the Legislative ResearchCouncil report Reduction ofWorkloadofthe General
Court, Senate, No. 990 (i965), c. IV. “The Carry-Over System," at pp. 54-60.

2. SLA 1959, c. 157.
3. Alas. Stats., s. 24,30.120. (SLA 1959, c. 157, s. 40).

4 Alas. Stats., s. 24.30.130. (SLA 1959, c. 157, s, 41; SLA 1961, c. 47. s. 12).
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two-thirds affirmative majority votes of each of the branches of the
Legislature; Alaska's direct initiative procedure may not be used to
propose constitutional amendments. 1 Not subject to carry-over are
executive branch reorganization plans proposed by the governor to a
regular annual session of the Legislature, which take effect if not
disapproved by resolution of a joint session of the two branches within
60 days (or the adjournment sine die of the Legislature if that occurs
sooner).2

Expanding slightly upon these statutory and constitutional require-
ments, Uniform Rule 46 of the Alaska Legislature specifies that

Bills introduced in the first regular session of a legislature
which are not passed or not withdrawn, defeated, vetoed, or
indefinitely postponed carry over into the second regular session
of the same legislature in the same reading or status they were in at
the time of adjournment. Joint resolutions proposing or ratifying
amendments to the U.S. Constitution or proposing amendments
to the state constitution carry over in the same manner as bills. All
other forms ofresolutions expire with the adjournment of the first
regular session.
Experience. In response to enquiries by the Massachusetts Legisla-

tive Research Bureau, the Alaska Legislative Council has reported
that, after 19 years of use, the legislative carry-over has “become a way
of life” for the Legislature of the latter state. 2 Among the advantages of
the carry-over experienced by the Alaska Legislature have been (a) cost
savings through the elimination of the need to reprint bills, and (b) the
immediate availability of measures for legislative consideration and
action when the Legislature reconvenes. 4

Current statistics as to the numbers of measures carried over from
the first to the second annual sessions of the Alaska Legislature are not
immediately available. However, data compiled in 1965 indicated that
about two-thirds of the measures filed in the odd-numbered year were
being put over to the following even-numbered year of the Legisla-
ture’s agenda. s Between 1959 and 1977, bill introductions in the second
annual session have been less numerous than those in the preceding
1.Alas. Const,, Art. XIII, s. I; Alas. Stats., s. 24.30.130(a); Starr v. Hagglund. 374 P 2d. 316 (1962).

2. Alas. Const., Art. 111, s. 23; Alas. Stats., s. 24.30.130(b).

3. Response by John C. Doyle, Executive Director, Alaska Legislative Council, to Mass. Legislative Research
Bureau questionnaire. June 12, 1978.

4. Mass. Legislative Research Council. Reduction of Workloadofthe General Court. Senate. No. 990(1965),

86 pp.; at p. 55.
5. Ihid.. p. 56.
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first annual session, except in 1968 and 1974. In that same period, the
number of measures enacted in the second annual session have out-
numbered those passed in the preceding first annual session, except in
1959. These sessional differences in bill introductions and enactments
have been modest in most years.

Delaware
Legislative Carry-Over Provisions. The General Assembly of Dela-

ware meets in regular session annually, each January under a constitu-
tional provision which requires such session to be concluded by the last
day of June unless “recalled” by the Governor or by joint action of the
presiding officers of the two branches of that body. l The Delaware
Constitution prescribes four-year terms for that State’s 21-member
Senate, while the 41-member House of Representatives is chosen for
two-year terms. 2 That Constitution further mandates that “No bill
shall become a law after final adjournment of the General Assembly,
unless approved by the Governor within thirty days after such adjourn-
ment.”3 In very general terms, the Constitution empowers the two
legislative branches to adopt their own rules of procedure. 4

The General Assembly of Delaware is unusual in having a legislative
carry-over procedure based not upon expressed provisions of its State
Constitution, statutes, or legislative rules, but upon an advisory opin-
ion of the State Supreme Court. 5 That advisory opinion was rendered
in 1961, in response to questions provided by the Governor of Dela-
ware, who sought judicial clarification of the terms “adjournment” and
“final adjournment” as used in the above-cited constitutional provi-
sions re legislative sessions, and who inquired also as to the status of
measures not finally disposed of when the General Assembly
adjourned.

Following federal judicial precedents, the Delaware Supreme Court
construed the totality of constitutional provisions concerning the elec-
tion and terms of legislators, including the emphasis-upon the election
biennially of the entire membership of the “lower” chamber, to mean
that the General Assembly is “created” anew biennially with a life of
two years. Distinguishing “adjournments” from “final adjournments,”
the Court stated that—

1. Del. Const., Art. 11, s. 4,
2. Ibid., Art. 11, ss. 2-3.
3. Ibid., Art. 111, s. 18.
4. Ibid., Art. 11, s. 9.
5. Opinion of the Justices of Nov. 18, 1961. 54 Del. 222 (196!).
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“Final adjournment of the General Assembly” must necessarily
mean something beyond the temporary ceasing of legislative
sessions. The adjective “final” is defined as “not to be altered or
undone; conclusive” ( Webster’s 3rd. Int. Dictionary ), which
necessarily, when describing an adjournment of “the General
Assembly” can relate only to that adjournment following which
the General Assembly will not be reconvened, either by operation
of law or by its own act. It thus follows, since two regular sessions
are now required by.. .(the Delaware Constitution)... that “final
adjournment” of the General Assembly means the adjournment
sine die of the second regular session, or, in the absence of such
adjournment, the extinguishment of the particular General
Assembly by reason of expiration of the terms of office of the
members, whichever is earlier in point of time

Furthermore, if the phase “final adjournment” were confined
to the end of the prescribed regular session it would necessarily
follow that each regular session is, of itself, constituted a General
Assembly There would be a hiatus during which there would
be no General Assembly in legal existence. Yet...the Constitu-
tion clearly contemplates for a two-year period the continuous
existence of a General Assembly

The answer... therefore, is that “final adjournment”... means
the final adjournment at the end of the regular session of the
General Assembly convening in even numbered years. l
With this pronouncement as a foundation, the Delaware Supreme

Court then went on to apply the legislative carry-over principle to

unfinished business remaining on the agenda of the first annual session
of the General Assembly when it adjourns:

The precise question is whether bills and resolutions intro-
duced in the first regular session and not passed at that session are
automatically continued on the calendar of the second regular
session, or whether they die with the expiration of the first session
and must be reintroduced at the second regular session. We think
that, as in the Congress of the United States, bills and resolutions
introduced in the first regular session of the General Assembly, at

the expiration of that session remain on the calendar which
thereupon becomes the calendar of the second regular session. It

I. Ibid. 225-227.
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follows, therefore, that all bills and resolutions pending before the
first regular session are likewise pending before the second regu-
lar session when it convenes. .

. .>

In 1961, the Delaware Constitution contained a provision, since
repealed, which mandated that the second annual session of each
General Assembly consider and act only upon measures having to do
with (1) budgetary, revenue, and financial matters, (2) an “acuteemer-
gency,” and (3) “the general public welfare.”2 The court therefore
warned that only those matters could be carried over into this “budge-
tary” session which fell within those three constitutional categories. 3
The repeal of that constitutional restriction has made measures on all
subjects liable to carry-over.

Experience. The General Assembly has followed legislative carry-
over procedures since this judicial opinion, without writing the same
into its legislative rules. The Delaware Legislative Council reports that
this arrangement has general acceptance in thatstate, occasioning “no
debates.”4 In 1977, a total of 1,058 measures were introduced into the
General Assembly, of which 408 were Senate bills and 650 were House
documents. The following year, the workload of the General Assem-
bly, counting both measures carried over from 1977, and new bill
introductions in 1978, totalled 1,873 documents, 722 of them being
Senate measures and 1,151 comprising House bills. The portion of the
1978 legislative workload represented by measures carried over from
1977 was not reported by Delaware authorities.

Legislative Carry-Over Provisions. Legislative carry-over in Geor-
gia originated in 1891 as an incidental result of the General Assembly’s
dividing its constitutional limit of 70 meeting days per biennium into
two or more less equal annual sessions. s The transfer of unfinished
business to the next session was provided for initially by legislative
rule, but the legislative carry-over procedure was eventually incorpo-
rated into the Georgia Constitution by an amendment of 1943.

Georgia

I. Ibid.. 228.
2. Del. Const.. Art. 11, s. 4. 2nd para
.1. 54 Del. 222. 228 (1961).

4. Response by F. Earl McGinnes, Director, Del. Legislative Council, to Mass. Legislative Research Bureau
questionnaire, August 7. 1978.

5. Council of State Governments. Memorandum on Carry-Over Practice, September 1957, 3 pp.
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In 1954, the voters of Georgia ratified a constitutional amendment
providing for annual legislative sessions not to exceed 40 legislative
days, with a mandatory “budget recess” in odd-numbered years. The
legislative carry-over was restricted, by this amendment, to the transfer
of pending business from one meeting of a regular annual session to a
subsequent adjourned meeting of that session within the same calendar
year. Thus, if the Legislature chose to postpone 20 le gislative days ofits
allowed 40 legislative days of meetings to a later period, pending
business would be continued to such later one or more sittings. This
elimination of the carry-over between the first and second annual
sessions was evidently unsatisfactory, since a further constitutional
change of 1956 restored the original legislative carry-over method.

Attempts to annul the legislative carry-over procedure occurred in
1964, when a new state constitution was proposed by the Georgia
General Assembly, without carry-over provisions. However, this con-
stitution was invalidated by the federal courts because of legislative
apportionment provisions offensive to “one man, one vote” stand-
ards. 1 Consequently, the earlier constitution, with its carry-over
clauses, remained in force. This latter constitution was recodified in
1976, with voter approval, dropping the “budget recess” but continu-
ing its legislative carry-over provision substantially unchanged, as
follows;

... All business pendingintheSenateortheHouseofßepresenta-
tives at the time of adjournment of any regular session may be
considered at any regular session of the same General Assembly,
as if there had been no adjournment . . , 2

While this constitutional provision authorizes but does not require
the Georgia General Assembly to use carry-over procedures, that body
has treated the foregoing provision as mandatory in practice, and has
incorporated it verbatim in its Senate and House rules with little
additional elaboration. 3 Those rules direct the carry-over in place of all
measures remaining on the agenda of the two branches when the
General Assembly adjourns its first annual session sine die, except (1)
measures which have been defeated on the floor, and (2) measures
which have been reported adversely by committees during the first
annual session without further legislative action on those reports.

I. Toombs v. Fortson. 205 F. Supp. 248 (1962). 241 F. Supp. 65(1965); Fortson v. Toombs. 379 U.S. 621 (1965).
384 U.S. 210 (1965).

2. Ga. Const., Art. 111, s. V, para. 11l (in part.)
3. Ga. Senate Rule 80 and House Rule 87.
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Experience. The extent to which the legislative carry-over is used
varies greatly from one two-year General Assembly to another,
depending upon political circumstances, the kinds of measures intro-
duced in the first annual session, the issues involved, and the disposi-
tion of the powerful chairmen of legislative committees. The rules of
the two branches of the General Assembly do not require committees
to report out all measures referred to them, thus allowing those com-
mittees to carry bills and resolutions over either for serious study and
negotiation purposes, or simply to kill them while fending off propo-
nents thereof. By a two-thirds affirmative majority vote of its
members, a committee may force its chairman to relinquish his hold on
a measure, and report the same to the floor.

A 1965 study by the Massachusetts Legislative Research Council, in
discussing Georgia’s legislative carry-over practices, noted at that time
that

Available statistics (1959-1964) are inconclusive. The House
carry-over amounted to 32.7% of total bills filed in 1959, 31.6% in
1961, and 27.5% in 1963. The comparable Senate carry-over
ratios are 25.1%, 35.8% and 36.1%, respectively. 1
The following Table 5, which presents the legislative workload

statistics of the 1977-78 General Assembly, shows that of the 1,648
measures introduced into the House of Representatives in the 1977
first annual session, 645 (or 39.2%) were carried over into the 1978
second annual session. In the Senate, 260 out of the 587 measures
introduced in 1977 were carried over (a ratio of 44.3%). For the two
branches together, 905 bills and resolutions (40.5%), out of a total of
2,235 measures filed in 1977, were carried over to the 1978 annual
session.

Commenting somewhat negatively upon the carry-over practices of
the Georgia General Assembly, its Legislative Counsel has observed
that

Theoretically, a carry-over provision sounds good because it
seems that members would have an opportunity to study those
bills which are carried over for a long period of time between the
first and second sessions. As a practical matter, however, this

I. Reduction of Workload of the General Court, Senate. No. 990 (1965), at p. 57.
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Introductions in 1977 No. of New Total
Legislative Total Carried Over Introductions 1977-78

Branch No. to 1978 in 1978 Measures
SENATE:

Bills 371 220 278 649
Resolutions 216 40 209 425
Total 587 260 487 1,074

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES:
Bills 1,222 542 858 2,080
Resolutions 426 103 500 926
Tota l 1,648 645 1,358 3,006

BOTH BRANCHES:
Bills 1,593 762 1,136 2,729
Resolutions 642 143 709 1,351
Total 2,235 905 1,845 4,080

Source: Office of Legislative Counsel, Ga. Legislative Services Committee.

simply does not happen. It has been my observation that practi-
cally all the real important bills are passed at the session at which
they are introduced. Naturally, there are some few exceptions but
not too many. The Secretary of the Senate and the Clerk of the
House would be relieved of unnecessary record keeping and
unnecessary storage of a large number ofbills which will never be
acted upon at the second session. It is my personal view that the
disadvantages of the carry-over procedure outweigh whatever
advantages the system might contain. Naturally, there are those
who favor the carry-over system 1
As elsewhere, two positive comments are offered by proponents of

Georgia’s legislative carry-over system, namely: (a) that it saves

I. Response by Frank H. Edwards, Legislative Counsel, Ga. Legislative Services Committee, to Mass. Legis-
lative Research Bureau questionnaire, June 14, 1978.

Table 5. Legislative Carry-Over in 1977-78
Georgia General Assembly
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expense and time by obviating the reintroduction of measures filed but
not disposed of finally in the first annual session, and (b) that the
General Assembly has business ready for quick action upon gathering
for its second annual session.
Hawaii

Legislative Carry-Over Provisions. The Legislature of Hawaii con-
sists of a Senate of 25 members elected for four-year terms, and a
51-member House of Representatives elected for a two-year term. 1 It
holds annual sessions which begin on the third Wednesday in January,
and which may last (with interrupting recesses) for not more than 60
days unless extended for another 15 days by the Governor, or by the
concurrent action of the presiding officers of the two branches on
petition of two-thirds of the members of each branch. 2 Hawaii operates
with a biennial budget which must be adopted in some form in the first
annual session of the biennium, but this entails no restriction on bill
introduction in that session. 3 Each chamber of the Legislature func-
tions with its own structure of standing committees, as determined by
its rules; these committees can be forced to report bills out to their
respective branches on petition of one-third of the membership there-
of, no sooner than 20 days following referral of such bills to
committee.4

The legislative carry-over was first authorized in Hawaii by the new
constitution adopted in 1968. That constitutional provision, most
recently revised in 1978, ordains that

No bill shall become law unless it shall pass three readings in
each house on separate days. No bill shall pass third or final
reading in either house unless printed copies of the bill in the form
to be passed shall have been made available to the members of
that house for at least forty-eight hours.

Every bill whenpassed by the house in which it originated, or in
which amendments thereto shall have originated, shall imme-
diately be certified by the presiding officer and clerk and sent to
the other house for consideration.

Any bill pending at the final adjournment of a regular session in
an odd-numbered year shall carry over with the same status to the

I. Ha. Const., An. 111, ss. 2, 3 and 4
2. Ibid.. Art. 111, s. 10.
3. Ibid.. Art. VII, s. 8.
4 Ibid.. Art. 111, s. 12.
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next regular session. Before the carried-over bill is enacted, it
shall pass at least one reading in the house in which the bill
originated. l

The rules of the Hawaiian Senate require that bills carried over, as
above, shall retain the numbers assigned to them in the first annual
session. 2 The Senate Clerk is obligated to keep a record of the status of
all bills in the possession of the Senate at the end of the first annual
session, and to publish a record of the status of all such bills prior to the
convening of the second annual session. 3 When the second annual
session ofthe Legislature opens, unfinished business carried forward in
the Senate is placed eighth in the order of business on that body’s
agenda. 4 A substantially identical carry-over rule applies in the House
of Representatives, 5 except that the latter chamber places business
carried over to the second annual session first in the order of business
on its agenda. 6

The Hawaii Legislative Reference Bureau reports that the constitu-
tional requirement that bills carried over shall be given at least one
reading in their house of origin is met in three different ways, in actual
legislative practice:

1. If the carried-over bill is not amended by the second house, it is
returned to the house of origin for a final reading to satisfy the
constitutional requirement.

2. If the carried-over bill is amended by the second house and is not
sent to a conference committee, final reading by the house of
origin to approve the draft made by the second house serves to
satisfy the constitutional requirement.

3. If the carried-over bill is amended by the second house and
referred to a conference committee, final reading in the house of
origin to approve the conference draft serves to satisfy the
constitutional requirement. 7

Experience. Legislative carry-over has not been a source of contro-
versy in itself in Hawaii, 8 whoseLegislature has seen fit to use carry-over

I Ibid.. Art. 111, s. 15.
2. Ha. Senate Rule 42.
3- Ibid., Rule 42.
4. Ha. Senate Rule 36<8),
5. Ha. House Rule 39.

6 Ha. House Rule 26.2(1).
Ha Legislative Reference Bureau. HawaiiLegislative Manual. Report No. 1 (1971), 93 pp.; at p. 50.

8 Response by Calvin Azama, Researcher, Ha. Legislative Reference Bureau toquestionnaire of Mass. Legis-
lative Research Bureau, June 15, 1978.
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extensively, as shown by the following statistics for the recently-
concluded 1978 regular session:

Legislative 1977 Bills Carried 1978 Bill Combined
Branch Over Into 1978 Introductions Total

Senate 1,454 1,092 2,546
House of
Representatives 1,616 1,339 2955

Totals 3,070 2,431 5,501

Thus, the 3,070 measures carried over from the 1977 annual session
comprised 55.8% of the total workload of 5,501 measures placed
before the 1978 annual session of Hawaii’s Legislature for its consider-
ation. Of course, the “combined total” of carried-over bills, and 1978
bill introductions, shown for the individual houses do not reflect their
full respective 1978 workloads, inasmuch as there is no indication, in
the above table, of measures introduced in one chamber in 1978 which
advanced to the other chamber for its action.

A highly-centralized state, with only four self-governing counties
and one state-administered county, Hawaii performs at the state level
many functions (including education) which, in other states, are
administered locally. This fact is reflected in the workload of its
Legislature.

lowa

Legislative Carry-Over Provisions. The 50-member Senate and 100-
member House of Representatives of the lowa General Assembly
convene in regular session annually, on the second Monday of Janu-
ary. 1 These annual sessions, which have been in effect since 1969, sit
without time limitations other than a cut-off of per diem expenses of
legislators after 120 calendar days in odd-numbered years and 60
calendar days in even-numbered years. Although Senators are elected
for four-year terms and Representatives for terms of two years, a
General Assembly is regarded as having a “life” of two years. 2 In very
general terms, the lowa Constitution authorizes each house of the
General Assembly to “determine its rules of proceedings,” without
mentioning legislative carry-over arrangements. 3 The State’s
I. lowa Const., Art. 111, ss. 2 and 34.
2. Ibid., Art. 111, ss. 3 and 5; Op. Atty. Gen. (Millcn), March 24, 1969.
3. Ibid.. Art. 111, s. 9.
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Attorney-General has held that this constitutional authority is suffi-
cient to permit the carry-over, under legislative rules, of measures from
the first to the second annual sessions of the same General Assembly. 1

Hence, Joint Rule 3 of the General Assembly provides that
...The election of officers, organization, hiring and compensation
of employees, and standing committees in each house of the
general assembly and action taken by each house shall carry over
from the first to the second regular session and to any extraordi-
nary session of the same general assembly. The status of each bill
and resolution shall be the same at the beginning of each session
as it was immediately before adjournment of the previous regular
or extraordinary session; however the rules of either house may
provide for re-referral of some or all bills and resolutions to
standing committees upon adjournment of each session or at the
beginning of a subsequent regular or extraordinary session,
except those which have been adopted by both houses in different
forms...
Supplementing the above, House Rule 45 mandates briefly that

Except as provided in Rule 3 of the Joint Rules all bills intro-
duced in the first regular session of a General Assembly which
have not been withdrawn, defeated, or indefinitely postponed,
shall at the opening of the second regular session be re-referred to
a committee.
More extensively, Senate Rule 4 ordains in part that -

All bills and resolutions introduced in the first regular session
of a general assembly and all appointments received from the
governor for senate confirmation, which are not withdrawn, lost,
or indefinitely postponed shall carry over into the second regular
session and to any extraordinary session of the same general
assembly. Except as provided by this rule, they shall be automati-
cally referred back to committee upon the adjournment of each
regular session and any extraordinary session. The secretary of
the senate shall publish in the journal a list of bills returned to
committee under this rule. Within seven days after the first com-
mittee meeting after the convening of the second regular session,

I. Op. Atty. Gen. (Millcn), March 24, 1969.
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committees shall either authorize the chair to refer such bills and
resolutions to a subcommittee for consideration or report them
out to the floor and place them on the calendar. The committee
chair shall report to the senate the bill or resolution number and
the names of the subcommittee members.

Bills and resolutions which have been voted upon on final
passage in any session shall remain on the calendar in the same
status as at the end of the session at any subsequent regular or
extraordinary session.

Appointments received from the governor for senate confirma-
tion shall not be returned to committee.
Experience. According to the lowa Legislative Service Bureau,

fairly extensive use is made of the legislative carry-over system by the
General Assembly, without much controversy. 1 In the 1978 regular
session, there were on the agendas of the two branches together a total
of 1,651 measures, of which 912 (55.3%) represented measures carried
over from the 1977 regular session, while the balance of 739 bills and
resolutions (44.7%) were introduced in 1978. Of the 912 documents
“inherited” from 1977 via the carry-over in 1978, 584 were carried over
in the House and 328 were carried over by the Senate. Among the 739
measures introduced in 1978, 467 were filed in the House and 272 in the
Senate. In both branches, 1977 documents carried over outnumbered
1978 introductions.

Reportedly, the lowa General Assembly has had difficulties with
technical errors arising when bills carried over into the next legislative
session have been enacted in the latter, without corrections to reflect
changes made in the statutes by the prior legislative session. 2

legislative Carry-Over Provisions. In 1966, voters of Kansas rati-
fied a constitutional amendment, effective in 1967, which substituted
annual for biennial state legislative sessions, and authorized but did
not require legislative carry-over procedures. As subsequently
revised, this constitutional provision now states in part that

The legislature shall meet in regular session annually com-

Kansas

I. Response of Thane R. Johnson. lowa Legislative Service Bureau, to questionnaire of Mass. Legislative
Research Bureau. August 15, 1978.

2. /hid
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mencing on the second Monday in January, and all sessions shall
be held at the state capital. The duration of regular sessions held
in even-numbered years shall not exceed ninety calendar days.
Such sessions may be extended beyond ninety calendar days by
an affirmative vote of two-thirds of the members elected to each
house. Bills and concurrent resolutions under consideration by
the legislature upon adjournment of a regular session held in an
odd-numbered year may be considered at the next succeeding
regular session held in an even-numbered year, as if there had
been no such adjournment.. J

This provision further authorizes each house to “determine the rules
of its proceedings,” and empowers the two branches together to adopt,
and to change, “joint rules on certain matters” not enumerated in the
constitution. 2 However, the Kansas Legislature has been carrying
measures over on the basis of the legislative carry-over provision of the
State Constitution alone, without adopting specific Senate, House, or
joint rules on the subject. Although the 40 members of the Senate are
chosen for four-year terms, the “life” of the Legislature is pegged, as in
most other jurisdictions, to the shorter two-year term of House
members (numbering 125 in Kansas); hence, measures may not carry-
over beyond the Legislature’s life.

Experience. The Research Department of the Kansas Legislative
Council reports that the use of legislative carry-over is increasing with
the passage of time. In 1969, 1,003 bills were introduced into the two
branches of the Legislature for consideration by the annual session,
344 of which (34.3%) were carried over to the following 1970 annual
session. In 1975, a total of 1,246 measures were filed for the first annual
session, of which 495 bills (39.8%) were carried over to the ensuing
second annual session of 1976; that latter session had also to consider
1,086 measures filed in 1976, for a total workload of 1,581 bills,
resolutions, and other documents. The 1977 annual session was pre-
sented with a total of 1,172 legislative proposals, of which 611 (52.2%)
were carried over to be added to the 1,109 measures newly-introduced
into the 1978 annual session, giving the latter a workload of 1,720
documents.

In Kansas, the Legislature makes use of its carry-over procedures to

I Kans. Const., Art. 11, s. 14,
2. Ihid.
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carry over, for serious interim study, a small number of important bills
which require further negotiation and technical polishing to make
them acceptable. Much greater resort is had to the carry-over to
prolong the life of bills which enjoy little likelihood of enactment, with
a view to killing them in the even-numbered year; this saves legislative
printing expense which would otherwise arise if “perennial” bills, or
measures supported vociferously by small groups, are killed in the first
annual session, only to be refiled the following year. Very few of the
bills of this second general category survive to the enactment stage in
the second annual session of the Kansas Legislature.

Michigan
Legislative Carry-Over Provisions. With 38 Senators elected for

four-year terms and 110 Representatives elected for terms of two years,
the Michigan Legislature convenes in January in regular annual ses-
sions unlimited either as to length or subject matter. Its present State
Constitution, ratified in 1963 and effective since January I, 1964,
ordains that

... Any business, bill or joint resolution pending at the final
adjournment of a regular session held in an off numbered year
shall carry over with the same status to the next regular
session 1

Each house...shall...determine the rules of its proceedings,
but shall not adopt any rule that will prevent a majority of the
members elected thereto and serving therein for discharging a
committee from the further consideration of any measure.... 2

Implementing these constitutional requirements. Joint Rule 26 of
the Michigan Legislature provides that

All business, except conference committee reports, remaining
on the calendar, including business which is on the table, ofeither
house at sine die adjournment is referred automatically to the
standing or conference committee from which it was last
reported.
Adoption of a legislative carry-over system was advocated by the

Michigan Constitutional Convention of 1962 to save printing costs
and time in legislative operations.3

1. Mich. Const. (1963), Art. IV, s. 13.
2. Ibid.

3. 1962 Mich. Constitutional Convention, Record, p. 3372.
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Experience. In Michigan, bills carried over from the prior annual
session constitute the “lion’s share” of the legislative workload of the
second annual session of the Legislature. In 1976, the latter regular
session had 4,404 measures and documents on its calendar, of which
3,125 (70.9%) were inherited from the first annual session via carry-
over, and 1,279 (29.1%) were measures introduced into the 1976 ses-
sion aforesaid. The Senate began its 1976 session with 1,744 bills
including 1,247 carried over by it from 1975 (71.5%) and 497 newly-
introduced Senate bills (28.5%). In the House of Representatives, the
comparable initial total of 2,660 documents for the 1976 session broke
down into 1,878 matters (70.6%) carried over by that chamber from its
1975 sitting, plus 782 measures (29.4%) filed de novo in 1976.

Michigan legislators generally regard the first annual session as the
time for getting the bulk of their petitions for legislation in, while
aiming for a second annual session, in an election year, wherein the fate
of the bulk of all measures introduced during the two-year life of the
Legislature will be determined.

Legislative Carry-Over Provisions. The Missouri General Assembly
is composed of a Senate of34 members elected for four-year terms, and
a 163-member House of Representatives chosen by the voters for
two-year terms. Since 1970, that bicameral body has functioned under
the following constitutional provision dovetailing session limitations
with a carry-over requirement;

The general assembly shall adjourn at midnight on June thir-
tieth in odd-numbered years until the first Wednesday after the
first Monday of January of the following year, unless it has
adjourned prior thereto. All bills in either houseremaining on the
calendar after midnight on Junefifteenth in odd-numbered years
are tabled. The period between June fifteenth and June thirtieth
in odd-numbered years shall be devoted to the enrolling, engross-
ing, and the signing in open session by officers of the respective
houses of bills passed prior to midnight on June fifteenth. The
general assembly shall automatically stand adjourned sine die at
midnight on May fifteenth in even-numbered years, unless it has
adjourned sine die prior thereto. All bills in either house remain-

Missouri
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ing on the calendar after midnight on April thirtieth in even-
numbered years are tabled. The period between April thirtieth
and May fifteenth in even-numbered years shall be devoted to the
enrolling, engrossing, and signing in open session by officers of
the respective houses of bills passed prior to midnight on April
thirtieth in even-numbered years 1

Further, specific constitutional authority is granted to each branch
of the General Assembly to adopt rules empowering its committees to
function during the interim between the first and second annual ses-
sions of the same General Assembly. 2

Experience. The legislative carry-over procedure spelled out in Mis-
souri’s Constitution has been nullified, in actual practice, by the refusal
of the Senate to accept any bill received from the House of Representa-
tives which was carried over in the latter branch, the only one of the
two branches to adopt legislative carry-over rules. Public interest in
this subject has not been of a dimension sufficient to persuade the
Senate to change its point of view.

Nebraska
Legislative Carry-Over Provisions. The only unicameral state legis-

lature, the Nebraska Legislature is composed of 49 senators, elected
biennially for four-year staggered terms, who must meet in regular
annual sessions limited to 90 legislative days in odd-numbered years
and 60 such days in even-numbered years. 3 The Nebraska Constitution
states that—

... Bills and resolutions under consideration by the Legislature
upon adjournment of a regular session held in an odd-numbered
year may be considered at the next regular session, as if therehad
been no such adjournment. .. ,

4

The Legislature is further authorized, specifically, to adopt its own
rules of procedure, including, by implication, rules to implement the

1. Mo. Const.. Art. 111, s. 20(a).
2. Ibid.. Art. IN, s. 22.
3. Neb. Const., Art. 111, ss. 6, 7 and 10.
4. Ihid., s. 10.
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above carry-over provision of the state constitution. 1 However, the
Nebraska Legislature has been content to deal with measures carried
over as “unfinished business,” without a distinctive legislative carry-
over rule.

Experience. In its 1978 annual session, the Nebraska Legislature had
on its agenda a total of 593 measures, of which 177 (29.8%) were bills,
resolutions, and reports carried over from the 1977 annual session, and
416 (70.2%) were proposals introduced in 1978. Commenting on that
state’s experience with legislative carry-over procedures, the Nebraska
Legislative Council notes that—

The ability to carry over bills affords the opportunity to
address legislation during the interim for a number of purposes :

...(to)...correct errors (criminal code revision);...(for)...thor-
ough examination of...(issues)...and legislative response;...
(to)...extend period of “compromise” ; and...(for)...enhance-
ment 0f... (the)... discussion of bills. When abused, the practice
can cause deferral of “hard” legislative decisions; controversy can
be deferred (i.e. “We still have next year”); and, non-essential
bills remain active rather than being disposed of by formal action

There is no support or opposition to the concept of bill carry-
over. It is accepted and, since the provision is constitutional,
would be difficult to change. Support or opposition is dependent
upon how the provision is to be used. Groups favoring legislation
do not want their bills carried over. Groups opposed to legislation
are given another option in addition to postponement, that is
“let’s carry it over to give it more thought”.. ..

2

Legislative Carry-Over Provisions. New Jersey, which elects its state
officials in odd-numbered years, has a Legislature composed of a
40-member Senate and an 80-member General Assembly. Members of
the former branch are chosen for four-year terms, except that senators
elected for terms beginning in January of the second year following the
federal decennial census year serve for only two years. 3 Members of the
latter branch are elected for two-year terms only. The New Jersey
Constitution further provides that

New Jersey

I. Ibid.
2. Response of Ronald Bowmaster, Deputy Director of Research, Neb. Legislative Council, to questionnaire

of Mass. Legislative Research Bureau, August 7, 1978.
3. NJ. Const., Art. IV, s. 11, para. 2.
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Each Legislature shall be constituted for a term of 2 years
beginning at noon on the second Tuesday in January in each even
numbered year, at which time...the first annual session of the
Legislature shall commence. Said first annual session shall termi-
nate at noon on the second Tuesday in January next following, at
which time the second annual session shall commenceand it shall
terminate at noon on the second Tuesday in January then next
following but either session may be sooner terminated by
adjournment sine die. All business before either House or any of
the committees thereof at the end of the first annual session may
be resumed in the second annual session. ..

.'

Identical rules of the two branches of the New Jersey Legislature
establish the legislative carry-over on the following basis:

All Senate and Assembly bills pending before the...(named
legislative branch)...upon adjournment sine die of the first
annual session of the Legislature shall maintain their status and
be pending before the second annual session of the same Legisla-
ture upon its convening and organization.2

Experience. In New Jersey, the great bulk of measures filed during
the two-year life of a legislature are dealt with in the second annual
session of that body, mostly via the bill carry-over route. Approxi-
mately three out of every four measures filed during the two-year
existence of the Legislature are introduced into the first annual session;
of the nearly 25% residue filed in the second annual session, a large
portion are merely refilings of measures defeated in the first annual
session.

Thus, the New Jersey Legislative Services Agency has reported that,
in 1977, the Senate had an “initial workload” (not including bills
passed in the House in 1977and sent to the Senate) of 2,308 measures,
of which 1,818 (78.7%) were carried over by the Senate from the 1976
(first) annual session. Similar data for the General Assembly indicated
an “initial workload” for the 1977 annual session of 3,079 matters,
2,440 of which (79.8%) represented measures which that body had
carried over from the 1976 annual session. 3

I. Ibid., s. I. para. 3,
2. N.J. Senate Rule 115(a) and Assembly Rule 15:28.
3. Response of Samuel Alito, Research Director, N.J. Legislative Service Agency, to questionnaire of Mass.

Legislative Research Bureau, June 12, 1978.
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Legislative Carry-Over Procedures. Elected for two-year terms, the
60 members of the Senate and 150 members of the Assembly of the
New York Legislature convene annually in regular session, without a
constitutional limit on the length of that session other than the expira-
tion of the life of the legislative year. The state constitution authorizes
each chamber to determine its own rules of procedure, but omits any
reference to the incorporation of carry-over authority within such
rules. 1

In the exercise of its powers aforesaid, the Senate has incorporated
the following carry-over provision into its rules:

Any Senate bill introduced in the first year of the term of the
Senate which during that regular Legislative Session was not
reported from a Standing Committee or if reported and later
recommitted to a Standing Committee is deemed to be automati-
cally reintroduced for the second year of the term of the Senate.

All bills which remain on the calendar at the end of the first year
of the term of the Senate shall be recommitted to Committee. 2

Thus, a bill carried over in the Senate does not start out, in the
second annual session, in the same place that it occupied in the legisla-
tive process when the first annual session adjourned sine die. Instead, it
must enter the whole process anew, on equal footing with newly-
introduced measures.

The Assembly rules authorize the carry-over of measures on the
following basis:

Any Assembly bill introduced in the first year of the term ofthe
Assembly which during that regular legislative session was:

(1) not reported from a standing committee:
(2) reported and referred;
(3) recommitted to a standing committee; or
(4) referred back to a standing committee by the Committee on

Rules immediately prior to adjournment sine die is deemed
to be automatically reintroduced for the second year of the
term of the Assembly.3

New York

1. Const., Art. 111, s. 9.
2. N.Y. Senate Rule VI, s. 8.
3. N.Y. Assembly Rule 111, s. 2(b).
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However, automatic reintroduction under this rule does not bring
with it assurance of automatic processing by the Assembly of a mea-
sure so carried over, beyond reference to a standing committee. Posi-
tive action by the sponsor or sponsors of such a measure is necessary if
a standing committee to which that measure is assigned neglects to act
thereon:

Each standing committee may consider any bill referred to it at
any time if otherwise in conformity with these Rules, provided,
however, that the sponsor of a bill referred to a standing commit-
tee may require the committee to formally vote upon his bill by
filing a request therefor on an appropriate form to be furnished by
the Journal Clerk. The clerk of each standing committee, upon
receiving such a request must immediately issue a receipt therefor
acknowledging the date and time of filing. Such request must be
submitted no later than the fourth Tuesday in April except with
respect to requests made by the Committee on Rules on bills
sponsored by it, provided that such bill is printed and provided
further that in the case of a bill that is referred to another standing
committee, such request may be submitted within thirty days
after such referral. In considering any bill, the committee may
vote favorably, unfavorably, or to hold the bill for further action
and/or study. Insofar as may be practical, each standing commit-
tee shall vote upon such bills in the order in which such requests
are filed, provided, however, that a chairman may schedule the
consideration of bills jointly if such bills deal within similar
subject matter. 1
Experience. The legislative carry-over has been in effect in the New

York Legislature for a number of years, and has been accepted without
much controversy. Through June 9, 1978,the second annual session of
the 1977-78 Legislature had 19,423 measures on its docket, of which
11,984 (61.7%) were carried over from the previous 1977 annual ses-
sion. The latter count of measures carried over to 1978 omits a number
of bills pending at the end of the 1977 annual session which were
“stricken” prior to the commencement of the 1978 annual session.
Savings in legislative time and printing costs are cited by the New York

1. N.Y. Assembly Rule IV, s. 4(a).
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Assembly Research Service as the principal advantages of the above
carry-over system.2

Oklahoma
Legislative Carry-Over Provisions. The Legislature of Oklahoma is

composed of a Senate of 48 members elected for terms of four years,
and a House of Representatives whose 101 members are chosen for
two-year terms. It meets in annual sessions which may not extend
longer than 90 legislative days. The state constitution imposes no
restrictions upon the subjects which may be considered at either annual
session of a two-year legislature. The provisions of the state constitu-
tion authorizing each house to adopt its own rules do not discuss
legislative carry-over procedures. Such procedures have been estab-
lished by the Legislature, however, by the exercise of this rule-making
power.

The Joint Rules of the Oklahoma Legislature thus mandate
that

Rule 17. Any bill or joint resolution pending in the Legislature
at the final adjournment of the First Regular Session of a legisla-
tive term shall carry over to the Second Regular Session with the
same status as if there had been no adjournment; provided,
however, that this Rule shall not apply to bills and resolutions
pending in Conference Committee at the time of said
adjournment.

Rule 18. Any bill or jointresolution pending at the time of final
adjournment and to be carried over into the Second Regular
Session under the provisions of Rule 17, and which is not in
committee at the time of said adjournment, is referred automati-
cally to the Standing Committee from which it was last reported.
All other bills and jointresolutions shall be referred to a Standing
Committee by the Presiding Officer prior to the final
adjournment

It shall not be in order for either house, by suspension of the
Rules or by any other means, toreconsider in the Second Regular
Session the vote by which any bill or joint resolution was defeated
in the prior regular session.

' Response of Henry M. Madej, Deputy Director. N.Y. Assembly ResearchService, to questionnaire of Mass.
Legislative Research Bureau. June 19. 1978.
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Rule 19. Bills and resolutions (a) prefiled for introduction, and
(b) introduced in the Second Regular Session of a Legislature
shall be numbered consecutively with the last bill and resolution,
respectively, introduced in the First Regular Session of the same
Legislature.

House Rule 7, relative to the carry-over of measures in that branch,
simply repeats Joint Rule 17 verbatim except that it refers to “any bill
or joint resolution pending in the House,” etc., instead of to such
measures pending “in the Legislature.” In similar fashion, the Senate
has requoted Joint Rule 17 in such modified form in paragraph(f) of
its Rule 8. However, the latter Rule goes on to establish the following
additional carry-over requirements in that latter rule;

(e) Any measure which shall have been considered and action
taken thereon by a Committee during the Ist Regular Session,
resulting in action thereon to postpone consideration indefinitely,
shall not be considered as pending and shall not be considered
further by said Committee during the 2nd Regular Session. All
measures pending before Committees during the 2nd Regular
Session and not disposed of by the Committees will be stricken
upon adjournment sine die...

(g) Any measure which has been on General Order on the
Senate Calendar during the Ist Regular Session and no disposi-
tion made as set out in Rule 8(e) may be referred within five
legislative days to General Order by thePresident Pro Tempore at
the convening of the 2nd Regular Session or at any time upon
approval of a majority of the Committee to which it was referred.

(h) The Legislative Council may authorize or conduct interim
study on any measure not previously disposed of as set out in Rule
8(e), if properly authorized.

The clerks of the two branches have custody, in their respective ,

chambers, of measures being carried over therein, and of all related
records, documents, and materials, during the interim between the first
and second annual sessions. Such property may not be removed from
the office of the clerk of a branch without the approval of thepresiding,
officer thereof. s
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No carry-over of business is allowed between the second annual
session of one Legislature and the first annual session of its immediate
successor Legislature.

Experience. In the first 1978regular session, the initial workload of
the Senate was comprised of 484 measures, of which 254 (52.5%) were
carried over by that branch from the 1977 regular session. Of the 689
measures making up the initial workload of the House of Representa-
tives in the 1978 regular session, 281 (40.8%) had been carried over by
that chamber from the prior regular session.

The Oklahoma Legislative Council reports that
Utilization of the bill carry-over system would seem to expedite

the legislative process in that carry-over bills maintain the status
they had at the time of adjournment of the first session of the
legislature. However, carry-over bills mean that the second ses-
sion of the Legislature has that many more bills to consider so
that it is difficult to ascertain the net effect of bill carry-overs. l

Legislative Carry-Over Provisions. In this Commonwealth, the
General Assembly is composed of a Senate of 50 members chosen for
four-year terms, while two-year terms are prescribed for the 203
members of the House of Representatives. 2 The Constitution of Penn-
sylvania provides, specifically, that the General Assembly “shall be a
continuing body” during the term for which members of the House of
Representatives are elected. 3

The General Assembly holds its regular sessions annually, beginning
on the first Tuesday of January; the annual session held in odd-
numbered years must adjourn by noontime on the first Tuesday of
January of the following even-numbered year; and adjournment no
later than November 30th is mandated for annual sessions meeting in
even-numbered years. 4 No constitutional limitation is placed upon the
agendas of either annual session.

General authority is vested in each house to determine its own rules
of procedure, no specific reference to carry-over practices being
included in the constitution.5

Pennsylvania

• Response of JosephFortier, Research Assistant, Okla. Legislative Council, to questionnaire of Mass. Legis-
lative Research Bureau, June 19, 1978.

2 Pa. Const., Art. 11, ss. 3 and 16.
3- Ibid., s. 4.
4.Ibid.

Ibid. s. 11
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The Senate has a carry-over rule, adopted in 1972, which states
that

All bills, joint resolutions, concurrent resolutions, or other
matters pending before the Senate upon the adjournment sine die
of a first regular session convening in an odd-numbered year shall
maintain their status and be pending before a second regular
session convening in an even-numbered year but not beyond
adjournment sine die or November 30th of such year whichever
first occurs. 1
The House of Representatives follows an identical carry-over proce-

dure, without benefit of a formal legislative rule on the subject. It relies
solely on the above-cited constitutional provision which ordains that
the General Assembly shall be a continuing body for two years from
the date when the terms of House members begin.

Experience. The experience of the Pennsylvania Legislature with its
legislative carry-over procedures parallels that of its New Jersey coun-
terpart, in that about three-quarters of the “initial workload” of each
branch in the second annual session is in the form of measures inher-
ited from the preceding first annual session. Table 6 below indicates
that pattern for the 1976 annual session, which began with 73.5% ot its
initial bill load in the carry-over category.

1. Pa. Senate Rule XIV(9).

Table 6. Legislative Carry-Over of Measures in 1976
Annual Session of Pennsylvania Legislature

Senate General Assembly Both Branches
Measures No. Measures Percent No. Measures Percent No. Measures Percent

Carried Over from
1975 Annual

Session 1,150 71.8 1,913 74,5 3,063 73.5
Introduced into

1976 Annual
Session 452 28.2 653 25.5 1,105 26.5

Totals 1,602 100.0 2,566 100.0 4,168 100,0.

Source: Pa. Joint Stale Government Commission.
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Both positive and negative reactions have been expressed by Penn-
sylvania authorities as to the automatic carry-over of measures
allowed by the Legislature.

On the positive side, the Pennsylvania Joint State Government
Commission sees these advantages:

The principal strength of the carry-over procedure is the money
saved if all bills left over at the end of the odd-year session were
introduced in the succeeding even-year session. At the end of the
1975 Session in both the House and Senate, 3,063 bills were
carried over. From a study several years ago, bills introduced then
averaged 6 pages per bill. Currently the printing and paper cost of
a single bill page is .01.

It is our procedure to print at introduction approximately
1,725 copies of each bill. Thus, to reprint the 3,063 bills at the
beginning of the even-year session would be at least $317,020. It is
our observation that for the 1977 Session the average number of
pages per bill introduced has increased. 1
However, another Pennsylvania authority, who discussed this sub-

ject with the Massachusetts Legislative Research Bureau staff,
expressed private reservations about the merits of carrying unfinished
business over automatically from the first to second annual session.
More practical, in his view, are the legislative carry-over procedures of
states such as South Carolina (discussed below) which allow matters to
be carried over only when the chamber before which they are pending
so votes. Such a practice gives the legislative leadership effective
control over the carry-over of bills.

This view holds that the legislative carry-over should be used as a
device to reduce the volume of business before the second annual
session, and thus to shorten it. Moreover, it is argued that legislative
carry-over procedures should not be available to protract the consider-
ation of bills which are trivial, or which have little expectation of
enactment.

Rhode Island
Legislative Carry-Over Provisions. The General Assembly ofRhode

Island consists of a 50-member Senate and 100-member House of

' Response of Donald C. Steele. Director. Joint State Government Commission, to questionnaire of Mass.Legislative Research Bureau, June 15, 1978.
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Representatives elected for two-year terms. 1 The General Assembly
meets annually on the first Tuesday of January, and may sit until the
end of the calendaryear; however, its members may receive compensa-
tion and travel allowances only during the first 60 days of the annual
session. 2 Each house may adopt its own procedural rules. 3 In the
exercise of that authority, each chamber has incorporated into its rules
an identical provision to the effect that

Any act or resolution which has been introduced in one session
need not be reintroduced in the succeeding session unless the
same shall have been defeated in committee or on the floor of
either house, provided, however, that no general election shall
intervene. 4

The procedure authorized is not automatic, and hence requires
affirmative action to assure the carry-over of a measure from the first
to the second annual session. As phrased, it also appears to permit the
carry-over of bills from the first annual session to a special session
immediately following, if like affirmative action is taken to carry over a
particular measure.

Experience. The use of the legislative carry-over procedure appears
to have increased since 1964, when the Reading Clerk of the Rhode
Island House of Representatives complained that

In my twelve years service in the House of Representatives I
doubt that. .

. (the carry-over). . . has been used on more than
three bills. The measures involved were of such a character that it
was undesirable either to pass them or kill them at the time. The
following session saw them forgotten and new legislation intro-
duced in their places. 5

In 1978, however, the “initial workload” of the Senate included
1,889 measures, 754 (39.9%) of which were carried over from the 1977

annual session. The House of Representatives started the 1978 annual
session with 2,345 measures, 1,159 (49.4%) of them having been carried
over by that chamber from the 1977 annual session. Rhode Island

1. R.I. Const., Art. IV, s. 2; Amend. Arts. XIII and XIX.
2. Ibid., Amend. Art. XI, s. I.
3. Ibid.. Art. IV, s. 7.
4. R.I. Senate Rule 42, and House Rule 57.
5. Mass. Legislative Research Council, Reduction ofWorkload of the General Court. Senate, No. 990(1965),

at p. 57.
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authorities cite economies of time in bill-drafting as the principal
advantage of their legislative carry-over rules. However, little use is
reported of such procedures to work on bills in committee during the
interim between the first and second annual sessions, since committees
do not ordinarily meet in that interval. 1

South Carolina
Legislative Carry-Over Provisions. In this unlimited annual session

state, with a 46-member Senate elected for four-year terms and a
124-member House of Representatives chosen for two-year terms, the
legislative carry-over device has been authorized since 1865.

Senate Rule 38 mandates that
When the General Orders of the Day shall be taken up, any

Senator may move to continue a matter, when called on the
Calendar, to the 2nd or any special session of the same General
Assembly, and if the Senate agree thereto the matter shall be
thereunto continued. The Clerk of the Senate shall make up a
Calendar ofall matters so continued, placing the same thereon in
the order in which they have been continued. At the ensuing
session the continued matters shall be taken up and considered in
the same stage in which they were when so continued. Matters
ordered to be placed in the General Orders at the said ensuing
session shallbe placed there in turn and have priority according to
the last order for consideration made upon them, and the
Calendar shall be proceeded in as hereinbefore provided...

A motion to continue shall have precedence over a motion to
lay on the table, and shall be decided after such remarks as the
presiding officer may, in his discretion, permit.
House Rule 58 is substantially identical, except for authorizing

continuance “to the next session” instead of the“the 2nd or any special
session” of the same General Assembly. A ruling by the Speaker of the
House of Representatives in 1946 construed the phrase “next session”
to include special sessions.

Experience. Legislators and staff personnel of the South Carolina
General Assembly consider these legislative carry-over rules to be a
highly satisfactory procedural device, beneficial to the legislative proc-

• Response of Research Office of R.I. Legislative Council to questionnaire of Mass. Legislative Research
Bureau, July 6, 1978.
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ess in that state. The requirement that a measure may carry over only
if the chamber considering it so votes gives the legislative leadership
effective control over the use of the carry-over mechanism. In contrast
with states with an automatic legislative carry-over practice which has
tended to push most legislative business over into the second annual
session for a final disposition, the policy in the South Carolina General
Assembly has been to transact most of the important business of the
two-year cycle in the first annual session which is then followed by a
shorter second annual session.

Through June 9, 1978, the second annual session of the 1977-78
South Carolina General Assembly had before it an aggregate of 2,483
measures, of which 1,155 (46.5%) were carried over from the 1977
annual session while the balance of 1,328 (53.5%) matters were intro-
duced in 1978.

Virginia
Legislative Carry-Over Provisions. Like New Jersey, Virginia elects

its state officers in odd-numbered years, and hence its bicameral
General Assembly, which must meet annually, opens its first annual
session in an even-numbered year. That session may not exceed 60
calendar days in length; and a 30 calendar day limitation applies to the
second annual session, held in an odd-numbered year. Four-year terms
are prescribed for the 40 members of the State Senate, while two-year
terms are mandated for the 100-member House of Delegates. Within
this context, the Virginia Constitution of 1971 provides that

... Each house shall... settle its rules ofprocedure. The houses
may jointly provide for legislative continuity between sessions
occurring during the term for which members of the House of
Delegates are elected..
Under the constitutional authorization, both branches of the Gen-

eral Assembly have adopted substantially identical carry-over rules
which vary in only minor aspects of wording.2 The carry-over provi-
sion of the Senate Rules ordains that

Any bill or resolution introduced in an even-numbered year;
and not reported to the Senate by a Committee may, upon the
majority vote of the elected membership of the Committee to

1. Va. Const. (1971), Art. IV, s. 7
2. Va. Senate Rule 20(e) and House Rule 24(a).
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which it has been referred, be continued on the agenda of the
Committee for hearings and Committee action during the interim
between sessions or for future action by the Committee during the
following odd-numbered year regular sessions; a bill or resolution
may be continued only one year from an even-numbered year
session and not otherwise. The Committee shall report, prior to
the adjournment sine die of the Senate, such bills or resolutions as
shall be continued and the Clerk ofthe Senate shall enter upon the
Journal the fact that such bill or resolution has been continued.
Any bill or resolution which has been continued and subsequently
reported from a Committee shall be placed upon the Privileged
Calendar of the Senate.

The Senate upon consideration ofany bill or resolution on the
Calendar may recommit the bill or resolution to the Committee
reporting the same, and direct the Committee to continue the bill
or resolution until the following odd-numbered year regular ses-
sion, and hold such hearings or render such further consideration
of the bill or resolution as the Committee may deem proper.

The Chairman of the Committee, or the majority of the elected
membership of a Committee, may call meetings of the Committee
during the interim between sessions to study, call hearings, and
consider any bill or resolution continued for further action at the
odd-numbered year session, or to consider such other matters as
may be germane to the duties of the Committee.

The provisions of this rule relating to legislative continuity
between sessions shall be subject to the provisions of Article IV,
Section 7 of the Constitution of Virginia. 1
Experience. Virginia’s General Assembly has had a mixed expe-

rience with its legislative carry-over procedure, as described below by
the Director of its Division of Legislative Services:

If used properly, this procedure can be of great benefit in
appropriate cases, e.g. when more data or more consideration is
needed on a particular piece of legislation before final action than
can be given during the session in which it is introduced. In such
cases, the appropriate committee will continue to have the mea-

■v«- Senate Rule 20(e).
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sure before it during the interim and with leisure can carefully and
effectively process it. Another advantage is that the bill will not
have to be drafted, introduced, printed and referred to committee
all over again at the next session.

From my observation, I feel that this procedure is being grossly
misused. It seems that most of the time it is used to placate. “We
don’t want to kill ole Charley’s bill (although we ought to)
because he has worked so hard on it and is so emotionally
involved. We’ll just carry it over in committee and kill it next
session.” We carry over far too much legislation thanwe ought to
and the numbers are increasing (199 from the ’72 session; 298
from the ’74 session; 377 from the ’76 session). Less than 15% of
all carry-over legislation is finally passed in either its original
form or an amended form. Maybe our requirements to carry over
are too easy. Only an affirmative vote of a majority of a commit-
tee is needed to carry over an item of legislation. Maybe two-
thirds or three-fourths of an entire house ought to be required.

Another problem that I see is the possibility that we are carry-
ing over from the wrong sessions. When we adopted our present
Constitution providing for 30-day sessions in odd-numbered
years, it was apparently the feeling that such short sessions ought
to be something less than the long sessions a chance to make
adjustments in our biennial budget, to deal with emergency mat-
ters, and process carry-over legislation. This, however, has not
been the case. Since we have no limitation on what can be
introduced, we have almost as much new legislation introduced
into these “short” sessions as we do into the long ones. With the
hundreds of carry-over bills and resolutions, the work load is
actually greater in the 30-day sessions. Consequently we have had
to extend each 30-day session thus far by at least 15 days, and to
work under much more pressure. 1

Wisconsin
Legislative Carry-Over Provisions. Wisconsin has established the

membership of its two legislative branches by statute, within

1. Letter from John A. Banks, Jr., Director, Va. Division of Legislative Services, to questionnaire of Mass.
Legislative Research Bureau, June 20, 1978.
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constitutionally-prescribed ranges, at 33 in the Senate and 99 in the
Assembly. 1 Senators are elected for terms of four years, while shorter
two-year terms are mandated for Assemblymen by the Wisconsin
Constitution. 2 That document prescribes neither annual nor biennial
regular sessions of the Legislature, but instead leaves the choice of such
sessions to legislative determination via statutes.3 The Constitution
imposes no time limit on legislative sessions, beyond that inherent in
the expiration of the terms of Assembly members.

Within this constitutional framework, the Wisconsin statutes
require annual sessions of the Legislature, beginning in January. 4 That
law further states that “Any measures introduced in the regular session
of the odd-numbered year which do not receive final action shall carry
over to the regular annual session held in the even-numbered year.” s

At the beginning of each two-year cycle, the first annual session of
the Wisconsin Legislature establishes a “session schedule” for the
biennium by joint resolution of the two branches, dividing the bien-
nium into four “floorperiods” of varying length, with intervening
periods reserved for committee hearings, budgetary review, and other
specified legislative activity. s Three ofthe four floorperiods are sched-
uled for the first annual session, while the fourth one occurs in the
second annual session. The session schedule is flexible, and can be
modified where desirable as the Legislature sees fit. Joint Rule 82 of the
Wisconsin Legislature provides in part that

(3) At the conclusion of the floorperiod scheduled for the fall of
the odd-numbered year any proposal not yet passed by the house
of origin shall be deemed adversely disposed of unless such pro-
posal is on calendar or in the possession of the jointcommittee on
finance, the senate committee on organization or the assembly
committee on rules. Prior to the conclusion of said floorperiod
the house of origin may vote by the adoption of a resolution
enumerating each proposal to be affected thereby, to continue the
consideration of the enumerated proposals into the floorperiod
scheduled for the spring of the even-numbered year together with

1. Wii. Const., Art. IV, s. 2,
2. Ibid., ss. 4-5.
l lbid.. s. 11.
4 Wis. Stats., s. 13.02(1).
5 «, s. 13.02(4).
6-Enrolled 1977Wis. Assembly JointResolution 12 established thissession schedule for the 1977-78 biennium.
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the proposals on calendar or in the possession of the said commit-
tees. Adverse disposition under this rule shall be recorded as
“failed to pass” or “failed to adopt.” No proposal deemed ad-
versely disposed of under this rule may be reintroduced in the
house of origin during thebiennial session period unless introduc-
tion of the proposal is authorized by the affirmative vote of
two-thirds of the members present.

(4) At the conclusion of the floorperiod scheduled for the
spring of the even-numbered year, any bill or joint resolution not
yet agreed to by both houses, and any resolution not yet passed by
the house of origin, shall be deemed adversely disposed of for the
biennial session and recorded as “failed to pass,” “failed to adopt”
or “failed to concur.”

Experience. From January 3, 1977 through June 10, 1978 (five days
before the final adjournment of its second annual session), a total of
2,051 bills were introduced into the two annual sessions of the 1977-78
Wisconsin Legislature. Of this number, 1,146 (55.9%) were carried over
from the first to second annual session. The Wisconsin Legislative
Council indicates that the legislative carry-over system in that state has
had the beneficial effect ofallowing bills to be considered over a long,
but limited, period of time; this reduces the duplication ofeffort within
a biennium and allows fresh consideration of a proposal in a new
biennial session. l
Four Territories

Puerto Rico. This Commonwealth is unusual in that its legislative
carry-over procedure, established in 1953, functions over a four-year
period. The Puerto Rican Constitution provides for a Senate of 27
members and a House of Representatives of 51 members, all of whom
are elected for four-year terms; and it further declares that the Legisla-
tive Assembly, formed by those two branches, shall be deemed a
continuous body during the term for which its members are elected. 2

The carry-over procedures followed by the Legislative Assembly are
reported to be based on these constitutional provisions above, without
further elaboration in its legislative rules.

I. Response of James Schneider. Esq., Staff Attorney, Wis. Legislative Council, to questionnaire of Mass
Legislative Research Bureau. June 21, 1978.

2. P R. Const., Art. 111, s. 2, 7, 8, and 10.
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In practice, any bill on which no final action has been taken by both
houses in the regular or special legislative session in which it was
introduced may be further considered in any subsequent regular session
ofthe same four-year Legislative Assembly. The measure is taken up at
the same stage it occupied when it was last considered. A measure not
finally disposed of in a regular session of that body may be taken up at
a subsequent special session of the same Legislative Assembly if it is
germane to any matter specified in the Governor’s call.

The Office of Legislative Services of the Puerto Rican Legislative
Assembly observes that the principal strength of this legislative carry-
over system is that no proceeding is wasted. If a bill is approved in
either of the houses in a given year of the Legislative Assembly’s
four-year life, the other house can act upon that bill in the following
year; any bill filed can be acted upon during the remaining years of the
four-year term. 1

In 1978, the Senate had on its docket 296 bills introduced into that
chamber that year, and 322 bills which that body had carried overfrom
its 1977 sitting; it subsequently put 256 measures overto 1979 by use of
the carry-over device. Similarly, the House of Representatives
accepted 392 new introductions of House bills in its 1978 sitting, to
which were added 311 measures carried over by thatbranch from 1977;
and upon the conclusion of the 1978 session, the House carried 238
measures over to 1979.

Other Territories. Legislative carry-over procedures are operative in
the unicameral legislatures of Guam and the Virgin Islands, and the
bicameral Congress of Micronesia (the Trust Territory of the Pacific
Islands). However, information as to their provisions and operation
had not been received at the time of the writing of this report.

Legislative Carry-Over on Continuity Basis in Four
Annual Session Jurisdictions

Illinois
Legislative Carry-Over Provisions. The bicameral General Assem-

bly of Illinois is composed of a Senate of 59 members elected for terms
of four years, and a House of Representatives of 177 members who are
chosen for two-year terms. 2 The Illinois Constitution ordains that the

I. Response of Sila S. Vazquez, Director, P R. Office of Legislative Serv.ces, to questionnaire of Mass. Legis-

lative Research Bureau, August 22, 1978.
2- 111.Const., Art. IV, ss. 1-2.
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General Assembly “shall be a continuous body during the term for
which members of the House of Representatives are elected,” 1 and
empowers each house to determine its own rules of proceedings. 2 The
Constitution makes no mention of legislative carry-over procedures.

The General Assembly is required to convene in regular annual
session on the second Wednesday of January,3 no constitutional re-
striction being prescribed as to the length of such sessions. However, the
practice has been for the General Assembly to meet in a “Spring
Session” until June, and then recess until October for a “Fall Session”
because of a constitutional requirement that laws passed after June
30th in one year may not take effect until July Ist of the calendar year
immediately following, unless an earlier effective date is authorized by
a three-fifths affirmative majority vote of each branch of that body. 4

The carry-over procedures of the two branches of the Illinois Gen-
eral Assembly are dealt with only partially in their rules, as these
chambers have been content to act in large degree upon theabove-cited
legislative continuity provision alone.

The House Rules empower committees of that chamber, by a two-
thirds affirmative majority vote of their members, to assign a bill or
resolution, which was referred to them, to the committee’s “interim
study calendar.” 5 This committee action does not require approval by a
vote of the House, and is thus unilateral. A bill so assigned in the
odd-numbered year may not be reported out into the regular annual
session in the following even-numbered year unless it is (a) an appro-
priation bill, (b) a bill introduced by a standing committee, or (c) a bill
determined by the House Rules Committee to be an “emergency”
measure or a bill “important for the operation of government.”6 A
resolution placed by a committee on its “interim study calendar” in an
odd-numbered year may not be reported out sooner than the day after
the delivery of the Governor’s budget message to the second annual
session immediately following. 7 In respect to measures so carried over

1. Ibid., s. s(a).
2. Ibid., s. s(d).
3. Ibid., s. s(a).
4. Ibid., s. 10.
5. House Rule 25(h).
6. Ibid.
1. Ibid.
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on the “interim study calendars” of committees, the House Rules state
that

During the Spring Session in the even-numbered year, a bill
carried over from the odd-numbered year on the interim study
calendar of a standing committee on which public hearings have
been conducted by the committee or one of its subcommittees
during the period from July I of the odd-numbered year until the
Spring Session of such even-numbered year . . . (may be reported
out to the latter Session without clearance by the House Rules
Committee). .. The Spring Session of an even-numbered year
shall be deemed to commence on the first session day after the
Governor’s budget message ... 1
The Senate does not have comparable “interim study calendar”

provisions in its rules.
The “interim study calendar” device of the House of Representa-

tives, in its practical application, operates primarily to kill bills,
according to the Illinois Legislative Council, because of the considera-
ble difficulties which confront those who wish to force out of commit-
tee, and onto the House floor, a measure which the committee
concerned does not wish to release. When a bill or resolution has once
been placed on a committee’s “interim study calendar,” the committee
can be forced to discharge that measure only on the affirmative vote of
107(60%) of the total House membership of 177 Representatives, on a

motion duly made under the House Rules. 2

In the House of Representatives, measures not finally disposed of
before the conclusion of the first annual session carry over to the
second annual session, but not to intervening special sessions, with the
legislative status they have at the end of the first annual session (i.e., on
the day immediately prior to the beginning of the second annual
session). This is a matter of practice, rather than of detailed House
rules. The Senate also carries measures over on this same basis. 3

Where a measure is in committee during the first annual session, or is
being carried over from the first to second annual sessions other than
as a matter on the “interim study calendar” of a House committee, it

1.ID. House Rule 27(c)(4).
2. 111. House Rule 25(c).
3. Response of Ms. Dorothy Nadasdy, 111. Legislative Council staff, to questionnaire of Mass. Legislative

Research Bureau, June 15, 1978.
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can be forced out of committee by a simple absolute majority vote of
the branch before which it is pending 30 members in the Senate, or
89 members in the House of Representatives. l The House Rules permit
a majority of the members of a committee of that branch to report a bill
out, over the objections of the chairman of their committee.2 Thus,
bills carried over in committee on a basis other than that of being on
the “interim study calendar” of a House committee can be forced from
the hands of a reluctant committee more easily.

In general, the Senate and the House of Representatives are
reported to be lenient in agreeing to discharge their committees of bills,
other than those being held by House commutes on “interim study
calendars.” The former may be discharged fairly easily, where noncon-
troversial, or where the prior approval of the legislative leadership is
obtained by the sponsor.

The Joint Rules of the General Assembly mandate that all bills
introduced in even-numbered years shall be referred to the Rules
Committee of the branch in which they are filed, unless they (a) would
“implement” the state budget, or (b) are introduced by a majority of
the members of a standing committee of either branch. 3 This provision
is repeated substantially in the rules of the individual branches, 4 with
the House of Representatives adding the further requirement that bills
not falling in those two categories must be reviewed by the House
Rules Committee to determine their admissibility as “emergency”
measures or as measures “important for the operation of
government.”5

Experience. The Illinois Legislative Council indicates that the two
branches of the Illinois General Assembly make extensive use of the
legislative carry-over to winnow out measures which have little merit,
or which are serious but lack significant support, with a view also to
reducing the length of the regular session in the second year of the
biennium.

Thus, a total of 4,746 measures were introduced into the 1975
annual session of the Illinois General Assembly, of which 1,231 were
passed by both branches and submitted to the Governor for his

!. 111. Senate Rule 8 and House Rule 66.
2. 111. House Rule 25(a).

3. 111. General Assembly, Temporary Joint Rule 1(b).
4. 111. Senate Rule 5 and House Rule 28(c).

5. 111. House Rule 27(cX3),
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approval or veto. The following annual session of 1976 had on its
docket 1,334 measures, most of which, according to the Illinois Legis-
lative Council, were carried over from 1975 (that Council lacked a
precise count of the latter). Of these 1,334 bills, only 354 were passed
and sent to the Governor. In contrast to the 1975annual session which,
excluding recesses, sat for 114 legislative days, the 1976annual session
occupied only 74 legislative days.

Illinois officials who discussed this subject with the Massachusetts
Legislative Research Bureau staff regard the Illinois legislative carry-
over procedures as being “extremely effective” in serving the intent of
the legislative leadership in keeping the length of the second annual
session under control. In general, standing committees of the General
Assembly meet only occasionally during recesses of the same annual
session, or between annual sessions, because of the distances legisla-
tors must travel and the cost of reimbursing their allowable travel and
otherexpenses for attending committee meetings. The legislative lead-
ership has striven to hold such expenditures within budget, and hence is
not anxious to encourage frequent out-of-session committee gather-
ings. Hence, such committee meetings take place very infrequently in
respect to bills being carried over, and on those occasions deal only
with measures of major importance and urgency.

Ohio
Legislative Carry-Over Provisions. A 33-member Senate, elected

for four-year terms, and a 99-member House of Representatives,
elected for two-year terms, comprise the Ohio General Assembly. 1
Without mentioning the legislative carry-over concepts specifically,
the Ohio Constitution authorizes each house to determine its own
rules of proceeding 2, and further provides that

Each House has all the powers necessary to provide for... the
undisturbed transaction of its business, and to obtain, through
committees or otherwise, information affecting legislative action
under consideration or in contemplation... 3

In addition, the General Assemol /is required fcy that Constitution
to convene ar.-ny&lly in January.4 No constitutional limit is imposed on

I-Ohio Const., Art. 11, s. 2, and Art. XI
Art. 11, s. 7.

3. Art. 11, s. 6, 3rd para, (in part).
<•bid.. Art. 11. s. 8.
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the length of such annual session. In an implementing statute, the
General Assembly has provided for both the continuity of its regular
sessions during the biennium, and for the legislative carry-over, on this
basis:

The first regular session of each general assembly shall convene
on the first Monday of January in the odd-numbered year, or on
the succeeding day if the first Monday of January is a legal
holiday, and in second regular session on the same date of the
following year. The second regular session of each general assem-
bly shall be a continuum of thefirst regular session. At the second
regular session, the general assembly shall consider matters held
over from the first regular session, revenue and appropriation
bills, and other measures agreed to by a majority of the members
elected to either house or recommended by the governor in a
public proclamation or a message to the general assembly...'
Hence, under this law, the first annual session does not adjourn sine

die when it has transacted as much business as it is disposed to handle.
Instead, it adjourns to “a time certain,” namely, the day specified in the
statute for the commencement of the second annual session. This
continuity and carry-over statute has been held constituitional by the
Ohio Supreme Court, as a valid exercise of legislative power. 2 By
implication, rather than specifically, the Ohio Constitution views the
“life” of a General Assembly as being coterminous with the two-year
term of the members of its House of Representatives, a premise
accepted by the General Assembly and the courts. 3

In the two branches of the Ohio General Assembly, the legislative
carry-over system has functioned almost wholly on the basis of the
above statute, without further elaboration in the legislative rules. In
practice, measures carried over to the second annual session retain the
legislative status they had at the time of the adjournment of the first
annual session.

Experience. The carry-over procedures of the Ohio General Assem-
bly are reported to be operating without mechanical problems,
although at times there has been some uncertainty as to how they
should be applied. The Ohio Legislative Commission has cited, as a

1. Ohio Revised Code, s. 101.01
2. State ex rel. Cleveland&C.R.Co v. Creamer, 94 NE 831 (1911); Staleex rel. Horner v. Anderson. 324 NE

2d 572 (1975).

3. Ohio Const., Art. 11. s. 2.
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principal advantage of the carry-over, savings in legislative staff time
and costs in redrafting and reprinting of bills and resolutions in the
second annual session. l A weakness in that procedure, cited by other
Ohio officials, is its provision allowing “other measures agreed to by a
majority” in either house to be introduced into the second annual
session. It is reported to be very easy to file, or refile, measures under
this provison, due to courtesies among legislators; however, most
measures brought in through that loophole are allowed to die in
committee.

In its second annual session in 1976, the Ohio General Assembly
began with about 1,550 bills carried over from its 1975 session to which
were added approximately 630 measures introduced in 1976.

California
Legislative Carry-Over Provisons. Difficult to classify, California

may be described as a “borderline” legislative carry-over jurisdiction,
by reason of the special features of its legislative continuum.

Structurally, the California Legislature consists of a Senate of 40
members elected for four-year terms, and an Assembly of 80 members
chosen by the voters for two-year terms. 2 The California Constitution
vests in each branch, in general terms, the power to adopt its own
rules, 1 and goes on to provide that

(a) The Legislature shall convene in regular sessions at noon
on the first Monday in December of each even-numbered year
and each house shall immediately organize. Each session of the
Legislature shall adjourn sine die by operation of the Constitu-
tion at midnight on November 30 of the following even-
numbered year.

(b) On extraordinary occasions the Governor by proclama-
tion may cause the Legislature to assemble in special session.
When so assembled it has power to legislate only on subjects
specified in the proclamation but may provide for expenses and
other matters incidental to the session. 4

I Response of Ms. Phyllis Edward, staff member. Ohio Legislative Service Commission, to questionnaire of
Mass. Legislative Research Bureau, June 15, 1978.

2. Calif. Const., Art. IV, s. 2.
3 Ibid.. Art. IV, s. 7(a).

Ibid., Art. IV, s. 3. These requirements are repeated, in part, in Calif. Govt. Code, s. 9020.
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Thus, no time limits are prescribed for sittings of the Legislature
within its biennium, nor are either annual nor biennial sessions man-
dated. In practice, the Legislature sits annually, with intervening
recesses, until it adjourns sine die in the second year of its life.

The California Constitution permits a very limited carry-over of
unfinished business between sittings of the Legislature on the follow-
ing basis:

Any bill introduced during the first year of the biennium ofthe
legislative session that has not been passed by the house of origin
by the thirtieth day of January of the second calendar year ofthe
biennium may no longer be acted upon by the house. No bill may
be passed by either house on or after September I of an even-
numbered year except statutes calling elections, statutes provid-
ing for tax levies or appropriations for the usual current expenses
of the State, and urgency statutes, and bills passed after being
vetoed by the Governor. l
Moreover, no measure may be sent by the Legislature to the Gover-

nor after November 15th of the second calendar year of the biennium. 2

Experience. The California Constitution thus allows the carry-over,
within the biennium, of only those measures enjoying sufficient sup-
port to have won passage by the chamber into which they were
introduced. Statistics are not immediately available as to the number
of measures carried over from the first to second years of the sessions
of the 1977-78 Legislature.

Past efforts to liberalize the scope of the legislative carry-over system
in California have failed.

In 1966, the California Constitution Revision Commission pro-
posed constitutional amendments which, among other matters, pro-
vided for (a) an unrestricted carry-over of unfinished business from the
first to second annual sessions of the biennium, (b) removal of consti-
tutional restrictions, then in force, which limited the agenda of the
second annual session to budgetary and certain other matters, and (c)
lifting the annual session limitation of 120 days, then in force, to 166
days.3 The Commission urged use of the carry-over in order to con-

1. Ibid.. Art. IV, s. 10(a).
2. Ibid.
3. Calif. Constitution Revision Commission, Proposed Revision ofthe California Constitution. Sacramento.

Calif . February 1966. 212 pp.; at pp. 23, 29-30.
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serve the time of the Legislature, and to cut costs by avoiding
duplication. 1

However, the Legislature rejected the Commission recommendation
on that score. Instead, it proposed, and the voters of California in 1972
approved, a constitutional provision specifying that “A measure intro-
duced at any session may not be deemed pending before the Legislature
at any other session.” This provision was deleted by a constitutional
amendment of 1976, which substituted the limited carry-over authori-
zation quoted above. 2

In 1971 and 1972, Assembly Minority Leader Robert Monagan
sought unsuccessfully to win passage of a constitutional amendment
lifting the limitation on annual sessions of the Legislature to 200 days,
and permitting unfinished business of the first session to be carried
over to the second annual session of the biennium.

Northern Mariana Islands
As a consequence of proceedings intitiated in 1975 underthe United

Nations Charter and related United States statutes, the voters of the
Northern Mariana Islands in the north central Pacific opted to separate
from the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands (Micronesia) and to
become a “commonwealth” of the United States on the Puerto Rican
model.

Settled thousands of years ago by seafaring migrants from the
Philippines, Indonesia, and New Guinea, the Mariana Islands were a
Spanish colony from 1668 to 1898, when they were divided between
Germany and the United States (the latter acquiring Guam). In 1914,
the German-held islands north of Guam were occupied by Japan,
which received them as a League of Nations mandate in 1922, only to
lose them to the United States in 1944 during World War 11. They
formed part of the Trust Territory awarded to the United States by the
United Nations in 1947.

The Constitution of the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana
Islands, approved locally in 1976and by President James E. Carter in
1977, provides for a Legislature composed ofa Senate of nine members
elected for four-year terms,3 and a 14-member House of Representa-

I Ibid., p. 30.
Calif. Const., Art. IV, s. 10(a),

3 N.M.i Const., An. 11. s. 2.
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lives elected for two-year terms; 1 with population growth, the member-
ship of these two branches may be expanded to 12 and 20 respectively. 2

Following the California example, that Constitution specifies neither
annual nor biennial regular sessions, but ordains instead that

The legislature shall meet for organizational purposes on the
second Monday of January in the year following the regular
general election at which members of the legislature are elected
and shall be a continuous body for the two years between these
organizational meetings. Each house shall meet in regular ses-
sions as provided by its rules of procedure and may be convened
at other times by its presiding officer or by the Governor. When
meeting pursuant to a call by the governor, the legislature shall
consider only those subjects described in the call.. .

3

Each house of the legislature shall. . . promulgate its rules by
procedure . . .

4

In practice, the “continuous” regular sessions of the Legislature
occur in each year of the biennium. Senate Rule 15 provides that

. . . special sessions of the Legislature shall be treated as regular
sessions, except insofar as they may be limited by the proclama-
tion of the Governor in calling the same. Bills and resolutions
introduced during a special session shall be numbered consecu-
tively, starting with the number following the last number used in
the next preceding session of the Senate for such bills or resolu-
tions. At any session, including a special session, all measures
shall retain the status which they had at the close of the next
preceding session of a Legislature, until acted upon during that
session. It shall not be necessary to repeat any step in the legisla-
tive procedure already accomplished in any previous session of
the same legislature.

Senate Rule 3 further empowers each standing committee of that
body to “study and analyze all facts relating to subjects which fall
within its jurisdiction,” including, but not limited to, “a needed revi-
sion of the laws or needed legislation relating to that subject.” For
those purposes, the committee “shall constitute an investigating com-

I. Ibid.. Art. 11, s. 3(a).

2. Ibid., Art 11, ss. 2(a) and 3(a).
3. Ibid., Art. 11, s. 13.
4. Ibid., Art. 11, s. 14(b).
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mittee” with authority to travel where it sees fit unless vetoed by vote of
the Senate.

At the time of the writing of this Research Council report, informa-
tion had not been received as to related provisions of the House Rules
and Joint Rules of the Northern Mariana Islands Legislature.

With an 18-member Senate elected for four-year terms, and a House
of Representatives of 21 members elected for terms of two years, the
Legislature of American Samoa is unusual in that it holds two regular
sessions annually, for a total offour such sessions in a biennium. Under
the Territory’s Constitution, each of these four semi-annual regular
sessions is limited to 30 legislative days. Substantially identical rules of
the two branches provide that any bill pending at the final adjourn-
ment of any session, whether regular or special, in the biennium, shall
carry over with the same legislative status to the next session whether
regular or special. l

Commenting on these practices, the Legislative Counsel of the
Territorial Legislature has observed that

... our carry-over system allows us the luxury of not having to
reintroduce many measures that would otherwise have to be
redone at great expense. Special sessions are the rule, rather than
the exception here, in our tiny Territory, and it facilitates just
“picking up where we left off,” so to speak . . .

2

Sizes and Characteristics of Five State Legislatures
Legislative carry-over procedures, or practices closely resembling

the same, are in effect in five states whose constitutions prescribe
biennial rather than annual regular sessions of their respective legisla-
tures. In four of these states Minnesota, North Carolina, 1 ennessee,
and Vermont defacto annual sessions have been instituted through
the practice of having the regular biennial session meet in the first year
of the biennium and then recess, or adjourn to a time certain, to the

Legislative Carry-Over Procedure in American Samoa

Legislative Carry-Over Practices of Five States
With Biennial Legislative Sessions

1. Senate Rule 19(3) and House Rule 3.
2. Response of Roger K. Hazell, Legislative Counsel, Lcigslature of American Samoa, to questionnaire of

Mass. Legislative Research Bureau, October 5, 1978.
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second year of that biennium. The fifth state, Washington, provides for
a carry-over of unfinished business from the biennial session of its
legislature to a following special session within the same biennium.

The length of the biennial session of the legislature is limited by the
state constitution to 60 calendar days in Washington, l and to 120
legislative days in Minnesota. 2 Tennessee does not limit the length of
its regular biennial session directly, but allows legislators to be reim-
bursed for their travel and other expenses for no more than 90 legisla-
tive days ofthat session. l The length of the biennial legislative session is
unrestricted in North Carolina and Vermont. In all five states, the
biennial session must begin in January of the odd-numbered year. 4

In terms of composition, three of the five states have larger Senates
than Massachusetts (40) and all have a House of Representatives with
fewer members than their Bay State counterpart (160);

Senate House of Representatives
State Members Term Members Term

Minnesota 67 4 yrs 134 2 yrs
North Carolina 50 2 yrs 120 2 yrs
Tennessee 33 4 yrs 99 2 yrs
Vermont 30 2 yrs 150 2 yrs
Washington 49 4 yrs 98 2 yrs

In all five states the “life” of the legislature is deemed to be cotermi-
nous with the two-year term of representatives. The power of each
branch of the legislature to adopt its own rules is spelled out specifically
in the constitutions of three of the five states (Minn., Tenn. and
Wash.), 5 while the constitutions of the two remaining states are silent
on the subject of rules, leaving this an implied legislative power (N.C.
and Vt.). 6 As the biennial regular session policy of the constitutions of
these five states do not envisage regular annual sessions, those constitu-
tions are understandably silent on the subject of the carry-over of
unfinished business from one legislative session to the next.

1. Wash. Const., Art. 11. s. 12.
2. Minn. Const., Art. IV, s. 12.
3. Tenn. Const.. Art. 11, s. 23.
4. Minn. Const,. Art. IV, s. 12(set by statute); N.C. Const., Art. 11, s. I! (set by statute);Tenn. Const., Art. It

8; Vt. Const., c. 11, s. 7; Wash. Const., Art. 11, s. 12.
5. Minn. Const., Art. !V, s. 7; Tenn. Const., Art, 11, s. 12; Wash. Const.. Art. 11, s. 9.
6. N.C. Const.. Art. 11, ss. I and 20; Vt. Const., c. 11, s. 6.
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Legislative Carry- Over Practices
Minnesota. In addition to limiting the biennial regular session of the

Legislature to 120 legislative days, the Minnesota Constitution further
mandates that

... The legislature shall not meet in regular session, nor in any
adjournment thereof, after the first Monday following the third
Saturday in May of any year. After meeting at a time prescribed
by law, the legislature may adjourn to another time ..

.'

The Minnesota statutes fix the day for convening the Legislature in
regular session in the first year of the biennium, 2 the convening date of
the resumed biennial session in the second year being left to legislative
discretion when the biennial session recesses in the first year. Thus, the
allowable 120 legislative days of the biennial session may be spread
over two calendar years as the legislature sees fit.

Joint Rule 3.02, relative to “odd year session adjournment,” states
that

Adjournment of the regular session in any odd-numbered year
to a date certain in the following year shall be equivalent to daily
adjournment, except that upon adjournment in any odd-
numbered year to a date certain in the following year.

(a) any bill being considered by a conference committee shall be
returned to the house of origin, laid on the table, and the confer-
ence committee shall be discharged;

(b) any bill referred to the Committee on Rules and Adminis-
tration in the Senate or the Committee on Rules and Legislative
Administration in the House pursuant to Joint Rule 2.03 shall be
returned to the standing committee to which it was last previously
referred; and

(c) any bill returned by the Governor to the house of origin with
his objections following such adjournment shall be laid on the
table.

I Minn Const., Art. IV, s. 12.
2. Minn. Stats. (1957), as amended, s. 3.01
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Furthermore, Senate Rule 51 provides that upon adjournment of
the regular session in an odd-numbered year to a time certain in the
following even-numbered year

... a bill on the Calendar, Consent Calendar, or General
Orders shall be returned to the standingcommittee other than the
Committee on Rules and Administration from which it was last
reported to the Senate, unless otherwise provided for by motion
prior to adjournment. Bills returned to committee pursuant to
this rule shall, upon request of the author, be given priority for
consideration by the Committee ahead of all other bills in the
order in which they appeared on the Calendar, Consent Calendar,
or General Orders.
More briefly, House Rule 9.3 declares that

Adjournment of the regular session in any odd-numbered year
to a day certain in the following year shall be equivalent to daily
adjournment except that any bill on the Consent Calendar,
Calendar or Special Orders shall be returned to General Orders.

During the period between the last day of the legislative session in
the odd-numbered year and the first day of the resumed biennial
session in the following even-numbered year, any bill filed with the
presiding officer of either chamber must be given a file number and
may be referred “unofficially” to an appropriate standing committee of
that chamber. Such “unofficial” referrals are made in the Senate by its
Committee on Rules and Administration, and in the House of Repre-
sentatives by the Speaker thereof. 1

Joint Rule 2.03 of the Minnesota Legislature establishes various
deadlines by which standing committees, other than four major fiscal
committees, 2 are required to report upon those measures, previously
referred to them and under consideration by them, which were pre-
viously reported favorably by another legislative committee. Such
reporting deadlines do not apply to bills receiving committee consider-
ation on original reference. An unwilling committee can be discharged
of a bill by majority vote of the branch before which it is pending. 3 The
Senate Rules also allow the Rules and Administration Committee of

I. Minn. Senate Rule 33 and House Rule 9.4.
The Senate Committees on (I) Finance and (2) Taxes and Tax Laws, and the House Committees on(3) Ap-
propriations and (4) Taxes.

3. Minn. Senate Rule 40 and House Rule 1.15.
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that branch to remove a bill from another Senate committee and to
refer it to a third committee, upon the petition of the “first author” of
that bill. 1

Statistics of bills carried over from the first to second sittings of the
biennial regular session of the Minnesota Legislature are not imme-
diately available. However, the Office of the Clerk of the House of
Representatives of that state reports that much legislation perishes in
committee during this carry-over process because of committee oppo-
sition, or because a bill may be rendered moot by substitution of other
measures or by the passage of other statutes, or for other causes. Cited
as the principal strengths of the Minnesota legislative carry-over are:
(I) its resulting reduction in bill-drafting and other adminsitrative
work at the start of the resumed biennial session; (2) the additional
time afforded to committees for hearings, study and negotiation dur-
ing the interim period; (3) reductions in legislative printing costs; and
(4) the opportunity to begin floor action on many measures imme-
diately upon the resumption of the biennial session in the even-
numbered year. On the negative side, the carry-over reportedly
encourages legislative procrastination, inviting legislators to postpone
until the second session measures which they do not wish tokill during
the first session. 2

North Carolina. The General Assembly of North Carolina follows
similar practices in recessing its biennial regular session from the first
to second year of the biennium. This is done by joint resolution, which
provides also for the carry-over of unfinished business. Thus, the 1977
sitting of the biennial regular session voted a resolution as follows:

Be it resolved by the Senate, the House of Representatives
concurring:

Section I. On Friday, July 1, 1977, at 6:00 p.m., both the Senate
and the House of Representatives shall stand adjourned, to meet
again on Wednesday, May 31, 1978, at 12:00 noon.

Section 2. When the Senate and House of Representatives re-
convene pursuant to Section 1 of this resolution, they shall con-
sider bills directly affecting the State budget for fiscal year
1978-1979, and they shall consider bills introduced in 1977, and

I. Minn. Senate Rule 40.
2. Response of Daniel L. Kane, Asst. ChiefClerk, Minn. House of Representatives, toquestionnaire of Mass.

Legislative Research Bureau, June 20, 1978.
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favorably acted upon in the house in which introduced, and not
disposed of by tabling, unfavorable committee report, indefinite
postponement, or failure to pass any reading in the other house;
provided, that after ratification of a joint resolution passed by a
two-thirds majority in each house, the House of Representatives
and Senate may also consider any matters authorized by that
resolution.

Section 3. In addition to the matters described in Section 2 of
this resolution, the House of Representatives and Senate when
they reconvene in 1978, may consider bills implementing the
reports of study commissions which have been directed to make
final reports and recommendations to the 1977 General Assem-
bly, Second Session, 1978.

Section 4. Upon authorization of the presiding officer of either
house, the appropriate committees are authorized to meet in the
interim to review the budget for fiscal year 1978-1979, as passed
by the 1977 General Assembly, First Session 1977; toreview other
matters ofappropriations, finance and the general economy; and
to prepare a report on these matters, including a revised budget
for 1978-1979, if necessary, for delivery to the Senate and House
of Representatives on the convening date of the 1977 General
Assembly, Second Session, 1978.

Section 5. This resolution shall become effective upon
ratification.

In the General Assembly read three timesand ratified, this the
30th day of June. 19773
The provisions have been incorporated into the legislative rules in

regard to such carry-over procedures.
The Legislative Services Office of the North Carolina General

Assembly indicates that very modest use is made of the carry-over
procedure authorized by such resolutions. It observes that “Informa-
tion provided by ..

. (the). .
. staff concerning a bill when introduced

may well be forgotten over a year later when discussed in ... (the).. •

second ..
. (sitting). . . Well-researched subjects became “mysteries.” 2

N.C. Senate Joint Resolution 915; General Assembly Resolution 75.
Response of Paul H. Stock, N.C. Legislative Services Office, toquestionnaire of Mass. I. cgislative Research
Bureau, August 11. 1978.
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Tennessee. Evidently by practice, rather than by legislative rule, the
General Assembly of Tennessee follows a carry-over procedure of sorts
between the first and second sittings of its “split” biennial session, as
reported below by the Tennessee Office of Legislative Services:

Tennessee does not have a true legislative carry-over system.
The state constitution requires the General Assembly to meet in
organizational session on the first Tuesday in January succeeding
the election of members of the House of Representatives, for no
more than 15 calendar days, and to reconvene in regular session
the next Tuesday following the adjournment of tjie organiza-
tional session, after which it may recess or adjourn by joint
resolution until such time or times as it shall determine .

.
.

The General Assembly has met annually since 1967, for
approximately 45 days each year, primarily because annual
budgets are required by statute. Bills are carried over from the
first annal session of a biennium to the second year, but that is
because each annual session of the biennium is considered as
together as one General Assembly with the same officers and
committee assignments.. .*

Vermont. According to information received from the Vermont
Legislative Council, a “split” biennial sesion practice is followed, with
a carry-over of unfinished business from the odd-numbered year, as in
Minnesota, North Carolina and Tennessee. Detailed information as to
this practice was not provided.

Washington. In this state, the biennial regular session of the Legisla-
ture normally completes its session in the odd-numbered year, within
the constitutionally-prescribed 60-day time limit, without recessing
until the following even-numbered year of the biennium. Hence, there
is no carry-over of unfinished business on a“split session” basis as in
the four preceding states. However, by concurrent resolution of the
two branches, a legislative carry-over procedure has been established
whereunder a special session of that body may consider unfinished
business left on the agenda of a regular session previously held in the
same biennium. On this score, the Washington Senate Research Cen-
ter reports that

The Washington State Legislature does not have a legislative
bill carry-over system from regular session to regular session.

Response of Horton G. Gangwer, Research Analyst. Tcnn. Office of Legislative Services, to questionnaire
Mass. Legislative Research Bureau. August 17, 1978.
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However, if a special session is called by the Governor within any
legislative biennium after the regular session, all bills that have
not already been passed by both houses are in effect carried over
by reintroduction to the extraordinary sessions in that biennium
in their same status and with their same number. This is accom-
plished by Concurrent Resolution of the Senate and House before
the end of the regular session

Bill reintroduction from the regular to extraordinary sessions
in any biennium has realized a cost savings in that bills did not
have to be reprinted for extraordinary sessions. This rcintroduc-
tion system has worked very well because the number ofthe bill is
easier to work with and remembered if it stays the same from
regular to extraordinary sessions.

Due to the fact that each regular session of the Legislature has
some new members, there have been no real advocates or oppo-
nents of the concept of a bill carry-over system from one regular
session to the next. The Secretary of the Senate initially proposed
the concept of bill reintroduction from regular to extraordinary
sessions in any biennium mainly to offset costs of reprinting all
bills and to support continuity of the bill content and number.

The Washington State Legislature has never considered a
legislative carry-over system from one regular session to thenext
because there are newly-elected members for every regular ses-
sion, constituting a new legislature. Under the Constitution and
rules all members, including members-elect, have the opportun-
ity to sponsor bills, which it is believed would be weakened under
a bill carry-over system. 1
Implementing the policies described above, a concurrent resolution

of a 1977 special (extraordinary) session of the Washington Legisla-
ture provided in part as follows:

WHEREAS, many of the bills, joint resolutions, concurrent
resolutions, and joint memorials introduced at the Forty-fifth
Regular Session of the Legislature were and are of vital impor-

I. Response of Gail Ditlevson, Staff Counsel, and Sandra Olsen, Research Assistant, Wash. Senate Research
Center, to questionnaire of Mass. Legislative Research Bureau, August 15, 1978.
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tance to the welfare of the people of this state and to the orderly
carrying on of the state government, and the public interest
requires that they be considered and acted upon as efficiently and
expeditiously as possible; and

WHEREAS, The individual reintroduction and thereprinting
in this extraordinary session of the bills heretofore introduced in
such regular session would be both costly and time consuming;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, By the Senate,
the House of Representatives concurring, that:

(1) All legislative measures including all bills, joint resolu-
tions, concurrent resolutions and joint memorials introduced
and printed in the forty-fifth regular session, except measures
enacted, and hereby reintroduced in the house wherein they
originated, shall retain the same number and are hereby declared
measures of and before this extraordinary session and are hereby
accorded the same legislative status as they attained in that house
as shown by the official senate and house dockets to have held
upon the adjournment sine die of such regular session; and such
measures as may have passed to the opposite house in such
regular session, having been returned under the provisions of
House Concurrent Resolution No. 26, shall be placed on the
third reading floor calendar, and shall upon repassage by the
house of origin be returned in the opposite house to the commit-
tee of highest status as shown on the official senate and house
docket.

(2) All measures first introduced at this extraordinary session
shall be numbered as a continuation of the numbers assigned to
measures of such regular session... l

'Statistics as to the number of measures carried over to special
sessions of the Washington Legislature are not immediately available.

Information supplied to the Massachusetts Legislative Research
Bureau by authorities in other states reveals that the legislatures of two

Abandonment or Rejection ofLegislative Carry-over

I. Wash. Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 114 (1977).
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states have abandoned legislative carry-over preocedures after experi-
menting with them, while such procedures have been proposed but
rejected in six other states (in addition to Massachusetts, discussed in
the next chapter of this report).

Abandonment in Two States

Florida. In the early 19705, the bicameral Florida Legislature exper-
imented for a four-year period with legislative carry-over procedures,
in connection with its annual sessions which are limited to 60 calendar
days unless extended further by a three-fifths affirmative majority vote
of each branch. 1

Such a carry-over rule was adopted by the House of Representa-
tives, limited originally to House bills which had been reported favora-
bly during the first annual session by the committees to which they had
been referred, or which had been passed by the H ouse and returned by
the Senate in that same session without final action by the House on
the measure as so returned. Later, the legislative carry-over rule ofthe
House of Representatives was broadened to include all first session
bills which had not been reported unfavorably to that chamber by a
committee thereof, or finally disposed of. This liberalization of the rule
reportedly was its eventual undoing, as hundreds of bills were carried
forward in committee from the first annual session only to die there
without a formal report to the second annual session; legislators
reacted by refiling their measures in the latter session, with the result
that the bills were reported and referred anew to the various standing
committees concerned. 2

Another cause of the demise of the legislative carry-over system in
Florida was the reluctance of the Senate to participate therein. The
Senate is said to have been more indifferent, than opposed, to the
carry-over concept, as noted by the Secretary of that body:

Those of us who have been in the Senate some time remember
the four-year trial period but no one remembers any great criti-
cism the Senate had which ;might have killed the program. I
believe the House, with a change in leadership, merely decided
the program was not all it had expected.

1. Fla. Const., Art. 111, s. 3.
Response of Hon. Allen Morris, Clerk, Fla. House of Representatives, to questionnaireof Mass. Legislative
Research Bureau, June 13, 1978.
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The Senate feeling has been that every bill ought to live or die
on its merit during one year, and that prefiling, along with
interim committee meetings, provided sufficient time for bills to
be considered on their merit. Also, our bill drafting system is
completely computerized so there is little problem with redraft-
ing or reintroducing an identical or similar bill the next year. l

Montana. In 1972, the voters of Montana ratified a new state
constitution which, among other things, replaced biennial legislative
sessions with annual sessions. The relevant constitutional provision
also authorized a legislative carry-over system.

Before that constitutional change became fully effective, it was
repealed by voter ratification of an initiative constitutional amend-
ment in 1974, which restored the traditional biennial legislative
sessions.

Rejection of Legislative Carry-Over in Six Other States.

Colorado. Pursuant to a directive of the Colorado Legislature, 2 the
Colorado Legislative Council undertook a study of the procedures of
that body in 1966. The Council report, prepared by its Committee on
Legislative Procedures and submitted to the 1967 annual session of the
Legislature, 3 rejected the legislative carry-over concept on these
grounds:

...The principal reason advanced for the hold-over provision
is that the legislative members will have the interim period to
study and to meet with constituents in regard to the pending
legislation prior to the second session. In addition, some savings
might be made in legislative printing because much of the pend-
ing legislation will be introduced in the second session if that
session is unlimited in scope.

Comments received from the Office of Legislative Counsel of
the Georgia Legislative Services Committee indicate a pessimis-
tic estimate of the amount of study of pending legislation com-
pleted by legislators in that state between sessions.:

■ Response of Hon. Joe Brown. Secretary. Fla. Stale Senate, to questionnaire of Mass. Legislative Research
Bureau, October 19, 1978.
Colo. Senate Joint Resolution No. 5 (1966).
Colo. Legislative Council, Legislative Procedures in Colorado. Research Publication No. 119. Denver,
Colo.. November 1966. 90 pp.
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... It would appear that this would give the members an oppor-
tunity to give a great deal of study and thought to the legislation
which was left hanging; however, members of the legislature have
indicated to me that they seldom devote very much time to the
study of such carry-over legislation during the interim. Also
practically all the real important legislation is always passed or
defeated during the session in which it is introduced and it is mostly
the other type legislation which is left pending. Consequently, it is
my view that about the only thing which is accomplished is a
cluttering up of the records in the office of the Clerk of the House
and Secretary of the Senate, which brings about confusion.

An additional factor considered by the Committee on Legisla-
tive Procedures was that such a provision would tend to delay
unnecessarily the decision-making process of the General Assem-
bly. It was considered advisable by the committee that controver-
sial issues should be faced and disposed of by the General
Assembly rather than adding an easier choice of placing contro-
versial problems in limbo for a year. The committee does not
recommend adoption of a provision to allow holding over of bills
from the first to the second session. l
Connecticut. Conformable to constitutional mandate, the bica-

meral Connecticut General Assembly convenes in regular session
annually. In odd-numbered years, that session begins on the Wednes-
day following the first Monday of January, and must end by the
Wednesday immediately following the first Monday in June; in even-
numbered years, the session commences on the Wednesday following
the first Monday of February, and must adjourn sine die by the
Wednesday immediately following the first Monday of May. In even-
numbered years, no business may come before the annual session of the
General Assembly other than budgetary, revenue, and financial mat-
ters, “bills and resolutions revised by committees” of the General
Assembly, and those matters certified in writing by the Speaker of the
House of Representatives or the Senate President pro tempore to be of
an emergency nature. 2

Ibid., at pp. 33-34,
Conn. Const., Art. 111, s. 2, as amended in 1970.
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Any bill involving budgetary, revenue and financial matters
not acted upon by a committee, the senate or the house at the time
ofadjournment, or any bill or resolution raised by committees
of the general assembly not acted upon by a the senate or the
house shall be continued at the same status from the odd-year
session into the even-year session of the general assembly. 1

Referred to the Joint Committee on Government Administration
and Policy, that measure died in committee without a report. Techni-
cally, there was a question whether or not a measure “raised by a
committee” had to be “raised” in the second annual session in order to
be properly before the General Assembly at that time under the
constitutional provisions referred to above.

Idaho
As a result of a campaign by the Idaho Citizens Committee on the

State Legislature, and other reform organizations, voters of Idaho
ratified a constitutional amendment in 1968 which replaced biennial
legislative sessions with annual sessions.

In the following year a Constitutional Revision Commission,
created by the Legislature in 1965, submitted a report to the Idaho
Legislature proposing a new, revised constitution to replace the exist-
ing Constitution of 1890, many times amended. After making some
changes in the Commission’s text, the Legislature placed the new
constitution before the voters at the 1970 state election. Among other
things, the latter document ordained that the Legislature was to be a
“continuous body” with interim powers for its committees; it retained
annual legislative sessions, and provided for a carry-over of unfinished
business from thefirst to second annual sessions of the biennium. The
proposed constitution was rejected by the voters, primarily because of
controversies surrounding its fiscal and water rights provisons, and
other features having to do with matters not primarily related to
legislative organization and procedure.

The Idaho Legislative Council indicates that there is little interest in
the Idaho Legislature now re the legislative carry-over concept. The

I- House, No. 6212 (1977).

In 1977, a bill was introduced proposing the addition of the follow-
ing legislative carry-over provision to the Connecticut General
Statutes:
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number of bills and resolutions introduced annually runs to only
about 800 for both branches together; and new bills can be prepared
and introduced into the second annual session with relative ease.
Hence, few advantages are seen in the legislative carry-over in this
state, so far as the legislators are concerned. 1

In this state, the bicameral General Assembly convenes annually as
mandated by the Indiana Constitution,2 subject to a statutory limit of
61 legislative days in odd-numbered years and of 30 legislative days in
even-numbered years. The Constitution does not restrict the agenda of
either annual session, and it specifies that each house of the General
Assembly shall determine its own rules of procedure. 3

The Indiana Legislative Services Agency reports that legislative
carry-over proposals have been considered by the General Assembly in
the past, but have failed on adoption. The Director of that agency’s
Office of Bill Drafting and Research observed that

I don’t think...(that the Legislative Leadership)...likes the
idea of bills “hanging over their heads” between sessions...
(The)... carry-over implies possible consideration of “live” bills
during... (the)... interim, and this further implies use of decen-
tralized standing committees, which dilute leadership control...
(A150)...passage of a year’s time tends to make bills a little
obsolescent, especially in.. .(taxation, education, and other
areas)... (1n)... fact, each house has a rule which “kills” all bills
left on ..

. (the). . . calendar at the end of. . . (the). .
. session. 4

West Virginia
As required by the State Constitution, the West Virginia Legislature

holds regular annual sessions, which may consider bills on any subject,
and which are limited to 60 calendar days in each year unless extended
bv two-thirds affirmative majority vote of each branch. 5 The West

Indiana

Response of Myron H. Schlechte, Director, Ida. Legislative Council, toquestionnaire of Mass. Legislative
Research Bureau. June 12, 1978.

2. ind. Const., Art. IV, s. 9, as amended in 1970.
3. Ibid.. Art. IV, s. 10.
4 Response of Arden Chilcotc, Director, Office of Bill Drafting and Research, Ind. Legislative Services

Agency, to questionnaire of Mass. Legislative Research Bureau, June 12, 1978.
5. W. Va. Const., Art. VI. ss. 18 and 22.
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Virginia Constitution empowers each house to adopt its own rules of
procedure. 1 Without providing more detailed information, the Office
ofLegislative Services of theWest Virginia Legislature reports that the
Legislature has considered, and rejected, legislative carry-over propo-
sals in the past. 2

Wyoming
The Constitution of Wyoming provides for alternating “general”

and “budgetary” annual sessions of the Wyoming Legislature as
follows:

The legislature shall not meet for more than sixty (60) legisla-
tive working days excluding Sundays during the term for which
members of the house ofrepresentatives are elected except when
called into special session. The legislature shall determine by
statute the number of days not to exceed sixty (60) legislative
working days to be devoted to general and budget session, respec-
tively. The legislature shall meet on odd-numbered years for a
general and budget session. The legislature may meet on odd-
numbered years for budget session. During the budget session no
bills except the budget bill may be introduced unless placed on
call by a two-thirds vote of either house. The legislature shall
meet for no more than forty (40) legislative working days exclud-
ing Sundays in any (1) calendar year, except when called into
special session.. ,

3

Each branch of the Legislature is empowered to adopt its own rules
of procedure. 4

The Wyoming Legislative Service Office has reported that the adop-
tion of a legislative carry-over system has been considered by the
Wyoming Legislature in past years, but has been dismissed as imprac-
tical in view of the phrasing of the constitutional limitation on measures
which may be introduced into the second annual (“budgetary )

session;

Ibid.. Art. VI. s. 24.
tResponse of Lawrence R. Frail, Office of Legislative Services, W. Va. Joint Committee on Government

find Finance, to questionnaire of Mass. Legislative Research Bureau. June 23. 1978.
IWyo. Const.. An. 111, s, 6.
4 lbid.. Art. 111, s. 12.
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Bill carry-over from the general session to the budget session
would defeat the purpose of the Constitution to restrict budget
sessions to budget matters, and would avoid the ... (two-thirds)

vote requirements of non-budget bills in the budget sessions.
Time limitations on the sessions.. .(d0)... not permit use 0f...

(the)... carry-over. To carry over bills from the budget session to
the general session would involve questions ofprocedure involv-
ing two different legislatures . ..'

Furthermore, the constitutional provision allowing non-budget
bills to be “introduced” into the second annual session “on call by
two-thirds vote of either house” appears to authorize such votes only
in that second annual session. Hence, it is doubtful that such an
extraordinary majority vote by either house in the first annual session
would be valid under thepresent constitutional language. Inany event,
the need to obtain such a two-thirds majority vote to “introduce” or
carry over a measure of the immediately prior annual sesion, at the
budgetary annual session, renders the carry-over pointless within this
constitutional context.

CHAPTER IV.
PAST LEGISLATIVE CARRY-OVER PROPOSALS

IN MASSACHUSETTS

Interest in the legislative carry-over concept in Massachusetts was
first manifested in 1958, when amendments to the Joint Rules of the
General Court to establish a legislative carry-over system were pro-
posed in an unnumbered Senate order co-sponsored by Senator John
E. Powers of Suffolk, then Senate Democratic Minority Floor Leader
and currently Clerk of the Supreme Judicial Court for Suffolk
County, and Senator Silvio O. Conte of Berkshire, a Republican, who
now represents the First Congressional District of Massachusetts in
the United States House of Representatives.

Including that measure, a total of22 proposals to institute a legisla-
tive carry-over procedure have been introduced into the General
Court. Of these 22 proposals, 18 were filed by individual legislators,

Origin and Number ofLegislative Carry-Over Proposals

Response of Ralph E. Thomas, Director, Wyo. Legislative Service Office, to questionnaire of Mass. Legis-
lative Research Bureau, June 12, 1978.
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while four were authored by the Committees on Rules of the two
branches, acting concurrently, on the basis of studies undertaken by
them. All of these legislative carry-over proposals sought to achieve
their objectives through revisions of the Joint Rules alone, without
recourse to statutes or constitutional amendments. And all of them
originated in the Senate, which has a longer history of active support
for the legislative carry-over concept than the House of
Representatives.

The 22 proposals may be divided into two groups, each containing
substantially identical measures altered in only modest degree from
year to year to reflect editorial polishing or in some cases to
accommodate changes previously made in the particular Joint Rules
they proposed to amend.

The first group of legislative carry-over measures, hereinafter
referred to as the“Early Series,” consists of 13 measures, including the
original Powers-Conte proposal (an unnumbered Senate order of
January 10,1958)and 12substantially identical bills introduced subse-
quently by the following sponsors: (a) an unnumbered Senate order of
January 6, 1960, filed by Senator Robert P. Cramer of Berkshire; (b)
Senate, No. 427 of 1961, co-sponsored by Senate President John E.
Powers of Suffolk, and Senators Robert P. Cramer of Berkshire and
Mario Umana of Suffolk; and (c) a total of ten proposals introduced
by Senator John J. Conte of Worcester (Senate, Nos. 564 of 1964,784
of 1965, 653 of 1966, 931 of 1967, 874 of 1968, 675 of 1969, 1227 of
1970, 1265 of 1971, 766 of 1973, and 1461 of 1974).

The second or “Late Series” group of legislative carry-over propos-
als is composed of nine measures which are far more complex than the
“Early Series” proposals above, and which differ in substantial ways
not only from the “Early Series” bills, but from one another. Of these
nine “Late Series” legislative carry-over measures, four were formu-
lated by the Committees on Rules of the two branches, acting concur-
rently (Senate, Nos. 1488 of 1972,1510 of 1973, 1577 of 1974,and 1375
of 1976). Modelled on these Rules Committee proposals, but differing
from them in some aspects, are five remaining “Late Series” legislative
carry-over measures filed respectively by Senate President Kevin B,

Harrington of Essex (Senate, No. 1481 of 1973), Senator William L
Saltonstall of Essex (Senate, Nos. 1453 of 1974,1748 of 1975, and 1641
of 1978), and Senator John J. Conte ofWorcester (Senate, No. 1681 of
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1975). Three of the foregoing measures also proposed rules changes on
matters not related to the legislative carry-over concept (Senate, Nos.
1488 of 1972, 1481 of 1973, and 1510 of 1973).

For the purposes of this report, the following text discusses only the
provisions of the most recent version of the legislative carry-over
proposal in each of these two series, as an account of the gradual
refinement of each type of measure through the years would be tedious
and unnecessary.

The last of the 13 bills in the “Early Series” was Senate, No. 1461 of
1974. introduced by Senator John J. Conte ofWorcester. By that time

a “perennial,” Senate, No. 1461 repeated, with but one minor “renum-
bering” change (of a proposed Joint Rule 7D to 7C), the text of the
legislative carry-over proposal first filed by Senator Conte in 1964
(Senate, No. 564) and refiled by him in subsequent years. Senate, No.
1461 of 1974 proposed establishment of the legislative carry-over
principle in a new Joint Rule 7C reading as follows;

All business which is pending before either branch of the
general court at the end of theannual and special sessions occur-
ring in an odd numbered year shall be resumed on the commence-
ment of the next annual session of the same general court in the
even numbered year in the same manner as if no adjournment
had taken place.

To implement this policy, Senate, No. 1461 provided fora revision
of Joint Rule 10 which would (a) eliminate the requirement that
measures referred to joint standing committees during each annual
session of the General Court must be reported to thefloor ofthat same
session by given deadlines, and (b) substitute a requirement that such
deadlines apply only in the second annual session of the biennium, as
to matters assigned to those committees in either year of the biennium:

Joint committees shall make final report not later than the
fourth Wednesday of April on all matters referred to them pre-
viously to the fifteenth day of March, and within ten days on all
matters referred to them on and after the fifteenth day of April,
provided that such report shall be final in even numbered years.

Legislative Carry-Over Proposals of the Early Series
Provisions
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When the time within which such joint committees are required
to report has expired, all matters upon which no report has then
been made shall forthwith be reported by the chairman of the
committee on the part of the branch in which they were respec-
tively introduced, with a recommendation of reference to the
next annual session under this rule, provided that, in odd num-
bered years, such recommendations may require committee
investigations and reports to be completed in the following year.
If the chairman fails to make such report by the end of the
legislative day next following the expiration date, all matters
remaining unreported shall be placed in the Orders of the Day by
the Clerk of the branch in which the matter was originally filed
with a recommendation of reference to the next annual session
under this rule. This rule shall not be rescinded, amended or
suspended, except by a concurrent vote of four-fifths of the
members of each branch present and voting thereon.
The above text did not take into consideration rules changes of 1967

and 1971 which (a) applied the provisions of Joint Rule 10 to the
Committees on Rules of the two branches, acting concurrently, (b)
required “an adverse recommendation” rather than a “recommenda-
tion of reference to the next annual session” re measures not reported
otherwise by committees before the expiration of reporting deadlines.

Further to the carry-over objective, Senate, No. 1461 would have
rewritten Joint Rule 12 to prohibit the filing of new legislation at the
start of the second annual session of the biennium, except for (a) bills
brought in by messages of the governor, legislative committees, and
special commissions and (b) new petitions for legislation which are
admitted by the exacting requirement of a four-fifths affirmative
majority vote in each of the two branches of the General Court. The
intent of Joint Rule 12, as so revised, was to protect the General Court
from the necessity of acting, in the second (or election) year of the
biennium, on a combination of both unfinished business carried over
from the previous odd-numbered year and the usual volume of legisla-
tion now filed annually in the even-numbered year.

However, the revised version of Joint Rule 12failed to reflect major
changes in that rule adopted by the two branches of the General Court
in 1967, 1969, and 1971 (a) to accommodate the requirements of the
Municipal Home Rule Amendment, ratified in 1966, re petitions for
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the enactment of special local laws, 1 (b) providing for approval by the
Committees on Rules of the two branches, acting concurrently, of
admissions of certain late-filed petitions deposited after the December
filing deadline and prior to the close of business on the second Wednes-
day of the following April, (c) requiring a four-fifths affirmative
majority vote of each branch of the General Court to admit such a
late-filed petition over the objections of those Rules committees, and
(d) eliminating “leave to withdraw” as a form of adverse committee
report. Subsequent to the introduction of Senate, No. 1461 of 1974,
further changes were incorporated by the General Court into Joint
Rule 10 in 1974.

As proposed in Senate, No. 1461 and other “Early Series” measures,
the individual joint standing committees would have been given the
authority to determine which measures assigned to them during the
first annual session were to be carried over to the following second
annual session or to an intervening special session. Such a committee
decision would prevail, unless successfully challenged during the first
annual session by a motion to suspend Joint Rule 10 in order to
discharge a given measure to the floor, for which a four-fifths affirma-
tive majority vote of each branch would be necessary. Senate, No. 1461
thus followed, with certain variations, the practice of Congress,
Georgia, and other jurisdictions with the “in-place” type of legislative
caijy-over system.

Legislative History
Original Legislative Carry-over Proposal of 1958. This first legisla-

tive carry-over measure of the “Early Series” was referred to the
Committees on Rules of the two branches, acting concurrently, for the
public hearings and a recommendation. Subsequently those Commit-
tees recommended, and the two branches adopted, the joint order,
House, No. 2909 of 1958, empowering the Committees on Rules to
study the subject of carry-over and other elements of legislative
procedure.

In a letter to members of the two Rules committees on October 31,
1958, Senator John E. Powers urged favorable action on establish-

Mass. Const., Amend. Art. 11, s. 8, as appearing in Amend. Art. LXXXIX (1966).
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ment of a legislative carry-over procedure in order to meet mounting
public criticism of the growing length of legislative sessions:

This carry-over proposal is being considered by a number of
state and territorial Legislatures, according to discussions at past
annual conventions of the National Legislative Conference.

With reference to the idea, the Council of State Governments
states that “there are indications that such a system could result in
appreciable savings in printing costs, economies in time of bill
drafters and other staff, and some saving in committee time and
energies as regards those bills which have cleared some but not all
legislative hurdles when the first session adjourns.”

During discussions at the annual conventions of the National
Legislative Conference, it has been emphasized that this
approach would automatically bring about reduction in the con-
siderable number of repeater or “perennial” bills which are now
introduced year after year. Likewise it was stated that a consider-
able number of bills would no longer be filed each second year,
to gain an election advantage for the legislators involved.

Under the carry-over plan, economics of considerable propor-
tions would be accomplished by the possibility of continuing the
expensive Massachusetts Legislative Bulletins between the two
years of a legislative cycle and avoiding the new setup of a great
deal of expensive printers type at the start of each second year.
Much time and expense would of course be saved by practically
wiping out the drafting of new bills in alternate years.

Legislative committees could also do a better job when the
carry-over system is in effect. Now they must complete their
favorable or adverse consideration of bills within the same year
of their reference to committees. Under the new dispensation the
less involved and controversial bills on committee dockets could
be cleared up in the first year, leaving to interim studies and
second year consideration those bills which require considerable
research, discussion and reflection. It would seem very likely that
this less hectic approach to difficult legislative problems would
produce a better legislative product—
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Because this carry-over proposal also prohibits the introduc-
tion of new legislation every second year, except in certain excep-
tional cases, it may be argued that the right of free petition is
violated. Such is not the case under a true interpretation of that
right. To be meaningful in a democratic society the right of free
petition ought to be considered in terms of the practical results of
its exercise. On this score it would seem that if full consideration
of a petition during the first session of a General Court brings
rejection, the proposal should not be reconsidered by the same
body at its second sitting. Only after an election has then been
held and a new legislative body has been installed, albeit contain-
ing various reelected members, is there real justificationfor fresh
consideration of the proposal to determine whether the rejection
should be reversed.

It is conceivable, of course, that a second year discussion of a
petition by the same branch which rejected it in the first year of a
two-year legislative cycle, may change a sufficient number of
members’ votes, to reverse the rejection, particularly on close roll
calls. On the other hand, no great harm seems likely from delay-
ing such occasional reversals for a single year. Moreover, if there
is really an important matter at stake, the Governor can reintro-
duce the bill, or it can receive special permission to be brought in
by four-fifths vote. This is the same stiff voting ratio as is now
required under Joint Rule 12 before a tardy legislative proposal
may be introduced after “the first Wednesday in December
preceding the annual session of the General Court.” 1

Unable to complete the studies of the legislative carry-over concept
and of other procedural matters by the end of 1958 as required by the
joint order, House, No. 2909 of 1958, the two Rules Committees were
granted a year’s extension of that study mandate by the joint order,
Senate, No. 567, adopted by the two branches in mid-1959. Included
within the scope of the latter legislative directive was the recommenda-
tion of Governor Foster Furcolo, in his Second Inaugural Message:

I. Letter from Senator John E, Powers of Suffolk, Senate Democratic Minority Floor Leader, and member.
Legislative Research Council, to the members of theSenate Rules Committee and House Rules Committee,
October 31, 1958, 7 pp. mimeographed.
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I urge that the General Court adopt measures providing that a
single petition may be heard but once in any two successive
legislative sessions. The adoption of such a reform will increase
the efficiency of the legislative process without impairing the
right of our citizens to free petition. l
In 1960, the Committees on Rules, acting concurrently, reported

favorably an unnumbered Senate order, introduced by Senator Mau-
rice A. Donahue of Hampden, the Senate Democratic Majority
Leader on January 6, 1960, which would further extend the time
allowed to those Committees for completion of their study of the
legislative carry-over. Adopted by the Senate, this order perished
when no action was taken thereon by the House of Representatives.

Legislative Carry-Over Proposals of 1960-66. During these years,
five more legislative carry-over proposals of the “Early Series” failed
ofadoption by one or both branches of the General Court. The first of
these, an unnumbered Senate order introduced by Senator Robert P.
Cramer of Berkshire on January 6, 1960, was adopted by the Senate,
but was not acted upon by the House of Representatives. A second
measure, co-sponsored by Senate President John E. Powers of Suf-
folk, Senator Mario Umana of Suffolk, and Senator Robert P. Cram-
er of Berkshire, was referred by both branches to a Special Joint
Committee on Rules for study in 1961, but no report thereon was
submitted by that committee (Senate, No. 427). The three remaining
legislative carry-over proposals of this group, all introduced by Sena-
tor John J. Conte of Worcester, were rejected by the Senate following
adverse reports by the Committees on Rules, acting concurrently
(Senate, Nos. 564 to 1964, 784 of 1965, and 653 of 1966).

Report by Governor’s Committee in 1963. In spite of these negative
results, interest in the legislative carry-over concept continued to
mount. In 1962, the Tufts Assembly urged favorable consideration of
that concept by the General Court.2 In the following year, the Gover-
nor’s Committee on the Compensation of State Employees, estab-
lished by Governor Endicott Peabody, advised the Governor and
General Court, in a special report upon the Legislature, that

Senate. No. I (1959), 27 pp.; at p. 8.
2.Tufts University, Lincoln Filene Center for Citizenship and Public Affairs, Stale Government and Public

Responsibility. 1962. Vol. IV, Medford, Mass., 1962, 162 pp ; at pp. 139-140.
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A number of responsible national experts in the field of
government oppose time limits on legislative sessions. The Tufts
Assembly in 1962 expressed a similar view. There are informed
opinions to the effect that most of the results sought to be
achieved by the imposition of an artificial deadline might better
be achieved by having the General Court adjourn rather than
prorogue at the end of its first annual session. Such a procedure
would eliminate the necessity for annual consideration of peren-
nial bills. Yet the right of free petition would be preserved in all of
its essentials because every bill would be reported out for floor
action at least once during the life of each General Court.. ..'

On recommendation of the Governor, the General Court created a
special commission to study “the size of the legislature and theadvisa-
bility and feasibility of modernizing the legislative procedure of the
commonwealth with a view to shortening the sessions of the general
court.” 2 However, that special commission expired without reporting
upon these matters.

Legislative Research Council Report of 1965. After rejecting a
labor-sponsored proposal for a study of legislative carry-over proce-
dures in 1963, 3 the House of Representatives concurred with the
Senate in adopting a study directive, offered by Senate Democratic
Majority Leader Maurice A. Donahue in 1964.requiring the Legisla-
tive Research Council to submit a report to the General Court on
various legislative matters, including the legislative carry-over concept
(Senate, No. 871).

In its report filed in the Senate in the following year, entitled
Reduction of Workload of the General Court, the Council examined
the technical aspects of legislative carry-over systems, the provisions of
“Early Series” carry-over proposals theretofore filed in the General
Court, and summarized the pros and cons of a legislative carry-over
system without taking a position itself on the merits thereof. 4 By joint
acts of the General Court, 5 the Legislative Research Council report

1. House, No. 3422 (1963), 45 pp„ at p. 25.
2. Resolves of 1963, c. 116.
3. House, No. 2838 (1963), the petition of the Teamsters Joint Council No. 10, filed by Representative

Joseph A. Langone of Boston.
4. Senate, No. 990 (1965), 86 pp.. at pp. 52-60, 85-86.
5. House, No. 3967 (1965).
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was referred for further study to the Special Joint Committee on the
Improvement of the Practices of the General Court, previously estab-
lished to consider methods of improving the legislative committee
system, legislative procedure, and legislative staffing. l

Report by Special Joint Committee in 1966. Instead of opting for a
legislative carry-over procedure, the foregoing Special Joint Commit-
tee proposed that the rules of the General Court be altered to require
that in the second annual session of the biennium, no joint standing
committee would have authority to report on any matter unless that
report was signed by four-fifths of the committee’s members. 2 This
policy was not to apply to (a) messages of the Governor, (b) measures
filed by the Commissioner of Administration, heads of state depart-
ments, study committees and special commissions, or (c) special laws
sought by municipalities in conformity with the Municipal Home Rule
Amendment. 3

The committee does feel there is merit to a reasonable reduc-
tion of the number of matters considered by any one General
Court. Especially, an effort should be made to change the treat-
ment of bills in the second year of a two year term. The committee
proposal would invest joint committees with greater authority
and control of the legislative business in the second year by giving
them the option, with the exception of certain matters, on which
proposals will be reported out of committee. Thus, bills essen-
tially the same as ones previously rejected, or of little merit,
would be held in committee and only bills with a substantial
amount of support would be reported out for consideration by
the entire legislative body.

This proposal will not cut off access to legislative consideration
but will limit items to be considered in the second year to major
proposals, some of private petitioners and legislators, but with an
emphasis on study and consideration of matters from institu-
tional sources such as the executive departments.

' House, No. 3581 (1965).
2-Joint Special Committee on the Improvement of the Practices of the General Court, First Report, House.

No. 3975 (1966), 20 pp.
1 Mass Const., Amend. Art. 11, s. 8, as appearing in Amend. Art. LXXXIX (1966).
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The adoption of this proposal will help to clear the daily
calendar of all but significant matters and thus focus the atten-
tion of the legislator more clearly on the importantbills and make
his work easier in the second year. 1
These recommendations were not adopted, due to opposition within

the Committees on Rules of the two branches, acting concurrently.
Legislative Carry-Over Proposals of 1967-73. The remaining seven

measures of the “Early Series” of legislative carry-over proposals
included: (a) one which was rejected by the Senate, following an
adverse report by the two Committees on Rules (Senate, No, 784 of
1968), (b) three which were reported adversely by those committees
and tabled in the Senate, Nos. 675 of 1969, 122.7 of 1970, and 1265 of
1971), (c) one which was included in a study order approved by the
House of Representatives but rejected by the Senate (Senate, No. 931
of 1967), and (d) two which, as noted below, became the subject of a
serious effort by the two Rules committees to formulate a carry-over
procedure acceptable to both houses (Senate, Nos. 766 of 1973 and
1461 of 1974).

Legislative Carry-Over Proposals of the Late Series

General Characteristics and Legislative History
The nine legislative carry-over proposals of the “Late Series” may,

with justification, be called also the “Rules Committee Series” of the
carry-over measures, as all of them are products of those committees,
acting concurrently, or are “repeats” of bills proposed by the Rules
Committees which were refiled by individual members of the Senate
who, in most instances, were also members of the Senate Rules Com-
mittee. Unlike the “Early Series” carry-over measures, which are sub-
stantially identical in nearly all important respects, less uniformity
characterizes the proposals of the “Late Series,” which are “identical”
in only a broad sense. This latter aspect reflects intensive revisions of
the proposed carry-over provisions over the years, in an endeavor to
resolve differences among members of the two Rules Committees, and
between the two committees themselves.

Special Report of the Rules Committees in 1972. In this year, after
an exhaustive study, the Committees on Rules of the two branches,

1. First Report. House, No. 3975 (1966), at p. 14,
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acting concurrently, recommended major revisions of the Joint Rules,
including adoption of a carry-over system, in order to modernize the
operations of the General Court. 1 Summarizing their recommenda-
tions, the Committees stated that

The thrust of the changes tend toward three basic areas.
1. Petitions may be filed until five o’clock P.M. on the second

Wednesday in January during the first annual session of the
General Court, that is in the odd numbered year. Petitions filed
subsequent to that date and for the remainder of the two years of
the General Court will be considered as late filed petitions and a
four-fifths vote will be required by both branches in order that
said petitions be admitted and referred to appropriate commit-
tees. This of course does not apply to petitions which are filed in
compliance with the laws of the Commonwealth such as those
matters relating to home rule and filed in accordance with the
provisions of article 89 of the amendments of the Constitution.
Such a change in the rule should dramatically reduce the number
of matters to be considered by the General Court and, of course,
will eliminate the large number of duplicate petitions always filed
during the second session ofthe same General Court. The percent-
age of refiles is very high. Inasmuch as from six hundred to two
thousand copies of every measure filed must be printed, this in
turn, means that the printing costs are considerably higher thanif
duplications and refiles were discontinued. This change in the
rules will also insure that more time can be dedicated by the
membership to the pressing matters filed for consideration by the
General Court. In no way does such a change deprive any member
or any individual of his right to petition the legislature. It simply
means that as a continuing body, the General Court of Massachu-
setts will consider matters only once during the two year period,
unless of course an issue is of major importance, then it may be
filed in compliance with Joint Rule 12 and admitted under sus-
pension of the rules.

2. The second major area of change is in relation to the so
called “carry over” provision for committees. Under the new
rules, joint committees will have until the second Wednesday of

I. Committees on Rules of the Two Branches, Acting Concurrently. Report Relanvelo Recommended Rules
Changes to Facilitate the Business of the Genera! Court. Senate. No. 1488 (1972). 10 pp.
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February of the second annual session of the same General Court
(in the even numbered year) within which to make report on
matters referred to them. Subsequent to that date committees will
be granted 20 legislative days exclusive of Saturdays, Sundays,
and holidays within which to consider and report on late filed
petitions and other subjects of legislation. However, joint com-
mittees during t’-e second year will have until the second Wednes-
day of April to make report on departmental recommentions filed
in accordance with provisions of the General Laws, and similar
accommodations will be provided for matters filed under Consti-
tutional provisions. As is the case under the present rules struc-
ture, a joint committee may be discharged from consideration ofa
matter pending before it, and it is the intention of the rules
committees that, unlike present procedure, either branch be
afforded the opportunity to discharge committees of matters
which have been filed in their respective branches. Matters which
are retained by joint committees during therecess between the first
and second sessions of the same General Court may of course be
studied and the committee will then be prepared, it is our hope to
make a quick report on such matters at the beginning of the
second annual session of the same General Court. All business
which is pending before the General Court at the end of the first
annual and any special sessions occurring in the odd numbered
years shall be resumed at the commencement of the second
annual session of the same General Court in the same manner as if
prorogation or dissolution of the General Court had not taken
place Committees of course will be strengthened as a result of
such a rule change. It is a matter of fact that the committee system
is now, and always was intended to be, the backbone of our
legislative structure. A strong committee system allows for
greater participation by all the members and provides informa-
tion necessary for proper and intelligent debateand discussion on
the floor. The fact still remains that the leadership with the
authority to appoint committee members still has the authority to
remove committee members. Committee members would be
appointed on a two year basis... 1

The lengthy text of the rules changes proposed by the two Rules
Committees to implement these bill-filing and legislative carry-over

I. Senate, No. 1488 (1972), supra, at pp. 1-3.
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recommendations borrowed, with modifications, some provisions
from the legislative carry-over proposals of the “Early Series.” The
third basic area of rules changes proposed by the two Rules Commit-
tees had to do with bill-drafting procedures, fiscal notes for bills having
a financial impact on the state treasury, and other matters not directly
relevant to the legislative carry-over concept and its implementation.

Reported favorably to the Senate, these proposals of the two Rules
Committees, in Senate, No. 1488 of 1972, were adopted by the Senate
but failed of passage when the 1972 annual session of the General
Court ended without action by the House of Representatives on that
measure.

Legislative Carry-Ch’er Proposals of 1973-78. In 1973, the two Rules
Committees again proposed to the Senate a revision of the Joint Rules,
which included establishment of a legislative carry-over system, along
the line of their 1972 proposal, with certain modifications (Senate, No.
1510).

Based on rules changes proposed at the beginning of the 1973 session
of the General Court by Senator John .1. Conte of Worcester 1 and
Senate President Kevin B. Harrington of Essex, 2 this modified legisla-
tive carry-over measure adopted a different approach to the treatment
of “non-excepted” bills introduced into the second session, which were
not gubernatorial proposals, state administrative agency reports,
reports of legislative committees or special commissions, petitions of
municipalities for special local laws, or other “excepted” measures.
The carry-over rule proposed in Senate, No. 1510 would have permit-
ted such a “non-excepted” measure to be reported to the floor by
majority vote of the members of each of the two Committees on Rules,
acting concurrently, if approved by a two-thirds majority vote in each
branch of the General Court.

On the floor of the Senate, Senate, No. 1510 of 1973 was amended to
include an important new Joint Rule which would authorize joint
standing committees, or the Committees on Rules, acting concur-
rently, to formulate and report legislation on any matter within their
respective topical jurisdictions, without having to base that legislation
upon a petition previously referred to them. The affirmative votes of

1 Senate. No. 766 (1973).

Senate, No. 148! (1973), resubmitting, with modifications, the Joint Rules changes proposed by the Com-
mittees on Rules, acting concurrently, in Senate. No. 1488 (1972).
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two-thirds of the members of such a joint committee, or of the respec-
tive Rules Committees, would be necessary to originate a “committee”
bill on that latter basis.

With such authority, the Rules, the Rules Committees and joint
standing committees would have been able to initiate their own recess
(interim) or in-session studies without first having to obtainan author-
izing study order from the two branches; and any committee bill so
originated and reported into the second annual session would have
been an “excepted” measure, the admission of which would not have
required prior approval by the Rules Committees and by two-thirds of
the members of each branch voting thereon. As “excepted” matter such
committee bills would also have been exempted from the proposed
prohibition against reintroducing into the second annual session a
measure which was disposed of finally in the first session. Thus, the
door was open to advocates of a measure defeated in the first annual
session, or not carried over into the second annual session or to an
intervening special session, to induce the appropriate joint standing
committee, or the two Rules Committees, to resubmit the same in some
form as a committee-originated bill.

Reprinted in that amended form as Senate, No. 1513 of 1973, the
foregoing revisions to the Joint Rules were adopted by the Senate, and
were referred, in the House of Reresentatives, to the House Rules
Committee, which rendered no report thereon.

Acting on two carry-over measures introduced in the 1974 annual
session by Senators William L. Saltonstall of Essex' and John J. Conte
of Worcester, 2 the Committees on Rules, acting concurrently, again
submitted their 1973 legislative carry-over proposal, this time modified
to include a new provision forbidding reconsideration in the second
annual session of a matter rejected or disposed of in the immediately
preceding annual session unless it were an “excepted” measure under
Joint Rule 12(Senate, No. 1577of 1974). Amended and adopted by the
Senate, this legislative carry-over bill was returned by the House of
Representatives to the two Rules Committees which reported it favor-
ably to the latter chamber in revised form with only minor changes
(House, No. 6583 of 1974). This measure was then referred to the
House Rules Committee, with no further action following. The legisla-

1. Senate, No. 1453 (1974), which reprinted the provisions of Senate. No. 1513 (1973).
2. Senate. No. 1561 (1974), the last of the “Early Series” legislative carry-over proposals.
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tive carry-over proposal in Senate, No. 1577 of 1974 was reintroduced
into the 1975 General Court by Senators Conte 1 and Saltonstall, 2 only
to die without a report in the Senate Rules Committee following
adverse reports by the Committees on Rules, acting concurrently. In
1976, those committees reintroduced, in a special report, the legislative
carry-over measure proposed by them in House, No. 6583 of 1974
(Senate, No. 1375 of 1976).3 Once again, that proposal won adoption
by the Senate, only to expire without a report in the House Rules
Committee.

In 1978, Senator William L. Saltonstall of Essex and Middlesex, a
member of the Senate Rules Committee, introduced his legislative
carry-over proposal, Senate, No. 1641 of 1978, which is discussed more
fully below. Borrowing much from the carry-over measures offered by
the two Committees on Rules previously, it omitted Joint Rules
changes which would have allowed joint committees, and the Commit-
tees on Rules, acting concurrently, to originate their own committee
bills; such provisions were introduced by Senator Saltonstall in a
separate measure, Senate No. 1640, as a “companion” to his legislative
carry-over proposal above. Although reported favorably by the Com-
mittees on Rules, acting concurrently, and adopted by the Senate, both
measures died without action thereon in the House of Representatives.

Proposals by Senator William L. Saltonstall in Senate, No. 1641 of
1978

Provisions. Senate, No. 1641 of 1978 proposed to strike out Joint
Rule 10 and to substitute therefor three new Joint Rules 10A, 108, and
lOC. It would also have revised Joint Rules 12 and 33 further to
implement the legislative carry-over concept. The reference to “Joint
Rule 10A” on the first page of Senate, No. 1641 was evidently a
misprint, as it is cited in other parts of the bill as “Joint Rule 10” and is
clearly intended to be a revision of the latter rule.

Senate, No. 1641 proposed to amend Joint Rule 10 (cited errone-
ously as “10A”) by inserting in the text of that rule, quoted below, the
new words which appear in italics:

Joint committees and the committees on Rules of the two
branches, acting concurrently, during the first annual session,

1 Senate. No. 1681 (1975).
IScnate, No. 1748 (1975).
3.Committees on Rules of the Two Branches. Repor, on Rules Changes, Senate. No. 1375 (1976), 7 pp.
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shall make final report on all matters not carried over to the
second annual session of the General Court under theprovisions
of Joint Rule 108not later than the fourth Wednesday of April on
all matters referred to them previously to the fifteenth day of
April, and within ten days on all matters referred to them on and
after the fifteenth day of April. During the second annual session
of the General Court, joint committees and the committees on
Rules ofthe two branches, acting concurrently, shall make final
report not later than the fourth Wednesday of March on all
matters referred to them previously to thefifteenth day ofMarch,
and within ten days on all matters referred to them on and after
thefifteenth day of March. When the time within which said com-
mittees are required to report has expired, all matters upon which
no report has then been made shall forthwith be reported by the
chairman of the committee on the part of the branch in which they
were respectively introduced, with an adverse recommendation
under this rule. If the chairman fails to make such report by the
end of the legislative day next following the expiration date, all
matters remaining unreported shall be placed in the Orders of the
Day by the Clerk of the branch in which the matter was originally
filed with an adverse report under this rule. Matters which have
been referred under the provisions of Joint Rule 29, upon which
the chairmen of the committees on Rules fail to make a report
shall be placed by the respective Clerks in the Orders of the Day
of the branch in which the subject-matter was referred to said
committees. Committees to whom are referred subjects of legisla-
tion may combine petitions of similar subject-matter, or other
forms of legislation of similar subject-matter, into one adverse
report and the report thereon shall be that said petitions or other
forms of legislation “ought NOT to pass,” and if the report is ac-
cepted, all the matters containted therein shall be disposed of.
However, petitions upon which an adverse report is accepted in
only one branch, may not be combined with other subjects of
legisation upon which adverse reports must be accepted, in con-
currence. The provisions of this rule shall not apply to petitions
referred to the Committees on Rules of the two branches, acting
concurrently, under the provisions of the second paragraph of
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Joint Rule 12. This rule shall not be rescinded, amended or sus-
pended, except by a concurrent vote of four-fifths of the members
of each branch present and voting thereon.

Senate, No. 1641 would insert thefollowing new Joint Rule 10B;
Any matter introduced in thefirst annual session ofthe General

Court may be carried over to the second annual session by ajoint
stranding committee or a standing committee of the House or
Senate upon the written and signed report of two-thirds of all
members appointed to saidcommitteeand upon saidreport being
recorded in the Journals of the two branches. Any matter to be
carried over shall be so voted and recorded not later than the
fourth Wednesday of March of the first annual session of the
General Court. It shall be in orderfor a member to move that a
jointstanding committee or a standing committee of the House or
the Senate be dischargedfrom its action to carry overa matterfor
five legislative days following the notice of such action by said
committee in the Journal of the branch to which said member is
elected. A committee so ordered shall report the matter to the
branch discharging said committee within ten legislative days.
Members of the Senate may move to discharge Senate matters
only and members ofthe House ofRepresentatives may move to
discharge House matters only, excepting those matters which
have been recommited or by specific rule must be reported into
the House and a concurrent vote ofthe two branches shall not be
necessary to discharge the committee. When a matter is so dis-
charged, it shall be in orderfor a member to substitute a bill or
otherform of legislation for a petition, and ifso substituted, the
measure shall be handled in accordance with Senate and House
rules. If no substitution is moved or if substitution does not
prevail, the petition shall be placed on file. A second motion to
discharge any matter designated as matter to be carried over shall
not be entertained ifobjection is made. Members of the General
Court whose matters have been carried over under theprovisions
of this rule shall be notified forthwith of such action by the
Bulletin Clerk.

All business which is pending before the General Court at the
end of thefirst annual and any special sessions, occurring in the
odd numbered year, shall be resumed at the commencement of
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the same General Court, in the even numbered year, in the same
manner, as ifprorogation ofdissolution ofthe General Court had
not taken place, exepting that matters pending before the Senate
or House committee on Bills in the Third Reading shall be
recommitted, by the Clerks of the respective branches, back to the
first joint committee having considered said matter.

Any matter pending before the General Court in the first
annual session which is not passed or not withdrawn, defeated,
vetoed or carried over by vote ofa standing committee which has
not been discharged offurther consideration shall carry over into
the second annual session of the Genera! Court in the same
reading it was at the time ofprorogation or dissolution of thefirst
annual session. Consideration of any matter pending before a
joint committee of conference of the two branches on the dis-
agreeing votes thereof at the endof thefirst annual session andany
special session shall be resumed at the commencement of the
second annual session of the same General Court. In each
instance with relation to a committee ofconference, the committee
shall he dissolved at the time ofprorogation of the General Court
and a new committee shall be appointed on or after December
first in the year preceding the second annual session of the same
General Court.

With certain exceptions, matters finally disposed of during the first
annual session of the biennium would be excluded from the agenda of
the second annual session thereof by thefollowing proposed new Joint
Rule IOC:

Matters which have beenfinally rejected or disposed ofduring
the first annual session of the General Court (in the odd num-
bered year) shall not be the subject for consideration during the
second annual session of the same General Court (in the even
numbered year). However, matters which arefiledfor considera-
tion during the secondannual session of the same General Court,

in compliance with the laws of the Commonwealth or the rules of
the General Court, shall not be laid aside for the reason that the
subject-matter is the same as that disposed of during the first
annual session of the same General Court.
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To implement the new legislative carry-over policy further, Senate,
No. 1641 sought the following revision of Joint Rule 21, quoted below
with italicization of the new words added:

Resolutions intended for adoption by both branches of the
General Court, petitions, and all other subjects of legislation,
shall be deposited with the Clerk of either branch prior to five
o’clock in the afternoon on the first Wednesday in December
preceding the first annual session of the General Court.

All such matters (except messages from the Governor, reports
required or authorized to be made to theLegislature, mattersfiled
in compliance with the laws ofthe Commonwealth and petitions
filed or approved by the voters of a city or town, or the mayor and
city council, or other legislative body, of a city, or the town
meeting of a town for the enactment of a special law in compli-
ance with therequirements of Section 8 ofArticle LXXXIX of the
Amendments to the Constitution, and which do not affect the
powers, duties, etc., of state departments, boards, commissions,
etc., or which do not affect generally the laws of the Common-
wealth) deposited with the respective clerks subsequent to five
o’clock on the first Wednesday in December preceding thefirst
annual session of the General Court, shall be referred by the
clerks to the committees on Rules of the two branches, acting
concurrently. During thefirst annual session ofthe same General
Court no such matter shall be admitted for consideration except
on report of the committees on Rules of the two branches, acting
concurrently, and then upon approval of four-fifths of the
members of each branch voting thereon. During the second an-
nual session of the same General Court no such matter shall he
admitted for consideration except on report ofthe committees on
Rules of the two branches, acting concurrently, and then upon
approval of four-fifths of the members of each branch voting
thereon: except that during the second annual session of the
General Court each member of each branch may file not more
than seven petitions of which he or she is the initial sponsor
without such approval; provided, however, said petitions are
deposited with the Clerk ofeither branch prior tofive o clock in
the afternoon on thefirst Wednesday in December preceding the
second annual session of the General Court.
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Matters upon which suspension of Joint Rule 12 has been
negative, shall be placed on file.

Matters which come under the provisions ofJoint Rules 7A, 78,
and 9 shall not be reported by the committees on Rules until the
requirements of said rules have been complied with.

At any special session called under Rule 26A, however, matters
relating to the facts constituting the necessity for convening such
session shall, if otherwise admissible, be admitted as though filed
seasonably in accordance with the first sentence of this rule. Any
recommendations from the Governor shall be similarly consid-
ered. This rule shall not be rescinded, amended, or suspended,
except by a concurrent vote of four-fifths of the members of each
branch present and voting thereon.
Finally, Joint Rule 33, relative to the suspension of Joint Rules,

would have been revised by Senate, No. 1641 to read thus (new words
italicized);

This rule, rule 108 and rule lOC shall not be suspended if
objection is made; and any other joint rule except the tenth,
twelfth and thirtieth may be altered, suspended, or rescinded by a
concurrent vote of two-thirds of the members of each branch
present and voting thereon.

Technical Observations by the Clerk of House of Representatives.
In discussions with the Legislative Research Bureau staff, Mr. Wallace
C. Mills, Clerk of the House of Representatives, reported that
“mechanical defects” in past legislative carry-over proposals had been
a matter of concern to his office. Since the House of Representatives
has a substantially larger bill load than the Senate, a malfunctioning
legislative carry-over procedure could be more of an administrative
burden to the former body. Accordingly, care must be taken in design-
ing such a procedure along practical lines, if it is to be useful.

The House Clerk believes that a legislative carry-over system will be
adopted only when the general membership of the two branches con-
cludes that some significant limitations must be imposed on the
traditional practices of the General Court inregard to the Right ofFree
Petition, and are willing to give up some of the satisfaction which
attaches to filing a petition with the sponsoring legislator’s name
thereon. Filing petitions is one of the easiest things a legislator can do
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for a constituent; and as petitions must be introduced via legislators
(except for initiative measures), and not directly by the authors there-
of, legislators are loathe to refuse a constituent who wants a bill filed,
however unlikely the bill’s prospects of enactment may be. Speaker
David M. Bartley tried, unsuccessfully, to reduce “duplicate” bill
filings by inducing legislators with like petitions to consolidate the
same into one “omnibus” petition. However, this objective was
defeated when those legislators then filed identical separate measures.

Hence, adoption of a legislative carry-over system must rest, inevita-
bly, upon a consensus that the workload of the General Court is getting
out of hand, and that something is going to have to be done to bring
things down to a more manageable dimension if serious damage to the
legislative institution and the public interest is to be avoided.

Significant limitations on the introduction of new business into the
second annual session of a biennium, by way of restrictions on the
Right ofFree Petition, may prove more palatable to some legislators if
authorized by a constitutional amendment approved by the electorate
(as happened in the instance of the Municipal Home Rule Amendment
of 1966 which restricted the power of the General Court to act on
petitions for special municipal laws). 1 However, the House Clerk has
expressed the hope that if any such constitutional amendment is
proposed, it merely authorizes the General Court to restrict the intro-
duction of petitions into the second annual session, other than matters
required to be considered under the Constitution (the budget and other
messages of the Governor, initiative measures, local government peti-
tions for special laws, etc.). This would allow more flexibility in the
formulation of a carry-over system than a difficult-to-change constitu-
tional article spelling out a system of restrictions in some detail.

The House Clerk has stressed that if a legislative carry-over system is
established, bills will have to be numbered consecutively on a two-year
basis, as is done in Congress and states with carry-over practices. This
will avoid the confusion likely to arise otherwise, if a bill carried over
from the odd-numbered year to the next season as, say. House, No.
2400 of 1979, encounters on the floor of the latter 1980 session a
measure numbered as House, No. 2400 of 1980. The House Clerk
reports that the new computer system now being installed will be able
to handle five-digit bill numbers, and hence will be capable of accom-

modating a legislative carry-over system.

I.Mass. Const., Amend. Art. 11, s. 8, as appearing in Amend. Art. LXXXIX (1966).
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Against this general background. Mr. Mills offered the following
comments and suggestions with reference to the particular Joint Rules
revisions proposed in Senate, No. 1641

Joint Rule 10re Committee Reports. Senate, No. 1641 changes
this rule only to the extent necessary to cover committee treat-
ment of measures carried over to the second annual session, and
of measures introduced into that session as new business. No
change would be made in the April 15th deadline for reporting
petitions out of committee to the first annual session. An earlier
March 15th deadline would govern all matters pre-filed for the
second annual session, or carried over into that session from the
first annual session. This earlier second session deadline is justi-
fied on the grounds (a) that measures carried over have already
been the subject of public hearings in the first annual session, may
be heard a second time prior to March 15th in the second session,
and have had extended committee consideration, and (b) that
proposed restrictions on non-carried-over measures which may
be introduced into the second session mean a much lighter com-
mittee workload in that session (permitting quicker clearing of
committee dockets). No particular problems are envisaged in the
revised Joint Rule 10, so long as the Senate and House Commit-
tees on Rules do not try to be too accommodating in recommend-
ing the suspension of Joint Rule 12 to admit measures into the
second annual session.

Joint Rule 10Bre Carry-Over of Measures by Committee(New
Rule). The House Clerk foresees a variety of difficulties with this
proposed rule.

It could well be that committees may make reports carrying
over as may as 50% (about 3,000) of the bills introduced into the
first annual session. In that case, very large costs may arise in the
printing of calendars and journals carrying these committee
reports. If such committee reports give notice of the carry-over of
many bills, then one must expect hundreds of motions to be
offered by individual legislators calling for particular committees
to be “discharged” from their action in carrying over bills which
the legislator wants acted upon favorably in the first annual
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session. All such motions must be offered within five days follow-
ing the printing of the carry-over notice on the calendars and the
journal.

The rationale for this proposed rule to require the written
consent of two-thirds of the members of a standing committee for
a report re the carry-over of a bill is to prevent “dictatorial”
behavior on the part of committee chairmen, and to insure a
committee consensus favoring the carry-over of given bills. The
committee notice of carry-over would be placed in the journals of
both houses, but a discharge motion could be offered only in the
branch in which the bill was filed.

The House Clerk suggests that a better procedure would be to
have the committee to which a petition is referred report request-
ing permission to carry over such petition. The requirement of a
two-thirds written vote of committee members could be retained,
to diminish the possibilities of the misuse of the legislative carry-
over device. The question on the floor would then be on accepting
the committee’s report, at which stage dissatisfied legislators
could move substitution of the bill or bills which they did not
want carried over. Insofar as the committee report is accepted, the
effect would be about the same as in the present treatment of
study orders authorizing committees to study a particular bill or
bills during the recess of the General Court. From the standpoint
of the House Clerk, this would be a simpler procedure, no less
effective than that proposed in Joint Rule I 08, and one easier to
administer. The committee report could be printed as a regular
Senate or House document, as the case may be, with the votes of
committee members recorded on the face; thus, it would not be
necessary to print these committee reports in full in the journals,
running up the cost of printing the journals. If this change were
adopted, the first paragraph of the proposed Joint Rule 108
could be shortened by striking out all after its second sentence, as
other existing rules cover adequately theprocedures for substitut-
ing bills for committee reports.

If a legislative carry-over system is adopted, thought might be
given to empowering the legislative leadership to require commit-
tees with carried-over measures on their agendas to meet regu-
larly to consider those measures.
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The “fourth Wednesday of March” deadline in the first para-
graph of Joint Rule 108 for committee action in notifying the two
chambers of its intent to carry a bill over is made necesary because
the proposed rule envisages allowing five days for motions to
discharge to be offered, after which the committee has ten addi-
tional days to report out the bill “ought to pass,” ought to pass in a
redrafted or am nded form, or “ought not to pass,” or to report
out a study order or resolve. This timing would bring the commit-
tee’s final reporting date close to April 15th, as set forth in revised
Joint Rule 10. If the changes recommended above were adopted,
the ordinary Joint Rule 10 requirements would suffice, since a
committee report requesting carry-over authority would be
treated like a proposed study directive within the normal time
frame for committee reports.

It might also be useful to provide clearly that bills remaining in
a standing committee at the prorogation of the first annual ses-
sion of the General Court will carry over in such committees to
the next session automatically. The second paragraph of Joint
Rule 10 B suggest this, but is not really clear. Much merit attaches
to the provision in this second paragraph which requires mea-
sures which are in the Committees on Bills in Third Reading to be
recommitted to the last jointcommittee which had considered the
same. Usually, the reason a bill is held in third reading is that
something is wrong with it technically or politically. The “last
joint committee having considered said matter” is better qualified
than the Committees on Bills in Third Reading to resolve those
problems. The staffs of the Senate and House Counsel could be
available to help the joint committee put the bill in proper form
for reporting into the second annual session.

The third paragraph of the proposed Joint Rule 108 needs
revision, in the judgment of the House Clerk.

It should provide for the same treatment of bills at the second
reading stage upon prorogation, as is accorded by the proposed
rule to bills in the third reading stage. When the General Court
prorogues its first annual session, all unfinished business should
be funneled into some committee and not left dangling on the
Senate or House calendars for floor action.
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The proposed Joint Rule 108 makes important provision
regarding conference committees. On prorogation, conference
committees which have not resolved their differences would be
dissolved automatically, and the Senate President and House
Speaker would have to name new conference committees after
December Ist immediately following. If a conference committee
has been deadlocked and cannot solve its problems by proroga-
tion, it is not very likely to do so thereafter. The legislative
leadership could reappoint the committee members if they are
close to agreement, or appoint “new faces” if that holds greater
promise of positive results. The latter step may be particularly
necessary where original committees appointees have been under
too much political pressure to function constructively.

Joint Rule lOC Restricting Second Annual Session Considera-
tion ofMeasures Disposed ofFinally in First Annual Session. In
Mr. Mills’ view, this proposed rule contains no self-enforcement
mechanism, because of the practical difficulties in devising one
that can be made to work easily. Under Joint Rule 10, Senate
Rule 54 and House Rule 38, no measure substantially the same as
a measure which has been finally rejected or disposed of at an
annual session of the General Court may be introduced subse-
quently by any committee or member, or moved as an amend-
ment to another measure, in that same annual session. The
proposed Joint Rule lOC would apply this same principle on a
two-year basis, with the exception indicated. Under the present
rules, neither the Senate Clerk nor the House Clerk take it upon
themselves to identify “repeats”; instead they leave that task to the
legislative committees, and to individual legislators who may
raise a point of order against a measure violating Senate Rule 54,
House Rule 38 or Joint Rule 10.

If any attempt were made to thrust upon the Clerks the respon-
sibility for tagging “repeat” bills in the second session, they would
soon be overwhelmed. Many people would have to be hired to

identify measures which did not conform to these rules or the
proposed Joint Rule lOC, and the legislative process would bog
down because of the time required to compare second session
introductions with those of the previous year. Moreover, spon-
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sors of bills can evade such restrictions rather easily by making
modest changes in the texts of their bills, rendering such measures
“substantially” different, and thus admissible.

Presumably, a matter carried over into the second annual
session is not a matter which has been “finally rejected or disposed
of during the first annual session.” It is not wholly clear what the
status would be of reports of the Legislative Research Council or
study committees of the General Court, which deal with matters
“disposed of’ at the first annual session when those reports are
required by joint orders rather than by state “laws” or legislative
“rules.”

Joint Rule 12 re Time Limitsfor Introduction of New Business.
The H ouse Clerk notes problems in the new sentence added at the
end of the first paragraph of Joint Rule 12, which provides
that -“... During the second annual session of the same General
Court no such matter shall be admitted for consideration except
on report of the Committees on Rules of the two branches, acting
concurrently, and then upon approval of four-fifths of the
members of each branch voting thereon; except that during the
second annual session of the General Court each member of each
branch may file not more than seven petitions of which he orshe is
the initial sponsor without such approval; provided, however,
said petitions are deposited with the Clerk of either branch prior
to five o’clock in the afternoon on the first Wednesday in
December preceding the second annual session of the General
Court.”

The reference to “no such matter” in the opening lines of this
sentence is a bit unclear grammatically. Presumably, “such mat-
ters” are all matters except those exempted from Joint Rule 12
restrictions at the beginning of that rule (gubernatorial messages,
reports required to be made to the Legislature, petitions for
special local laws, etc.).

The revised Joint Rule 12 would limit to seven the number of
bills which a legislator as “initial sponsor” may introduce into the
second annual session without obtaining the permissions applica-
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ble to the late-filed bills. Under existing practices, the Senate and
House Clerks would have to construe the term “initial sponsor” to
mean the legislator filing the bill, not the person or persons asking
him or her to file it. There is uncertainty as to what useful purpose
the words “of which he or she is the initial sponsor” serves. Bills
introduced “by request” (i.e., by the legislator without his endorse-
ment) would have to be regarded as petitions “sponsored” by
him, and would be charged against the quota of seven bills. More
seriously, this language leaves up in the air the status of petitions
of municipalities for special laws under Section 8 of the Munici-
pal Home Rule Amendment and Joint Rules 7B and 9, and
county requests for special laws under Joint Rule 7A.

These problems could be solved (a) by inserting in the added
sentence after the words “During the second annual session of the
same General Court no such matter” the same parenthetical list of
exceptions which appears in the first sentence of Joint Rule 12,
and (b) by substituting for the words “of which he or she is the
ititial sponsor” the words, “other than petitions for special laws
requested by a city, town, district or county relative to the prop-
erty and affairs of such city, town, district or county.” The rule
would then be clearer and easier to administer.

In general, Joint Rule 12, as revised by Senate, No. 1641, would
give the Legislative Leadership strong control over theadmission
of “excess” petitions into the second annual session. Whether it
would exercise that control firmly would remain to be seen. The
fate of an “excess” bill would depend on the “muscle” of the
organized interests favoring or combatting it, and the willingness
or unwillingness of the Rules Committees to be accommodating
to individual legislators.

Joint Rule 33 re Suspension ofRules. The House Clerk found
no problems in the proposed revisions of this rule, which simply
bring them into conformity with the other provisions of Senate,
No. 1641.

Proposal by Senator William L. Saltonstall in Senate, No. 1640 of
1978

In a “companion measure” to Senate, No. 1641 above. Senator
William L. Saltonstall of Essex and Middlesex proposed addition to
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the Joint Rules of the General Court of a new Joint Rule 3B reading as
follows:

All matters contemplating legislation shall be founded upon
petition, excepting that a joint standing committee or the Com-
mittees on Rules of the two branches, acting concurrently, may,
upon the written and signed report of two-thirds of all members
appointed to said committees, report a bill or other form of
legislation, without said legislation being founded upon petition
provided, however, matters so reported shall be germane to the
subject matters regularly referred to said committee, and the bill
or other form of legislation so reported shall be placed in the
Orders of the Day by the Clerk of the respective branch wherein it
is reported or referred to a standing committee of said branch,
under the rules. Committees to whom messages from the Gover-
nor, reports of state officers, boards, committees, commisisons
and others authorized to report to the legislature, may report by
bill or otherwise such legislation as may be germane to the
subject-matter referred to them.

Included within the Rules Committees’ legislative carry-over pro-
posals in former years, this rule was resubmitted as a separate proposal
by Senator Saltonstall inasmuch as he believed that it could stand on
its own merits whether or not a legislative carry-over system was
adopted.

In conversations with the Legislative Research Bureau staff, Senator
Saltonstall emphasized his view that better use could be made of the
experience and talents of members of the joint standing committees
and their staffs to keep on top of public issues and needs, by giving a
continuing study mandate to these committees in their respective
subject matter areas. Hence, the standing committees should have the
power to originate legislation, without having to await the filing and
reference to them of petitions for specific laws. Hopefully, this would
enable a committee to address a problem in its jurisdiction before such
problem becomes a “crisis.”

Moreover, the Senator was critical of the narrow construction of
committee authority, now possible under present rules, whereby a
report required of a standing committee, or the Legislative Research
Council, by an order of the General Court may be used as a basis for
legislation only if a specific bill or bills are referred to such committee
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or Council by that order. In his opinion, it makes little sense to deny a
standing committee the authority to recommend legislation simply
because no bill was cited in the study directive, or because the scope of
a referred measure was too narrow. Accordingly, he advocated a
clarification and liberalization of the reporting powers of the standing
committees in this area.

Within the context of a legislative carry-over system, the proposed
Joint Rule 3B would also enable standing committees to formulate
bills during the interim between the first and second annual sessions,
on their own initiative, or in response to the request of a legislator or
interest group (where such request met with committee approval).
Thus, an important measure, defeated in the first annual session, could
still reach the floor of the second annual session as a “committee bill”
free of restrictions under Joint Rules lOC and 12.

In Massachusetts, as in most other states, proposals to revise the
rules of the legislature, through the institution oflegislative carry-over
procedures or otherwise, tend to be an esoteric even dull subject
so far as the public at large is concerned. This public indifference
vanishes only on those rare occasions when some measure which has
widespread, vigorous support within the electorate is defeated in the
General Court by reason of the use, or abuse, of legislative procedures
by its opponents. Hence, in Massachusetts, interest in the legislative
carry-over concept, and its pros and cons, has remained essentially an
“in house” concern of the General Court, with occasional interest being
manifested by the media and by persons who represent organized
interests before committees of the General Court and before state
agencies.

Knowledgeable legislators and former legislators who discussed the
legislative carry-over with the staff of the Legislative Research Bureau
have attributed past defeats of carry-over proposals to (a) the opposi-
tion of organized labor during the late 1950 s and 1960 s, (b) the tear ol

CHAPTER V.
ARGUMENTS FOR AND AGAINST A LEGISLATIVE

CARRY-OVER SYSTEM IN MASSACHUSETTS

Limited Public Appeal of Legislative Carry-Over Concept
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the Republican leadership in the House of Representatives in recent
years that a carry-over rule would affect adversely the ability of the
M inority Party to offer its own “legislative program” in election years,
(c) a lack of understanding of the carry-over concept within the Gen-
eral Court itself, and (d) difficulties encountered in “hammeringout”a
workable carry-over rule acceptable to the leadership of both
branches.

As the technical problems posed by specific legislative carry-over
proposals offered in Massachusetts in past years have already been
discussed, this chapter addresses itself to the broader public policy
questions posed by the legislative carry-over concept as seen by its
proponents and opponents. Their comments are summarized below
under six headings dealing with (I) the Right of Free Petition, (2) the
role of legislative committees, (3) interest group pressures and public
opinion, (4) economies in legislative costs, (5) bill-drafting aspects, and
(6) easing the end of session “log jam.” For ease of understanding,
opponent arguments appear first in those situations where a reversal of
the usual pro and con sequence is more logical.

Proponent Views
Carry-over with Restriction on Second Annual Session Business.

Proponents regard the restriction on the business admissible to the
second annual session of a General Court as both reasonable and
absolutely essential to the usefulness of any carry-over procedure.
They fear a breakdown of the processes of the General Court, with
resulting damage to the democratic republican institutions ofthe state,
and to the public welfare, if action is not taken to curb the “runaway
increase” in the number of petitions for legislation filed annually. They
warn that, if modest restrictions are not imposed now on the Right of
Free Petition at least as to the second year of the legislative biennium,
far more drastic limitations may be imposed later by voter initiative
petition or by a popular constitutional convention.

Basing their approach upon the judicially-supported doctrine that
the “life” of a bicameral legislative body is measured by the term of
legislators in the branch which has the shortest elective term of office,

proponents of legislative carry-over contend that the Right of Free
Petition should be construed as assuring the citizen’s right to present a

Right ofFree Petition
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proposal for legislation only once to the same (two-year) General
Court, They note that Article XIX of the Declaration of Rights in the
Massachusetts Constitution says only that

The people have a right, in an orderly and peaceable manner, to
assemble to consult upon the common good; give instructions to
their representatives, and to request of the legislative body, by the
way of addresses, petitions, or remonstrances, redress of the
wrongs done them, and of the grievances they suffer.
Proponents of carry-over emphasize that this constitutional provi-

sion is silent as to the frequency with which a petition may be submitted
to the same “legislative body” within the two-year life thereof, and that
it is not substantially different from the Right of Free Petition assured
by the constitutions of other states, including those with legislative
carry-over procedures. In their view, the argument that Article XIX
assures a right to refile the same bill annually is no better or worse than
the contention that it permits resubmission of such a measure to the
same General Court semi-annually, monthly, or daily. Moreover,
while Article XIX implicitly requires the General Court to receive
petitions, it does not require it to act upon the same other than it
chooses (except as to initiative petitions filed under Amendment Arti-
cle XLVIII of the Constitution).

Proponents of a legislative carry-over rule with limitation on second
annual session business compare it with the “reasonable restrictions”
which courts impose on the frequency with which the same complaint
or petition may be presented to the same court for its action.

In addition, proponents emphasize that such a limitation is “not
absolute.” A matter defeated in the first annual session could be
presented anew to the second annual session thereof by the Governor,
or by a standing committee as a “committee bill.” or under a suspen-
sion of the rules. Similarly, a measure not thought of during the first
annual session could be submitted to the second annual session in uke
manner. All that would be required, as a practical matter, would be
that the bill deal with a real emergency, or that it have substantial merit
and political support, or both; proponents of the carry-over assert that
without the latter support, a bill cannot pass in either session.

Thus, the thrust of their legislative carry-over proposal is to free a

General Court, except in certain situations, of the necessity of again
printing, debating, and acting in its second session upon a measure
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measure which it has already printed, heard, debated, and disposed
of finally in its first annual session.

Absent such a restriction, it is feared that a carry-over rule would
simply encourage procrastination in the first annual session, and dump
a major part of that unfinished business into the second annual session
atop an unrestricted second session bill load containing many“repeats"
of measures defeated during the first annual session.

Speaking of these matters, former Senate President John E. Powers,
who co-sponsored the first legislative carry-over propsal in Massachu-
setts (1958), has stated in a letter to the Legislative Reseach Bureau
that

over procedures, I wish to respond most favorably.
I attempted... to advance for adoption similar legislation. The

rapidly increasing number of legislative proposals was presenting
to the Legislature an awesome task to consider several thousand
petitions yearly.

Organized labor opposed any invasion of the “right offree
petition” and advancement became impossible. The Senate
would look favorably on the proposition, but the House leader-
ship would be reluctant. This was repeated several years until
Labor realized that “free petition” was fast becoming a mockery
and that the “right of free petition” was not being totally abridged
as the legislation provided for a suspension of the rules to intro-
duce new legislation. When I left the Senate on April 1, 1964, the
rationale of the opposition appeared to be changing and I was
confident that the ensuing years would result in success. How-
ever, this has not occurred and my disappointment at the work-
load of the Legislature has increased as has the number of annual
petitions.

I would recommend that a “selling job” by the leadership to

labor, business, the media, and the citizenry of the Commonwealth
would turn the tide.

It is my belief that the proposal would be the greatest improve-
ment to the legislative process since the turn of the century,

In response to your inquiry... regarding the legislative carry-
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resulting in a lesser load for overburdened legislators plus better
legislation because more time could be spent on important
legislation. ..'

Bartley Alternative. Former House Speaker David M. Bartley of
Holyoke, now President of the Holyoke Community College, advo-
cates a legislative carry-over procedure which would bar from the
second annual session only those measures which are “repeats” of bills
rejected or otherwise disposed of finally in the first annual session.

Under his proposal, committees would be allowed to carry given
bills over from the first to the second annual sessions of the biennium
only as specifically authorized by vote of the two branches. This
authorization would take a form similar to that of the traditional
“omnibus” study order. Former Speaker Bartley believes thatcommit-
tees should not be allowed to carry bills over on their own authority, as
this would open the door to abuses, invite procrastination, and encour-
age manipulation at the behest of interest groups who wish to kill
certain bills in odd-numbered years while postponing other measures
which they favor to even-numbered (election) years.

In the second annual session, the Bartley proposal would allow bills
to be introduced without restriction as at present. However, it would
require a screening of all petitions introduced into that session to
identify “repeat” or “refiled” measures. This screening would be done
by the Clerks and Counsel of the two branches, who would refer to the
Committees on Rules any petition for legislation which is identical or
substantially identical to one or more measures finally disposed of
during the preceding year. If, after a hearing thereon, the Rules Com-
mittees make the same determination, they shall so report to the
chamber in which the bill was filed, and no reference of the bill to a
substantive committee would be allowed unless voted by a two-thirds
majority of each branch of the General Court.

Proponents of this alternative legislative carry-over procedure con-
tend that it would insulate the Senate and House Clerks against
political pressure and vest the Rules Committees with the ultimate
screening function. Organized interest groups would be torced to

decide whether they would file their bill in the first or second annual
session of the biennium, since they could not file it in both. To work,

I.letter to the Director of the Legislative Research Bureau, January 11, 1979.
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this procedure would require (a) adequate staffing of the offices of the
Senate and House Clerks and of the Counsel to the Senate and House
to handle the initial screening task, and (b) a willingness on the part of
the Rules Committees to sustain the spirit as well as the letter of the
screening rule.

Opponent Views
Opponents of a legislative carry-over system agree that it would

serve no useful purpose without a restriction on the filing of petitions
for legislation in the second annual session. And with such a restric-
tion, such a carry-over system would, in their judgment, constitute a
radical and unacceptable departure from the long-established Massa-
chusetts tradition of “Free Petition.”

Opponents regard the Right of Free Petition, as established by
Article XIX of the Declaration of Rights in the State Constitution, and
as interpreted for centuries by the General Court and the people of
Massachusetts, as a cornerstone of our democratic system. While
agreeing that Article XIX does not specify that petitions may be filed
annually, opponents emphasize that the right to petition the General
Court each time it gathers in regular session has, from long practice,
acquired the force of “unwritten constitutional law” which the General
Court may not disregard without breaking its “contract” with the
people of the state, except as they may otherwise permit in a constitu-
tional amendment. Any other interpretation of Article XIX opponents
assert would be “incompatible” with (a) Article V of the Declaration of
Rights which states that the legislature must “at all time be accounta-
ble” to the people, and (b) Article XXII of that Declaration which
mandates that

The legislature ought frequently to assemble for the redress of
grievances, for correcting, strengthening and confirming the laws,
and for making new laws, as the common good may require.

Opponents assert that the “violence” done to the Right of Free
Petition is not necessary to improve legislative operations or to serve
any public need.

In their view, the long annual sessions of the past fifteen years are not
caused by the easy access of petitioners for legislation to the General
Court, or even to the increase in the number of measures before that
body, from 4,069 in 1955 to 9,104 in the “peak” year of 1975.
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Opponents point out that committees have been grouping substan-
tially identical bills and even similar bills, to be granted public hearings
all together; and in the past few years, committees have had authority
to forego second public hearings in the second annual session of a
General Court on perennial or other “repeat” petitions which they
considered during the first annual session. The Committees on Rules,
acting concurrently, in regard to the Joint Rules, and individually in
respect to the rules of their particular branches, have been achieving a
variety of changes designed to streamline the legislative process, but
without doing violence to the Right ofFree Petition. They are continu-
ing in that effort.

The principal causes of lengthly legislative sessions are two-fold,
according to opponents of legislative carry-over.

First, even with home rule for municipalities, Massachusetts
remains a highly centralized state, in which tremendous responsibili-
ties are placed on state government for the provision of basic social and
other services, the solving of problems generated by urbanization and
fluctuations in the economy, and the financing of services delivered
through the local government structure. Many of the bills filed reflect
problems that the people, the cities and towns, and sectors of the
Massachusetts economy are having as the Commonwealth is buffeted
by economic and social changes. There are more problems to be
solved, and they are often more complex. Moreover, as one would
expect in a free society, people differ widely in their views as to how
these matters should be handled. All this means more petitions for
more laws, a phenomenon not limited to states, like Massachusetts,
which do not have legislative carry-over procedures. Even so, oppo-
nents of the carry-over note that the volume of petitions for special
municipal laws could be reduced if Massachusetts followed the exam-
ple of other states, such as New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, and
Oklahoma, in modernizing and liberalizing its general laws on munici-
pal governments in keeping with the spirit and letter of the municipal
home rule provisions of the State Constitution.

Second, opponents of the carry-over believe that in very large degree
the dragging out of legislative sessions is the result of political tugs-of-
war which develop over a modest number of very important, very
controversial, and often very complex, bills, beginning in the middle or
latter part of May. or early June.
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Within about a month following the deadline of April 15th set by
Joint Rule 10 for the automatic negative discharge of previously
unreported bills from committees other than the Committees on Ways
and Means, most bills have been disposed of, since they are (a) local
bills or other special bills which are not particularly controversial and
are thus enacted quickly, or (b) involve relatively noncontroversial,
small changes in L he General Laws, or (c) are killed because they are
silly or involve propositions for which there is no substantial support
inside or outside of the Legislature. After April 15th, the General
Court receives, and usually acts quickly upon, many petitions from
towns, and some from cities, for special laws, resulting from town
meeting or city council votes.

Carry-over critics argue that the problem comes, then, with the
following residue of major, controversial bills:

(1) The operating and capital outlay budgets, and requests for
supplementary and deficiency appropriations, submitted by the
Governor;

(2) Major legislation proposed on other subjects by the Gover-
nor, through intermittent gubernatorial messages;

(3) Any initiative petitions which may have been filed under
the Initiative and Referendum Amendment (Art. XLVIII) of the
Constitution;

(4) Key measures filed prior to the pre-filing deadline of the
first Wednesday of December by individual legislators on behalf
of themselves, for which there is strong public support within and
outside the General Court;

(5) Occasional controversial measures sought by a particular
city or town, such as Mayor White’s proposal for a new city
charter in 1977; and

(6) Controversial, or complex, proposals by special
commissions.

Carry-over opponents note that a dragging-out of the session is very
likely to result if a Governor elects to send major measures, such as
court reform, to the General Court at a late hour. Just a few such bills
can add days and even months to the length of a session. In the view of
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opponents, a legislative carry-over procedure would not change this
situation much, because most of the matters listed above would be
admissible to the second annual session of a General Court.

Moreover, since there is no restriction of our legislative session to 30,
60, or 90 days, as in many other states, opponents feel that a legislative
carry-over procedure is not needed as a device to permit further
legislative study and consideration of matters which cannot be
resolved satisfactorily within such narrow time constraints. If a com-
mittee does not feel ready to form an opinion as to the merits of a bill,
or cannot resolve the technical or political aspects of such a bill,
without further study, it can seek a joint order granting it interim study
authority; or it may propose a resolve referring the bill to study by a
special commission, the judicial council, or a state executive depart-
ment; or it may propose a joint order requiring a fact-finding study by
theLegislative Research Council. All that is required is that thecommit-
tee persuade the legislative leadership and the two chambers of the
desirability of further study, usually not a difficult task. Present proce-
dures and practices on this score seem quite adequate, according to
opponents of a legislative carry-over system.

Carry-over critics stress that since World War II these and other
changes have responded to a broad spectrum of demands upon the
General Court, which have transformed it gradually into a full-time
body. Under these circumstances, it is to be expected that committees
will operate more on a year-round basis, as they do the bulk of the
work of the General Court. With thepresent level of legislator salaries,
critics contend that it is not unreasonable for the legislative leadership
and the public to expect a full-time performance from the 40 senators
and 160 representatives. Insofar as a legislative carry-over plan is
offered to shorten the legislative session, it is out of step with these
developments. Any scheme to limit further the Right of Free Petition is
thus even more so, according to opponents of the carry-over. They
argue that the primary function of the General Court is to write good
laws which respond to perceived public needs, not to summarily dis-
pose of business to achieve an early adjournment.

Opponents of the carry-over point out that on many occasions
important legislation has failed of passage in the first annual session of
a General Court, but has prospered upon reintroduction into the
second annual session of that body. In the first session, the lobbies
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opposing the proposed law may enjoy many tactical advantages. 1 here
may be inadequate press coverage because the media do not really
understand what is at stake. But in the interval following the rejection
of the first bill, public understanding of the issues may improve, and
proponents may do a better job of selling their case and organizing
support for it in the second session. In past years, many progressive
statutes that have reflected well upon Massachusetts and its Legisla-
ture, have passed only after repeated attempts. On the other hand, with
a legislative carry-over system in effect, forces opposing particular
legislation may have a decided advantage, unless, in the second annual
session, the proponents thereof win the Governor’s support and induce
him to resubmit their bill in a gubernatorial message.

These philosophical and tactical considerations have motivated
opposition to the legislative carry-over by two different groups, at
different points of time, on “Right to Free Petition” grounds.

In the early 1970’5, organized labor foresaw difficulties for major
bills in its legislative program if a legislative carry-over scheme were
adopted while the Republican party held a majority of seats in either
house of the General Court, or held a minority of those seats large
enough to sustain a gubernatorial veto. 1 Organized labor opposed any
change in legislative procedures which would reduce its opportunities
to achieve a successful legislative program, especially in the second
(election) year of the biennium whenfavorable votes on their bills were
more likely than in the preceding year. With the rapid decline in
Republican representation after 1965, and the increase in “liberal”
representation in the legislative delegations of both parties in recent
years, labor opposition to legislative carry-over has subsided to some
degree.

Although the legislative carry-over concept has enjoyed a measure
of Republican support in the Senate, it has been opposed on “Right of
Free Petition” grounds by the recent House Republican Leadership,
including Representative Francis W. Hatch of Beverly, Republican
Minority Leader who left the House in 1978 to run for governor, and
his present successor, Representative William G. Robinson of Mel-
rose. This Republican viewpoint holds that the retention of the Right
ofFree Petition, as presently construed and practiced, is essential if the

I. The Republican Governors since 1958 were John A. Volpe (1961-63, 1965-69) and Francis W. Sargent

(1969-75).
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Minority Party is to function as more than a bystander on the political
and legislative scene. In theirconviction, the role of the Minority Party
would be seriously compromised by the legislative carry-over propos-
als so far advanced, for two reasons.

First, as long as the Massachusetts General Court does not follow
the practice of Congress and some state legislatures in allowing the
legislative leader or caucus of each party in the Senate and House of
Representatives to choose all Minority members of standing and
special committees, the Minority Party in the House is opposed to any
carry-over scheme which would give “life and death” control re the
carrying over of bills to these committees.

Second, the House Minority leadership is concerned that the legisla-
tive carry-over would deprive the Minority Party of its present oppor-
tunity to introduce a “Republican legislative program” into the
General Court in the second annual session of that body, when the
Minority Party wishes to show its “positive face” most strongly to the
electorate, and may enjoy success with some of its measures because of
help from conservative Democratic legislators.

Proponent Views
Advocates of a legislative carry-over procedure containing a limita-

tion of business admissible to the second annual session argue that it
will have a beneficial impact upon the legislative process, especially if
it is combined with a grant of authority to the standing committees of
the General Court to conduct continuing studies in their respective
topical areas and to initiate their own “committee bills.

First, carry-over champions maintain that such a process will afford
more time in which to work on first annual session measures requiring
further study, fact-finding and negotiation before any committee
recommendations can be developed. Similarly, such carry-over propo-
nents say that the power to initiate studies on their own motion, and to

report bills based on those studies whether or not specific relevant
petitions are before them, will permit standing committees to identify
public problems and needs ahead of time and to fashion remedies,

without having to wait until a “crisis occurs. Moreover, proponents

stress these steps will permit standing committees to conduct a contin-
uing review and updating of the general laws in their respective subject

areas.

Role ofLegislative Committees
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Carry-over advocates argue that the position of the legislative
branch, versus the executive branch, can only be enhanced by a system
which enables legislative committees to do a better job of fashioning
legislative recommendations relative to matters referred to them, and
by equipping them to initiate action in areas neglected by the other
branches of government. Carry-over proponents further assert that
such a procedure ./ill permit a better scheduling of legislative business.
A legislative work program will be available for committees and the
General Court at the start of the second annual session. In addition,
there would be a lighter burden on the bill-drafting, clerical, and other
staff of the General Court.

Proponents of the carry-over express concern over the “adverse
impact” which they feel the present “uncontrolled” legislative work-
load especially “repeat” bills reintroduced in the second annual
session has upon the present committee, system. It is argued that
such “repeat” measures are a factor in encouraging absenteeism of
committee members from meetings of standing committees. Legisla-
tors who have been through the process of hearing a measure, and who
have participated in subsequent committee discussions thereon in the
first annual session are bored with the prospect of repeating this
performance on an identical bill the following year. Not all committees
are reported to have taken advantage of their present authority to
accept written briefs only on “repeat” bills, and to forego public
hearings thereon, in the second annual session. Further, it is often
difficult to identify “repeat” bills easily when authors thereof refilc
them with modified titles and sections.

Second, proponents of the legislative carry-over urge it as a neces-
sary step in the wake of voter ratification of Constitutional Amend-
ment Article Cl in 1974, which reduced the membership of the House
of Representatives by 80 seats, from 240 to 160 members, effective with
the 1978 state election. Carry-over champions point out that this
reduction in the House membership will leave fewer legislators to carry
the workload within the 22 joint standing committees. While addi-
tional staff will be provided to individual legislators and to commit-
tees, it is the legislator, and not the staff, who bears the
decision-making responsibility in the final analysis. Advocates of the
carry-over contend that even before the “House Cut,” that 40 senators
were spread very thinly among committees, especially the minority
Republicans. With 80 fewer House members, the work of individual
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remaining House members will grow, both within and outside of the
committees.

Proponents of the legislative carry-over declare that the “lion’s
share” of legislative work is transacted in committee, and that what
happens on the floor of the Senate and House is mostly a confirmation
of the results of decisions hammered out in committee. Hence, the idea
of a legislative carry-over procedure should be measured in terms of its
impact on committee operations. The problem is to devise a procedure
which is pragmatic and workable.
Opponent Views

Critics of legislative carry-over reply that it exacts too high a price, in
that it limits the “sacred” Right of Free Petition in the name of
committee efficiency without really assuring that improved committee
performance will materialize. Indeed, they see the legislative carry-
over as an invitation to dilatory committee treatment of bills, inspired
by the political maneuvering of pro and con interest groups, and a
“natural tendency” of legislators at any level of government to defer
judgment on difficult issues until they can no longer be postponed.

Accordingly, carry-over opponents charge that a legislative carry-
over rule would have no other “beneficial” political effect than that of
enshrining Parkinson’s Law in the Joint Rules: Committee delibera-
tions would expand to consume the time available in which to deliber-
ate. In defense of this view, opponents point to the “negligible results”
which they say so often follow in the wake of numerous joint orders,
adopted each year, referring measures to particular committees for
study during the recess of the General Court.

Adversaries of the legislative carry-over argue that the legislative
workload can be reduced if legislators will exercise more restraint in
filing bills devised by themselves or their staffs, as contrasted with
measures requested by concerned constituents. Carry-over opponents
assert that it is not unusual for a legislator to file measures on his own
motion for the “publicity value,” when he or she knows from expe-
rience that such a measure stands no chance of passage, and then even

fails to show up at the resulting committee hearing. Opponents charge
that such activity simply wastes the time of the committee members
and staff.

Opponents of the carry-over contend that committee operations
would be aided if all committees enforced a “written brief only”
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practice on “repeat” bills in the second annual session (except where
oral testimony was authorized by an extraordinary majority vote of the
committee). In addition, these critics charge that committee work-
loads would be eased if the Rules Committees and the memberships of
both branches denied or resisted the admission of non-municipal,
non-gubernatorial late-filed bills, at least in the second annual session.

As a further deterrent to “careless” bill-filing practices, some carry-
over opponents suggest that authors of petitions for legislation be
required to accompany those petitions with a brief setting forth the
reasons why they think the legislation is necessary or desirable, and
indicating how the measure should be financed, if it would impose a
cost upon the state or its political subdivisions. In their view, this
requirement would compel petitioners to evaluate their own proposals
more carefully. Carry-over critics note that ordinarily litigation cannot
be commenced in a state or federal court without a written declaration
or formal complaint specifying the action sought and the reasons
therefor. Hence, they argue that the “solemnity” of the legislative
process requires at least as much respect.

Opponents of the legislative carry-over see as a separate, independ-
ent issue the idea of vesting standing committees with continuing study
authority and a power to originate “committee bills” based on such
studies. Such authority could be given to the standing committees,
without instituting a carry-over system. While some carry-over oppo-
nents favor giving this type of study authority to standing committees,
others take a negative view. These latter critics believe that the present
procedure for authorizing committee recess studies by joint orders is
adequate. Since legislative studies can be costly, some carry-over
opponents believe that the Rules Committeees, acting concurrently,
should exercise tight control over the undertaking of such studies,
whether on the traditional joint order basis, or by independent exercise
by a committee of a continuing study authority such as that proposed
in past legislative carry-over measures or in Senate, No. 1640 of 1978.
This view holds that the device of the “graveyard study order” assign-
ing bills to committees for recess studies “not seriously meant” should
be replaced by the “blunt, honest alternative” of a straightforward
“ought not to pass” report.
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Interest Group Pressures and Public Opinion
Proponent Views

Carry-over proponents cite, as an advantage of such procedures, the
opportunity afforded to standing committees to carry measures over
from the first to second annual session with a view to allowing more
time for the crystallization of public opinion on those measures, and
for the resolution of differences among concerned groups. To these
ends, committees could hold public hearings on important bills which
have been carried over, during the between session interval. In the view
of some carry-over proponents, as noted earlier, organized interest
group pressures on conference committees can be minimized either (a)
by referring back to the last substantive committee of jurisdiction any
measure left in a conference committee when thefirst annual session of
the General Court ends, and by dissolving the latter committee, or (b)
by dissolving that conference committee and naming a new one at the
beginning of the second annual session.
Opponent Views

Opponents respond that present legislative practices provide a more
than adequate opportunity for public opinion to crystallize on legisla-
tion from one legislative session to the next. They assert that conflict-
ing organized civic and interest groups do not require a legislative rule
to induce them to get together for the purpose of reconciling their
differences or explaining their respective stands to the public and the
press.

Opponents of the legislative carry-over contend that such a system
will subject legislative leaders to “tremendous” pressures from organ-
ized interests either (a) to carry measures over, or (b) not to carry them
over, or (c) to suspend the rules to admit to the second annual session
bills rejected during the prior year. Thus, interest group pressure will
merely be rechannelled.

Economies in Legislative Costs

Proponents of the legislative carry-over predict that it will reduce the
costs of legislative operations in significant areas, but do not price
tag” these savings at this time. They anticipate a reduction in legislative
printing expenses by virtue of the curbs on measures which may be
introduced into the second annual session. A lighter bill load in the
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second annual session would also reduce bill-drafting costs and clerical
processing costs in that session, to the extent that temporary legislative
employees are utilized or such work is “farmed out.” Shorter sessions
in the second year of the biennium would also affect the expenditures
for other part-time legislative personnel.

Opponents counter that a carry-over system will entail administra-
tive costs. Because of a heavy demand for copies thereof while the first
annual session is in progress, further printings of first session bills and
reports will be necessary in certain instances, if they are carried over, to
assure an adequate supply of such bills and reports for the use of
legislators and the public during the second annual session. Provision
will have to be made for the storage of copies of bills and reports which
are being carried over. The format of the Legislative Bulletin will have
to be altered to accommodate the new carry-over system.

Opponents of the legislative carry-over emphasize that it will require
the Senate Counsel and the House Counsel to revise bills carried over
into the second annual session to reflect statutory changes voted
subsequent to the introduction of those bills in thefirst annual session.

Carry-over proponents do not regard this as a significant problem,
since the two Counsels, serving, respectively, the Senate and House
Committees on Bills in Third Reading, now recast bills received late in
the annual session to accommodate earlier enactments of that same
session.

Proponents of the legislative carry-over believe that such a proce-
dure will help to ease, though not necessarily to end, the “logjam” of
legislation which piles up at the end of each annual session. As the end
of the first annual session draws near, the legislature could devote its
attention to those measures it was determined to pass or reject at that
session, letting the balance of bills carry over. And in the second annual
session, with its restricted admissions policy, there would be less of a
bill load, and hence less of an end-of-session “logjam,” if that session
“holds the line” on late-filed bills.

Opponents of the carry-over fear a greater “logjam” at the end of the
second annual session, if a sizeable portion of the first annual session

Bill-Drafting Aspects

End of Session Log Jam
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workload is carried over, and if the General Court proves as willing to
admit late-filed bills under the proposed system as it is now.

This chapter describes very briefly the various alternatives to legisla-
tive carry-over procedures advanced as a means of reducing the work-
load of the General Court and the length of its session.

Limiting Length of Legislative Sessions
As noted earlier in this report, the length of legislative sessions may

be curtailed in three different ways.
First, the state or territorial constitution may limit the total number

of days during which the regular session of the legislature may sit, or
may mandate adjournment sine die of that session on a given date, as is
done in 36 jurisdictions (Ala., Ark., Calif., Conn., Del., Fla., Ga., Ha.,
Ind., Kan., Ky., La., Md., Minn., Miss., Mo., Mont., Neb., Nev.,
N.H., N.M., N.D., Okla., R. 1., S.D., Tenn., Tex., Utah, Va., Wash.,
W.Va., Wyo., A.S., P.R., T.T., and V.1.).

Second, the constitution may limit the agenda of the second annual
session, of a legislature which meets annually, to the state budget,
related fiscal measures, and a few other categories of measures, necessi-
tating adjournment when these items have been disposed of, as is done
in seven jurisdictions (Colo., Conn., Me., N.M., Ohio, Utah, and
Wyo.).

Third, the state constitution may prescribe biennial rather than
annual regular sessions, as occurs in 13 states (Ark., Ky., Minn.,
Mont., Nev., N.H., N.C., N.D., Ore., Tenn., Tex., Vt„ and Wash.) .

Massachusetts abandoned biennial sessions after experimenting with
the same briefly between 1939 and 1944.2

Proponents of such session limitations allege that without them the
legislature sits too long, legislates too much, and incurs substantial
costs. They assert that the “essential legislative business of the state

can be transacted within a “reasonably designed” sessions limitation.

CHAPTER VI.
ALTERNATIVES TO LEGISLATIVE CARRY-OVER

PROCEDURES'

._ . .
..

. .lfied updated form, excerpts from the Legislative Research Council report1 of,te Genera, Court. Senate, No. 990 (1965), 86 pp.; C. .11, “ReducmgNumber of

Bills Proposed,” at pp- 42-46.
2-Mass. Const., Amend. Art. LXXII (1938).
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Unlimited legislative sessions are condemned as inviting the filing of
trial petitions tor laws, and undesirable meddling by the legislature in
the affairs of localities and in the economy. Critics of unlimited ses-
sions complain that localities and industrial and business leaders feel a
lack of freedom of continuity in determining and following policies
when the state legislature is in almost continuous session. Further, they
assert that a reasonable limitation on legislative sessions of necessity
makes the legislature less costly to maintain and staff.

Opponents of session limitations respond that while such restric-
tions may be feasible in less populous, largely rural states with little in
the way of urban areas, they are “grossly inappropriate” as applied to
populous industrial states. The complexity and magnitude of social,
economic, developmental, and fiscal problems confronting state and
local government in these urbanized states require a continuing state
response, and thus more by way of legislative action. Furthermore,
flexibility for state legislative sessions is viewed as doubly important in
states such as Massachusetts which have a long tradition of strong
central government, and which lack a tradition of strong county
government entrusted with functions normally thought of as “state” or
“municipal” in this Commonwealth.

Filing Fees for Legislative Petitions

Among programs designed to reduce the annual number of bills
introduced into the Massachusetts General Court, the imposition of
filing fees has commanded frequent interest. Practically all study
agencies which have examined legislative procedure in Massachusetts
have reviewed this suggestion. Invariably their reaction has been nega-
tive, that the imposition of a filing fee would be a backward step in
obtaining better legislative procedure. Thus, a negative report in the
late 19th century was followed up by a study by the 1962 Tufts
Assembly which reported against such action despite the mounting
volume of legislative proposals.

Some legislators favor such filing fees, but their motives vary. One

group believes a filing fee should be in effect to reduce the volume of
legislative business. On the other hand, some advocate such an

approach in the belief that proponents of bills should help bear the cost
ofconducting the business of the General Court. The usual suggestion
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of a $1 or $2 fee would have little significance since the annual cost of
legislative printing exceeds $1.4 million.

Little can be said about the use of a filing fee to reduce the number of
bills introduced. On the surface, it would seem that a petitioner who is
willing to support his proposal with an entrance fee would thereby be
demonstrating his good faith and genuine belief in the merits of his bill,
But on the other hand, a small fee will not deter insincere petitioners
from filing trivial legislation. However, a filing fee could conceivably
impede the introduction of laudable, sincere legislative proposals. A
fee would probably handicap the legislator who introduces a substan-
tial number of bills in order to indicate to his constituency that he is “on
the ball.” To be workable, a fee would have to be assessed against the
legislator petitioner or he would probably use any exemption to spon-
sor bills which originated with private sources. Omnibus bills contain-
ing several related proposals would be used to circumvent filing fee
costs.

Conceivably, a filing fee could bring varying financial burdens
among legislators. Thus, Greater Boston legislators are more fre-
quently in attendance at the State House, particularly during pre-filing
periods, than are legislators from more distant communities. Hence,
their constituents need to make less effort to confer with them on
Beacon Hill. Accordingly, more bills would tend to gravitate toward
them, subjecting them to relatively large filing fees, particularly if a
good many Boston voters could not afford to pay filing fees. Certainly
a legislator would pay the necessary fee when the petitioner had
furnished political support during past election campaigns. Likewise,
committee chairmen and ranking members of major committees may
be singled out to add the prestige of their names and status to bills.
Such members may then be reluctant, in view of past favors, to seek
reimbursement of filing fees from the petitioners, corporate, or
otherwise.

Filing fees are deemed to abridge the constitutional Right of Free
Petition, and most of the attack emanates from this source. Critics,
therefore, emphasize that all petitions must be received, arguing that
any subsequent regulatory action is within the province of the
Legislature.

The courts of Massachusetts have not ruled on the issue of whether
filing fees constitute an unlawful infringement on the Right of Free
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Petition. An opinion of the Attorney-General did rule in 1925 that a $2
filing fee was constitutional, and cited the following court opinion in
support of his contention that such action is not violative of free
petition: l

In all cases where the constitution has conferred a political right
or privilege, and where the constitution has not particularly
designated the manner in which that right is to be exercised, it is
clearly within the just and constititional limits of the legislative
power to adopt any reasonable and uniformregulations in regard
to the time and mode of exercising that right, which are designed
to secure and facilitate the exercise of such right in a prompt,
orderly and convenient manner. 2

In arriving at this decision, Attorney General Benton relied exten-
sively on the historical development of the Right of Free Petition. He
stated that England, as far back as 1685, imposed fees on proposals for
both public and private legislation. Since intercession to the King to
correct private wrongs represented the older form of petition, the
Attorney General argued that the framers of the Constitution, who
were acquainted with this development, meant to make the Right of
Free Petition subject to reasonable regulation.

Only one authority on the Massachusetts legislative process appears
to endorse the filing fee as meritorious—Robert Luce, whose distin-
guished career covered many years in the General Court and Congress.
One of his comprehensive treatises approved as just a fee equal in
amount to the one required for entry of an action in the lower courts. 3

He felt that this payment would be a desirable, clear indication of the
petitioner’s good faith.

His opponents argued that the Massachusetts General Court which
receives all petitions without any question of jurisdiction should not be
bound by the technical rules of a body which has limited jurisdiction.
Petitions and legislation proposing changes in corporation powers and
privileges must now be accompanied by a $25 fee fixed by statute (G.L.
c. 3, ss. 5 and 7). It is argued that such a fee is not an infringement of
free petition as it is charged to underwrite the cost of processing of the
proposal by the Secretary of State.

1. 7 Op. Atty. Gen. 1925, p. 102.
2. Capen v. Foster, 12 Pick. 484 (488).
3. Robert Luce, Legislative Procedure, Decapo Press, New York, N.Y., 1922, p. 79.
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To reduce the number of bills filed annually it has also been sug-
gested that a considerable minimum number of signatures be required.
The justification of this proposal rests on the premise that a legislative
measure should have an appreciable degree of public support before
extensive legislative consideration is initiated. Moreover, it is alleged
that the requirement of multi-signatures would stop, or at least reduce,
the introduction of nonsensical or ill-considered measures.

Proposals to require multiple signatures have been rejected on every
occasion. To require a legislator to enlist the support of his or her
colleagues before the proposal may be introduced would impose a
burden without providing a corresponding benefit. Such a require-
ment would restrict a legislator’s right to formulate a free decision
based on a considered judgment of the evidence developed by the
legislative process.

Requiring a certain number of signatures of non-legislators would
be ineffective in curtailing the number of legislative proposals. Even an
eccentric can obtain additional signatures. Individuals will sign almost
anything and neither organized nor unorganized efforts can handle such
a situation. The opportunity for fraudulent signatures and the task of
verification would be large indeed.

Moreover, the requirement of additional signatures would reduce
the quality of legislation enacted. Ideas originate from many and
varied sources, both from the sophisticated and the uneducated, and
from the hard lessons of experience. For every crusade there is a
solitary reformer. To require him to have a band of converts before he
“has his day” at a legislative forum, it is argued, may well dampen his
enthusiasm and initiative.

Limiting the number of proposals which a legislator may submit in
each session has not evoked much legislative interest. Senate, No. 1641
of 1978 would allow each member of the General Court to file up to

seven bills during the second annual session, unless the rules were
suspended to allow him to introduce additional measures.

A proposal to limit the number of bill filings per member was
rejected by the Joint Special Committee on Legislative Procedure in
1915 because it would probably handicap the introduction of bills
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serving the public interest. Subsequent study groups have omitted any
discussion of this possibility.

It is argued that such a limitation would encourage members to file
only the more important of the measures they have in mind. But much
depends on one’s definition of importance and one’s point of view. For
example, a rural legislator may consider hunting and sporting bills of
great importance to his locality. Yet those proposals may excite little
interest among urban members. Conversely, mass transportation
problems command great interest from city members, while rural
Representatives minimize their importance. Relatively few issues
affect both groups equally and generate statewide problems.

The suggested limitation is subject to many other criticisms. Legisla-
tors vary. Many are better educated and more knowledgeable. Others
are more experienced and more aggressive. Some have the happy
faculty of successfully bringing about final passage of their proposals.
To apply to all of them the same rigid volume limitation will undoubt-
edly retard the flow of good legislation, it is argued.

In 1914, the Senate approved a measure limiting the number of bills
which a legislator might file, but it was defeated in the House.






